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A good porlablè sci must be carefully designed.
This article s/tows you
how lo build a compact, highly sensitive and easily-handled receiver

I write this aticle Easter is
drawing near. By the time
the WIREI.ESS CoNsTRuc'roR
reaches your hands, this springlinie holiday will be over, and
at present it is beyond niy prophetic powers to say
whether the country
..
will be bathed in warm
sunshine or drenched in
g
icyshowers. Anyhow,
"
foi your sake (and for
'.

at home, and do not want to take
it away.
Probably it would not

How can we set about
making one?
The set you will sec illustrated
in this article is not merely a
ruceivcr packed into a bag with the
Ii-tuury battery supply, it has
been specially designed for the work it is
destined to perform.
The requirements of
.,
the set were, firstly,
that it should give good.
mine) 'Ihop&it will be
loud signals from the
I
line.
nearest
broadcasting
At Easter time we
*
statioñ (even if this
vere fifty or a hundred
think of the Opefl air,
/
4and many of us cp
tuiles away), with a
-.
very small aerial, such
a gbod part of the holidayintheopencountry,
as could be made by
throwing an insulated
w al k ng, cycling or
motoring. As the year
wi t'e ove r a tree;
grows older and more
secondly, that it should
be very easy to manipuand more bright, and
late even by the unfine days occur, we
-.
akiled; and, thirdly,
fre que n tly find ourselves, as the evenings A member of Radio Press staff operating the Portable that it should be really
portable iii the true
draw on, many miles
Receiver. All batteries are in the case.
meaning of the word. It
from home and glad of a
rest. It may be that we are visiting be convenient to move it, and so it was also desirable that when confriends and relatives in the country, would be very handy to have some nected to a properly erected aerial
and in the evening want sorne form of portable set that could be it should bring in all of the B.B.C.
form of relaxation. What better slipped on the luggage rack of the- stations and several of the Confills this need than radio? Of railway train or dropped in behind tinental, so that if it should .be
course .you .have your own set the car as part of the ordinary taken into a remote village where
AS

-

luggage.
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wireless is practically unknown, it
would give a proper demònstratioii
of the value of broadcast reception.
Experience tells me that for satisfactory working in all coúditions
three valves are required-one for

-

-.

":

-

-

'

,.

.

-

.-

-

M

j

J

.

\

photograph of the back of panel wiring. This photograph should be
studied' in conjunction with the wiring diagram.

A

valve are in tune vitli one another.
If we keep the set just off the
oscillation point then we shall get
he maximum reaction effect without self óscillation. As a matter of
fact, the tendency to oscillate can
be easily controlled by mèans of a
potentiometer, and such an instrument is therefore included.
Reaction control is thus obtained by a
movement of the potentiometer
knob. At one end of its travel the
set will be very stable and will
show little tendency to oscillate;
at the other end the set will oscillate
freely, and some intermediate point
will be found where the set can he
kept off oscillation with maximum

number of Continental statiomis
are also heard, and by sitting up
until two o'clock I found it possible
to hear a band selection froni omie
A

of the American bróadcasting sta-

tions on a wavelength just below
that of London. It will thus he
seen that the receiver has ample
sensitivity, so that even with the

sensitivity. That the sensitivity of
the set is really high is indicated by
the fact that on an outside aerial
of average dimensions all of the
B.B.C. stations can be heard at
good strength, three or four of them
being audible on the loud speaker
in a small room, and the remainder
at good strengtl in ie telephones,

-

The three -batteries used.
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The instrument panel removed from the case.
-

.4.

smallest of portable aerials the
nearest station can be heard at
excellent strength.
One Filament Resistance
The seçond point making for
simplicity was the use of one
filament rheostat for all valves.
It is true that this method is not
the ideal, and the advanced experiinenter may prefer to have a
separate filament control for each
valve, but in practice the arrange.
nient will be quite efficient -for
such a set.
If you have thrèe
:valves of the same make, you-will
find they all work at thi saine
filament voltáge iii whatever part
-of. the circuit they may be used.
Again, simplicity dictated the use
of one hightension terminal for
allthree valves.
The Layout
Tbe layout of the set is
ewhiat
different from the nornial, for by
placing the low-frequency transformer above the panel, by using
special variable
'ndeiiscrs (the

-i

-

I

.

-

-

à

'

)

high-frequency amplification, the
second as a detector, and the third
for low-frequency magnificatiòn.
The high-tension voltage can of
course be supplied by the conventional dry battery, but I am not
much in favour of the use of dry
cells for filament lighting of even
a single-valve set.
The Circuit
The first point to decide was the
circuit, and for this I chose tue
well-known tuned-anode method
of high-frequency amplification,
using for the aerial tuning instead
of the' usual plug-in coil a tapped
coil so that semi-aperiodic aerial
coupling could be used. The advantages of this forni of aerial
coupling are that not only is a wide
band of wavelengths .còvcred with
one coil, but the selectivity is
increased and gdod results arc
obtainable on all kinds of aerials.
The Lissen X coil filled the bill
quite well, and was therefore incorporated in the design.
For the
anode coil another plug-in coil was
used
turns is quite suitable),
this latter coil being placed at right
angles to-the X coil.
Reaction
You may perhaps ask on èxanlining the photographs, where
is the reaction coil and how is
reaction obtained?
The answer
is that with a semi-aperiodic aerial
coupling and a sharply tuned anode
circuit the set will oscillate quite
freely when the grid circuit and the
anode circuit of tile liigh-frenency

-

-

j

(j

-
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of the mechanism of which
is concealed inside the dials alone),

and byoneoT two Qtherspecial
arraùgements;,-the wiring pfojeets
on1y.about -one.inh; below, the
panelitseif. This means that when
the panel- is-placed :in a suitable
case there ié room fpr, valves on
the, top. Qf the panel.. without

J

-

aheady indicated, it has been
One panel of 'guaranteed ebonite
possible to construct the whole of (Radio Malioganite was used),
or i-in.
the three:valve set on a panel 12x7x
Two special variable condensers.
ineasuringonly ta in-by in. This
gives ample room fór' the. high- one of 000i.F in the aerial
teusion .bat±ery and' an accumu-. circuit, and, one of -0003&F in the
lator. of the n?n-.spillable type in a anode circuit (Portable Utilities,
bg;which' is not/tOo 1axge to be Ltd. Dial-o-densers).
Two coil sockets for panel mountcarried' c9nveniently. The actual

-----

'.

.

5Oo75

-

ing.

:..
H

F

Te

I

Fig.

i.-The

theoretical diagram.

So far as
obstructing the lid.
the valves are concerned, these are
naturally to be treated with the
greatest care, and for this reason
three Antiphonic" or antivibratory vqlv sockets are used. I do
not recommend the ordinary type
of valve-holder, as the jars and
jolts inseparable from a portable
set are likely seiiousiy to damage
. the valves aud their filaments.
By a suitable choice of corn.

disposition of the parts Will
naturally depend on the case to

.T
/

be adapted.

Components Used
Here is a list of the cciinponeiits
I have incorporated in he set,
It is, of course, possible to change
several of them, but if you desire
to make changes, itis well to ee
that those you substitute aré of
the correct size and are not too

.ss.,

s

f

Fig.

2.-Eattery connections.

Three valve sockets, "Antiphonic" (Burndept, Ltd.).
One first-stage intervalve transformer (C.A.V.).
One fixed condenser, '0003zF,
with clips (Dubilier).
One 2 meg. grid leak (Duhilier),

I

I

V

¿
4
I

C
la

f

i

«I

o

?
-

.5

0

___
!'

-

-

1.

Fi: 3.-Dirnensions -and

:!!'

markings of op of an1. ,Blueprint No. CI0I2A- can be.obtained
from Radio Press Ltd. price x/6 post free.
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one ampere, as this is the maximum
safe rate of discharge of the tipe
of accumulator indicated.
The
maximum economy of current will,
of course, be obtained by using
the
type of valve which, with
the accumulator shown, will run
for about fifty hours without a
re-charge. Against this, of course,
you must set off the additional
weight of the extra accumulator.
Three \Vuncells will nui for ten

One filament resistance (Micro-

stat, \Vates Bros.).
Eight terminals and nuts.

-

.

-

One fixed oudeiiser with pane!
socket, 0003 ILP (Peto-Scott, Ltd.).
One potentiometer (R. A. Rotliermcl, Ltd.).
One Lissen X coil.
One No. 75 coil. (If you want to
get 5XX, then you will also need
a No. 150 coil for the aerial and
u 200 or 250 for the anode.)
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mahogany finished panel improves the appearance.

One high-tension battery of suitable dimensions. (That shown is
a General Radio Co. "Radiobat.")
One unspillable accumulator, 2
volts (Oldhain & sons. Ltd.).
Three valves. One grid bias battery (Ever.
Ready.)
Two Clii sockets or wander
plugs for sanie.

Valves
as the valves areconcerned, you have a wide choice,
but whatever make they are they
must be of the dull emitter type
so as to run from a small accumulator, such as that shown. I
recommend you to choose dull
emitters which vill work from a
2-volt accumulator if you want
the maximum portability. If you
prefer to use theo6 type of dull
emitter you will requin two imspillable accumulators of the size
shown. Personally I have found

hours without a re-charge on this
accumulator,. which is probably
as much amusement as you will
require in a week-end holiday.
Constructional Work
The photographs' and drawings.
together with the free blueprint
presented with this issue will give
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the set to work excellently with
the new Cossor Wuncell valves,
the -three of which together take
slightly under one amere at 2
volts. I have also uèd the ot
by using two Vunspillable accumutors. Mullard. Maroni-Osrana and
all
British
Thomson-Houston
make valves suitable for working
from a 2-volt accumulator. \Vhatever valves you:choose the total
current 'should not exceed about

-
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-
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This is very important, as
the Lissen X coil is so made that
the earli side of it is connected
to its socket (corresponding to the
pin on the panel socket).
The
Lissen X coil has two terminals
in addition to the plug and socket,
one connected to the sixth turn,
and the other to the tenth turn.
You will probably get much better
results by connecting your aerial
to the terminal connected to the
tenth turn, though the selectivity ,'
will be higher by connecting it to
the sixth tuiui.
side.

Cheimsford
Vhen using the X coil the aerial
terminal of the set will be left free,
but if you are desirous of receiving
5XX you will substitute for time
X coil a No. iso, in which case time
aerial should go to the aerial
terminal proper, as marked, lie
particularly careful pf your comiections to the potentioinetèr. All
potentiometers have three terminals
and the order is not always' the
Exaiine your potentiosame.
meter and you will find that one
terminal (often the central terminal) is connected to the slider
while the other two terminals are
connected to the ends of the windings. In wiring up notice that one
end of the winding goes to the
positive bus-bar, or common connectioii to all three valvs, and the
other end of the winding goes to
the negative bus-bar. The slider -

)

G

that the sockets for the aerial coil
should be so arranged that the projecting pin is connected to the earth

.

-
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"close-up"

-

of the complete receiver with
bátteries iñ place.

you practically all the construetional data you need, but I should
like to pointout that it is essential

is connected to

V

the vïriable con-

denset in the aerial circuit and to
earth.
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The Variable Condensers
The special and highly portable
variable condensers in this set are
very simply fixed by drilling a liole
to take the spindle and securing
this to the panel by means of the
nuts provided. You will find ou
the central spindle several washers.
These are placed there to enable
the dials to be held just off the top
of the panel and to allow them to
be turned without touching the
panel. To mount the condenser,
drill a central hole and a further
hole about an inch to one side of
it. Pass the flexible lead from
the variable condenser through one
hole and the central spindle tbroigh
the other. The flexible connection
is made to the moving plates; and
the central spindle to the fixed.
plates. Notice that the flexible
lead on each condenser must be
soldered to a piece of the stiff wire
at a suitable point.

i

'WO FNtSEO
MAhNCi 'OUQ FIR.S1 SE.T

I

-

-

-h-..

.

-

-.

-

-

.

.

of a copper rod easily

..

-

driveninto

the ground.
Tuning is effected by turning
the knob of the filament resistance
down until the valves light up.
If you are using a two-volt accumu
lator, there is no danger of burning
out your valyes and the filament
resistance cali be screwed down
as far as it will go without èxercising force. Do not be misled
by the lack of light with the Wuiicell valves if you use them, as these
valves give practically no light at
all when turned on. In broad day
light it is impossible to see if the
filaments are turned on at all, and
even in a darkened room it is only
just possible to distinguish a slight
red glow. If you are using the
o6 type of valve and two accumuhators, you should exercise care in
turning the filament resistance on
so as not to burn these valves too
brightly.
When you are taking this set
out it is just as well to include in
-

-

eONMCTE.O

N1)

you ever

the kit a small loud speaker, for
the volume obtainable will be ample
to operate it from the local station.
f

SPECIAL NOTICE
Query Departmeni
I
I

-

Owing to, the enornous
increase in correspondence
as a result of the publication
of this Journal, the above
department is temporarily
unabk to deal with further
queries, although every effort
is being made to provide
further facilities and new staff.
-

-
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Motorists will appreciate the advantages of the self-contained ouffit.

you have finished wiring
up the panel, screw to it two pieces
of wood of just sufficient depth
to hold it off the table in such a
way that the wiring of the underside does not touch the table. You
should then choose a suitable
container f rom among the bags
available and make whatever arrangement suits you for securing
the panel to the box and the high
tension' battery and the accutnulator in place. To use the set it is
merely necessary to open the box,
connect the aerial (which may
consist of a piece of rubber-covered
flex thrown over a tree) to the
correct terminal on the Lissen X
coil (generally the tapping of the
tenth turn) and connect t)ie flexible
earth wire to the earth terminil.
This earth vire may consist of
o ft. or 30 ft. of flexible rubbercovered wire thrown on the ground,
or lna} consist of a shorter length
fixed to a suitable earth tube, for
which purpose I can recommend
the Climax Earth Tube, consisting

-WhE

4
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-
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JAPAN TAKES TO BROADCASTING R
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Viscount
Goto broadcasting a message through
the microphone.

:E_

.

I

aspecialforinofatcgenerated between substances,

:

.

.

.

one of which was a crystal.

4

F1IrthnflOt,

:

Japanese
liners were some of the first
to carry wil:eIess telephony
installations.
It is therefore not surprising that broadcasting
has taken a firm hold upon
..
,
IV'r. ICojiro Yoshimura s
thisT distant
the
troupe rendering land.publicof
Our photographs
" Maganta.
illustrate some well-knowii
Japanese people before the
microphone. So far,few technical partictilarsare nvailable, but we notice that a Western Electric microphone
figures in all the particulars.
It will be decidedly interesting to see'whether at any
tune Japanese broadcasting can be heard in this country.
Low-power Morse signals from New Zealand have been
heard on several occasions, so that thefe is a good possibility of the broadcasting coming through on such a wavelength as that used by KDKA 68 metres).
r
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Above:-Mr.ChikufuTakaiflifle,
a famous Japanese musician,

.

.

.

broadcasting.
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JAPANESE scientists have
always taken a keen intetest in wireless-telegraphy

.

-

i

r.

r

.

trio of playersEelow
Mr. Seifu Yoshida, Mrs. Yoshida
and Miss Makise.

.

.

.

H

and telephony. Some of the
earliestwireless telephony experinents were conducted iii Japan,
the system being known as the
Teishinsho the chief feature being
6Q6
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BALALAIKÂS

Strangé -,.
Instruments
Before the

-

aLE

pDau

Sc

3A

$EtUA

.

-

Microphone
Bg "CARRiER-

WAVE"
A

-----

collection of the instrümerts used by the Balalaika Orchestra.

PROBABLY every traveller has
experienced that moment,
when, half-way up a stiff
ascent, he halts to survey hot only
the summit of his climb; but the
arduous ground he has just covered.
So, too, might the listener-in, who
looks back on the thorny path
pioneers of
covered by the

t'ntertainiur a world.

-

Instrumetal music

and the stage owe
their beginnings to
111e priestcraft of the
world, for, whatsoever be the nation,
the priests and witchdoctors have liad

veré also made with the organ
of the

at the National Institute

Blind, where it. was played by
Mr. \Villiatn Wolstenhohne the
blind organist, and -Mr. Goss
Custard, the best results, however,
being obtained when Mr.' Stanton
Jefferies, then Musical Director of
2L0, as well as a famous organist,
made the broadcast of organ music
a revelation, probably by his use
of the gamba and reed stops.

other nations' affairs, so that the
"magic lantern " and the zoetrope
of our youth has become the
"super-production" of every film
renter.
Wireless, once divorced from its
scientific value, lias appealed most
strongly through the innate laziness, or, at least, the disinclination,
of the average man to "turn
out " again for the outside
uli'rtninment, and from tite
first song sent to us from
Writtle by that
"arch-entertaingiacer"
Captain
Eckersley,
the
armchair audience
was made for all
time, and it is to
this audience that
the B.B.C. has
striven to appeal,
tickling its palate
with divers and
strange
sounds
before the micro"
phone.

The Power

Jazz

of

'j

Jrom the atmosphere of tite
c1iucli to the dance of the ball-

-J

room is a far step, but very early

-

'

-

-

I.

-

'.

-

'4

-

.

The Organ
of
the
earliest of the instrunients to be
A member of M. Viadimoff's Orchestra playing
heard outside of
the actual studio
the Goosli.
the pipe
was
organ an&though
it is not the best medium for
devise strange sounds with which
to distract its peoples from the more
broadcast music, a fine exponent
was found in Mr. Frank Armstrong
useful task of eaxntng a living,
To the monks can be traced the and his "golden pipes"
the
first morality play, which has 1lEolian Hall. He lias probably given
developed
rnt9 the. "Grand more concerts than any other
Guignol" of to-day, while, the organist, and, the results were
cinema, the Cinderella of the arts,
excellent, 'cóxisideriug the
is due to a natural curiosity in
of the instrument.
Experhuents
One

J

-

.

-

'

at

.

n-r

-.

-

-

Mr. Will Van Allen, a well-knowi
-

exponehtof the banjo, mañdolin
and ikulele.
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Have you wondered
whàt the .Ballaika
;looks like? Do you
know what a Domra
I

is?

-

b0t12

-

article
explains and
T/iis

illustrates

these

instruments

'

r

and

many others.

was the compelling power

of jazz

recognised, and the Savoy bands
being but a stone's throw, as it
were, the best was "good enough"
for the B.B.C. The Savoy Havana
and Orphean Bands have become
firmly established in London by
the sheer artistry of their performance, jazz though it be. This
is not surprising, as the players
are not imported merely from
America, but drawn from all
qìiarters of the globe, and new
instruments and formations are
being constantly welded into the
whole combination. It is reckoned
that in the course of an evening
the batid use some forty different
instruments. Chief amongst them

Old world music was broadcast recently, when the Chaplin Trio, seen

above, gave a special studio performance.

the two-maiivalled
piano,
which gives the power and effect
of two instruments without requiring two players or losing iii precision.
The two manuals can be coupled
like those of au organ, or played
separately. Though first used by
the Savoy bands, these pianos are
now in use in most of the big
dance bands of America.
is

A

Great Russian Band

In considerable contrast, but

equally popular, is the orchestra
formed by the
national
instrurnents of
Russia - the
domra, baialaika, and the
goosli.
Ilere,
.

L

L

L

0L.

former Russian
diplomat, and
a friend of

'.

Andreeff,
who had reM.

seee

I

fi

-'

-

ihomas DickLe,. of the BB.C.,
-and his contra bassoon.

Mr.

-

.

-

'

again, the

B.B.C.
vcnt
to the most
famous batid
in the world,
that formed by
M.
Vladimir
Viadimoff,
a

moderti type or those of different
nationality.
The niost ancient
is the domra, developed from the
tambur of the Persians and
Arabians. An oval-shaped body
with a long neck on which are
stretched three strings, it was
pluçked by the fingers.
The
balalaika was evolved from this in
about the tenth century. but it is
triangular in shape, ana maae tu
three different sizes to approach
the bass sounds.
The goosli is
like a harp placed horizontally,

(
.'-

i.

-

...*

I,

'

Mr. Ciamer, a member of the Balalaika Orchestra,
is soloist at Bournemouth on Hawaiian instruments.

uments iii pre-war
days. Balalaika bands have been
imitated, but there can be 'no
comparison between them, for
M. Vladhnofi's orchestra, at present
also the only one in England, is
¿omposed of old Russian instrtiments, without the âddition of any
it

Gil

but is played with a keyboard as
well as the medmm of the strings.
Like most of the stringed instruihents, they carry well over the

aether, and M. Vladimoff, heard
again last month, is always assured
of a welcome bcfòre th micro.

phone.'
-

:
-

--

'Ii

-
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The Hawaiian instruments
Though it is a wide step between
europe and the Pacific Islands,
¿ew people know that the national
instruments of Hawaii have originally sprung from the Spanish and
Portuguese guitars, especially the
"ukulele," which, though now
the national instrument, was originally copied from the guitars
which the Portuguese sailors of
the seventeenth century often enforced upon the natives instead of
money. The native words "uku
lele," or in the sailors' slang,
"bounced pay," were gradua ly
applied to these instruments. These
too gained improvement, and became the Hawaiian steel guitar,
which are here reproduced by the
courtesy of Messrs. Hawkes, the
makers of the finest modern types
of all stringed and jazz instruments.
The improvement of the Hawaiian
guitars was made by accident
rather than design. While beipg
played by a young native, Kekuku,
at Honolulu, a screw was broken.
Picking up the first thing handy,
an ordinary steel bolt from the
railway track, Kekuku started to:
repair his instrument. The steel
bolt slipped along the strings, and
the effect fascinated not only
Kekuku, but other players. At
first a steel knife was used, but
this required sterner stufi for
strings than gut, so that steel wires
and a fixed slide made the guitar

ukulele," on
which he is a

great authority
All of these he
has played before the microphone,
with

tremendo u s
success.

-

OId-World
Music
Naturallr the
piano .has.bce-n
the most tested

instrunient,but
a still more interesting ex-

.

-

peniinent was
iiiade when au

attempt to
broadcast thc

harpischord

-

-

These instruments were and

the old
originally developed from' the Tambur of the Persians wOfid instruinents
took
and Arabians.
nlace. For the
former time first
sas made with Mrs. Viblet Gordon
of.. to-day. Mr. Cramer is an adept
on this, as véll as the balalaika, \Voodlmouse, and the succèss with
for he is, too, a member of 'Vladi- this i8th century instrument led to
further recitals, notably the most remoff's 'orchestra.
cent one, when tIme famous Chaplin
Mr. Will Van Allen
Trio broadcàst old-world music
Another:expert on the strings is for a special studio performance
Mr. Will \TanAllen, once known as of the "Beggars Opera," which
the "Musical Tramp," when lie they accompanied, as they had
could hold au Alhambra audience done throughout its four years"
for months with his manipulation: run at the Lyric Theatre, Hammerof the' banjo,. maimdoline, and the smith. The three sisters have made
A collection of Domras.

"-

j
-

Hj.

-

Ttze

1&1aia Orchestra, which is now so popular among
the centre of the group.

listeners-ins

M. Viadimoff is seated in
.

6:19
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a special study of the harpischord,
(Miss Nelly Chaplin) the viola da
gamba (Miss Mabel Chaplin) and the
viola d'amore (Miss Kate Chaplin),
the immediate forerunners of our

piano, violoncello and
violin, of which they are also
noted exponents.
Amongst the
many experiences are the revivals

Nancy Lee, the
latter being no
longer connected
with the B.B.C.
The harp, however, is equally
successful, in the
hands of Miss
Sidonie Goossens,

r

Miss Nellie Norway, the only lady bell soloist, who
has been heard several times from the London

Mr. Frank Armstrong, the well-known organist,
at the IEolian Hall Organ..

station.
of Ólda Dances, a year or so

spent

in France playing to the troops
with Miss Lena Ashwell's Concert
Parties and their present engagement at the Lyric Theatre for

the harpist at 2L0, ìnd of Miss
Jeann&Chevreau, the brilliant young
harpist of the B.N.O.C.,whose solos
at 2L0 formed a very enjoyable item

"The Rivals."

Another famous player of the
viola d'amore is Mr. Percy Frostick, at the Leeds-Bradford station.
A prodigy violinist at Queen's Hail,
and known subsequently all over
the world as violinist as well as
conductor, Mr. Frostick has made
a special study of this instrument.
He possesses a particularly valuable
specimen.
This has six strings,
with a corresponding number of
wire strings running under the
bridge and finger-board, which
are known as sympathetic strings,
the vibrations of which give the
tone a singularly beautiful quality.
Though it may be termed a semiobsolete instrument,many musicians
have recognised its value, amongst
them Berlioz, Meyerbeer, who wrote
a big obligato for it in "LesHugenots," and Charpentier, who used
Mr.
it in his 'score of "Louise."
Frostick broadcast recently the
second Sonata of Ariosti (1716), and
several moderti solos which were
vastly improved by being thrown
a century back, though this was
'due as much to the artistry of
the player as to the instrument.
The Orchestra
The strings of coutse invariably
broadcast best, as evidenced by
the 'cello solos of Mr. Cedric Sharpe,
Miss Daisy Keimedy and Miss

i

.

'4

L

-

Mr. Percy Frostick, with his
v'iola d'amore.

Another unique experiment was
made by the B.B.C. in order to
avoid the use of
double-bass.
This was overcome by using the
Contra bassoon, and though this
instrument has very few exponents,
luckily Mr. Thomas Dickie, of the
London Symphony Orchestra, was
at hand. The particular instru-

ment which he uses is the only one of
its kind in England, Other players
are Mr. Charles Draper. of the
Royal Albert Hall, and Mr. Foote,
A.R.C.M. Mr. Dickie has made the
playing of this instrument a fine
art, and its importance at 2L0
cannot be minunised.
Amongst the strange instruments
also may be placed the bells of
Miss Nelly Norway, though they
have given most beautiful effects.
She enjoys the distinction of being
the only lady bell soloist, and vas
the first to specialise as an individual artiste at the famous
Maskelyne and Devant Home of
Mysteries.
Her bells have been.
heard several times at 2L0, and
llave unique effects over the aether.

--

Broadcast Stunts
We have had various expeHments
at the Zoo, from the first attempt
to discover whether tile elephant
obeyed the voice or the stick of the.
keeper, to the sounds of the hyenas
and parrots, not forgetting the
nightingales wooed and won by the
'cello of Miss Beatrice Harrison.
Then, too, comes the booming
of Big Ben, though now a regular
artist and "on the staff" of the
B.B.C. Several stunts also have
been in the way of queer visitors,
including the Indians who were
brought over last year to illustrate
the big famous Lasky film "The
Covered Wagon," and they were
persuaded to come to 2L0 and give
their famous war-cries.
-

613
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M.I.R.E., Staff Editor
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Components ani Materials
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A.

The complete receiver is quite compact.

receiver to be described is
one designed for the special

T11h

consideration of the infirm
or aged, or for those people who,
iiot having any interest in the
adjusting of their apparatus, wish
only to turn a knob to receive the
broacicasting. In view of these
conditions, everything in the way of
adjustment which can be fixed is
adjusted to give the best result and
then protected by the containing
box to prevent niishandling or
interference.
The receiver is made up with a
special low-loss coil, arranged ill
such a way as to permit auto-

I ig. i

.-The

circuit in theoretica'
form.

with the consequent
selectivity which such an arrangement gives. The tuning circuit is
followed by a permanently adjusted
crystal detector, which is, again,
followed by a low-frequency transformer-coupled valve; the circuit,
in short, is a crystal receiver with
one low-frequency stage.
Enclosed Filament Resistance
In order to make the operation
of the receiver, as simple as possible,
the filament resistance for the valve
coupling,

is enclosed within the bo

aiId,

after being adjusted for the corri ct
position, all further control of I lie
valve filament lighting is given by
the " on" and off " switch s en
in th photograph. Apart fr mi
this switch, the only other cont rol
which the operator is called upon to
operate is the variable condenser,
and, since a low-frequency valve is
used to amplify the signals, tuning
need not be carefully carried out for
loud signals, though with proper
tuning results will, of course, be
even louder.
.

Chelmsford
Allowance is made
for the inclusion of
a loading coil when
it is desired to receive the Chelmnsford
station, and, whether
ór not this coil is
used, the operation
of the receiver remains precisely the
same, the only difference in the manlier iii
r_
lt
iS
wmcu rL
useu
being that for the
reception of th
300-500 metre station the aerial is
connected to the
lower terminal of the 4
three seen on the left
of the set, whilst for
the reception of
Chelmsford (with the
loading coil added)
the aerial is connected to the top
terminal.
-

For the building of a receiver to
the specification given 1irein the,
following materials and components
are required, ana zor tile gmaaiice
of readers the names of the manufacturers of the parts illustrated are
also given. This information is
intended merely as an assistance to
readers, and does not necessarily
imply that other niakes of the sanie
values may not be substituted; on
the contrary, so long as the
components are of good make, tile
reader may make his choice with
the full knowledge that his results
will be the same.
One ebonite panel measuring
(That in the
6 iii. by S in.
photograph is a Radion "Main.
hoganite " panel and is
thick.)
adjusted
permanently
One

-

-

.

../

The crystal detector is mounted
above the low-.
loss coil, inside
which is the onand-off switch.

:1-..:
.

r,,
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DON'T

ISSENJU
BUILD

WITH

ALL

LISSEN PARTSTHERE IS ONE FOR
EVERY VITAL PLACE

-

-

MIX

YOUR

PMtTS

With all Lissen Parts
your receiver will give
which
Results
would
never be possibJe with
Mixed Parts
-

n_JjfLISSEN

LISSENSTAT

MAJOR

.

Ask for

12

LISSENAGON
COILS-

MINOR

LEAK YOUR
RECEIVER
WILL
YIELD TUE UTMOST SENSITIVITY
WHICH CORRECT GRIl)
POTENTIAL UNDER ALL
CONDITIONS IMPLIES
IT IS WORTH WHILE FITTING
LISSER FIXED CONDENSERS, TOO.
MADE WITH SCRUPULOUS CAREACCURATE TO WITHIN 6%-THEY
VARY
NEVER
NEVER
LEAK.
DELIVER
THEY
ALL
THEIR
STORED UP -ENERGY.

which
intensify Tuning
the

RECEIVERS WHICH ARE FITTED
WITH LISSENSTAT CONTROL ARE
THE
FINEST
EQUIPPED FOR

WITE TUE LISSEN VARIABLE GRID

Çoils

2 6

DETECTION POSSIBLE.

LISSENSTAT MAJOR
(pats, pending) gives the
acute
tuning
most

-

possmble..

LISSENSTAT MINOR (pats. pending) is seplacing many thousands of
inefficient rheostats. Pro¡
ldes LISSE NSTAT conI
trol -at a popular price

-0001--0009 ....
I'
OOl --002 ................................... 2/6
004 -006 ..................................... 3/.

3i6

1Tri.
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LISSEN
TypTì

lili

JIlT

4UQQ

so critical tise LISSEN MICA
VARIABLE CONDENSER with its
is

scale and delightful tuning
characteristics fills a great need.
Negligible minimum, maximum rated
at 00 1. THIS LISSER CONDENSER
open

lii

.

r5EQUEPCY

-

1=

On short wave work where tuning

-

e

GIVES YOU EVERY CAPACITY YOU
NEED-IT SUPER
WILL EVER
SEDES ALL OTHER CONDENSERS

PlIE LISSEN -P.! TRANSFORMER
WILL AMPLIFY A WHISPFR TO A
GREAT DEGREE OF LOUDNESS IN
BACKGROUND
A
OF ABSOLUTE
SILENCE.
It is the Transformer
which should be particularly tised im-

mediately behind the detector valve.
The LISÑEN T.1 TRANSFORMER is
distortionless, for one feason, because
the impedance of tite transformer is
obtatned by nleans of the exceptional
coil used and not hytheuseoa heavy
¡ron core wtik-haiwsystendstodJstort,
THE LISSEN T.l TRANSFORMER
has a most esipeosive coil-IT WOULD
AMPLIFY BY ITSELF
j
WITHOUT ANY IRON
/

-

CORE AT ALL

ri

I

f

-AND FI

IS TOTALLY

UNLIKE

THEN

;JILi

-

UP PURE SOUND AND
YET RETAIN VOLUME TISE LISSEN
LP. CHOKE IS RAPIDLY GAINING
FAVOUR. This method of L.F. coupTO BUILD

Write for Text Book

of Lissen Parts

ling gives the purity of resistance
capacity coupling without the necessity for a large HT, voltage and
is also very suitable
for power amplification

FREE to Readers of
'WiTeless Constructor'
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TeIephones

.
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The unusual constructive theory of Brandes Mafthed Tone
Headphones secures a tremendous improvement in accurateness, sensitivity and volume. A simple explanation is this:
strike the same note at the same instant on any two musical
instruments of the same kind. It's a hundred chances to
one against both notes being of the same strength and pitch.
Consequently, they jar, and you would much rather hear one
alone. If both notes were 'exactly similar it would be
pleasing, and you you1d have greater volume and clarity.
Brandes, with both receivers matched to exactly the same
degree, achieve the desired end. Askyour Dealerfor Brandes.
2'ab1e.Ta1ker is another 'Brandes quality product at
moderate price. Its full round tones are wonderfully clear
and pleasing. The horn is niatchedto the unit so that the
air resistance produced will exactlybalance the mechanical
power of the diaphragm. This means beautiful sound
alaiice.. Gracefully simple of line, it is finished a
shade o,f neutral brown and is twenty-one inches high.

The

.

every ene of these advertise
menU .ail show an added advantage

/
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The headbands are made of
piano wife covered in soft,
corded webbing. At both
ends the wire is firmly
clamped together so that the
original
fitthe ntural line
of the head without fear of
injuringthéhedband. They
mean comfort-without hard
and' irritable conStriction.
British Manufacture
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prepare the coil,
which is wound
upon a formersimilar to that
used in the ABC
As
wavetrap.
these formers are
easily procürable
from most retail'r;
ers, it is not recommended that
the constructor
make one himself
and for that
reason no dimenfor the
sions
former are given.
To wind the coil,
Ìfirst drill a snall
hole in the side
of the former and
through - this
thread thé end of
the reel of No. 22
wire and twist it
round in such a
way that it is held
secure. With some
one holding the
reel of wire, hold
tl!e former in the
t)
two hand-s and,
after taking up
Fig. 2.-The drilling diagram. Not e that very few the slack, turn the
holes are required.
former towards
you so that the
crystal detector (Radio Instu-. wire winds itself upon the former,
ments, Ltd.).
taking care that the turns are
One 000F square-law- con- tight and are wound straight.
denser (Jackson Bros.).
Proceed in this manner until
One low-frequency transformer 30 complete turns are wound,
(Forino).
when, with time thumb of the
One valve socket for board left hand holding the turns so
mounting (Burne-J ones).
that they do not unravel, make a
One A B C wavetrap coil formêr 6 in. loop with the wire in the right
(Burne-Jones).
hand and twist it round until the
One
coil-socket
for board twist reaches the former, when
mounting (MeMichael).
proceed to wind a further 35 turns,
One filament resistance for board making in all 65 turns upon
the
mounting qf a suitable type for the former.
valve it is intended to use, i.e.,
With these 65 turns successfully
bright or dull emitter (Metropolitan- wound, leave about three spare
Vickers).
inches and cut the wire, securing it
One strip of ebonite,
in. by from untwisting in the same way
un, by in.
as was done with the beginning of
One baseboard measuring 6 in. by the winding.
6j- in. by in.
The Circuit
Nine terminals.
The circuit of the receiver is
One short-circuiting plug.
shown in theoretical form in Fig i,
One containing box (Cameo).
añd it will be seen that if we short.
One "On and Off" jack (Frostcircuit the loading boil socket and
Rothermel).
connect the aerial to A and the
Quantity of connecting wire.
earth to E, the total number. of
Half-pound No. 22 d.c.c. S.W.G. turns in circuit
is sixty-five. With
wire for winding the coil (Burne- this arrangement of connections
Jones).
we are using what is called autoOne set of' Radio Press panel coupling, which arrangement gives
a considerably higher degree of
One strip of ebomte measut-ing selectivity than would be the case
111.
4 111.
)' in.
-.
were we to connect the aerial to
'ìae Coil
terminal z, still retaining the earth
Before commencing, to drill the at E.
panel, it is probably better to
Jf, on theother hand, we insert
r

4

2----+ ------- 2---4--+--A

-

-

loading coil in the circuit, we may

A

'make our aerial connection to the

-

j

terminal z, still with the earth at
E, and so dispense with autocoupling in favour of direct coupling,
for upon the longer wavelength the
chances of spark interference are
fewer and the call for selectivity
less important.
Still another arrangement is that,
with or without th loading coil,
the aerial may be connected to z
with the earth to A, leaving E
perfectly free, and it is largely a
matter of experiment to ascertain
which is the best arrangement for
each individual aerial, and, to retain
the best connections for further
use upon that particular aerial;
if the set is. taken to a friend's
bouse for triil upon any other
aerial, then the connections as given
ab9ve should be again tried.
The Panel
The panel should bé drilled ¡n
acéordance with 'the instructions
given in the panel layoùt, and
with all the drill holes made with
countersinking when necessary, the
-

_

-

-

-

-

LT +

HT

-

Fig. 3.-This shows the wiring as ifthe panel and baseboard wei'e

-

-

"flattened out."

l7

I

-

-

-

-
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components may be mounted. In
connection with this work, it is
advocated that the "on" and
"oil" switch be mounted first
as the projections from this are
situated inside the coil when thé
latter is mounted.
With the switch in position the
variable condenser should next be
mounted, after which the coil
should be secured to the panel in
the following manner: Place the
coil over the switch and between
the lower edge of the former and
the coil winding, insert the ebonite
strip whose dimensions are in. X
-in.x-}in., and secure temporarily by means of two 6 BA screws
as is shown in the photographs.
Now position the coil, by sliding
it about, until it clears the moving
vanes of the variable condenser,
when the two 6 BA screws should
be tightened up. The mounting
of the remainder of the components
upon the panel depends upon the
constructor's inclination, and when
all have been mounted, attention
should be given to the baseboard.
Before securing the panel to the
baseboard, the ebonite strip, measuring in. X I in. X in., should be
fitted with four terminals equally
spaced, and the whole secured to
(lie baseboard, as shown in the
photographs, by means of two
wood screws. With this done, the
panel should be secured to the
baseboard by three further wood
screws and the mounting of the
colilponents upon the baseboard
proceeded with in the order most
convenient to the constructor,
though no alteration in position
Lutist be made.
Wiring the Receiver
The wiring-up of the set should
present no difficulty, in that every
component is easily accessible, even
with a large soldering iron. The
wiring must be carried out in
accordance with the practical wiring
diagram, and all leads should be
well spaced from each other, in
addition to being kept as short as
possible.
With -regard to the connections
to the coil, these are made in the
following manner: The thirtyturns tapping is connected to
terminal A; whilst the two ends
of the low-loss coil are connected,
one to one side of the loading coil
socket, whilst the other end of the
low-loss coil is connected to the earth
terminal E, the moving vanes of the
o'0005F condenser, and one side
of transformer primary.
Operating the Receiver
Having dedded upon the type
of valve to use insert it in the
valve socket. turn the "on" and

May,

-.

"off "switch to the "off" position
and thè filàmnt resistance also
to an "off" position, and connect

15

the lid of the box should be lifted,
and the short-drcuiting plug in
the loading coil socket substituted
for a No. 150 plug-in coil, tuning
being again made with the variable
The aerial must he
cQndenser.
joined to termnial
It will be found that in time, it
is necessary to readjust the filament resistance, indicating that as
the accumulator is running down
less resistance is required in the
circuit; further, before finally
leaving - the set as a fool-proof
instrument try readjusting the cry-

a suitable accumulator giving the

required voltage. Turn the switch
"on" and test the lighting circuit
by means of the filament resistance;
assuming all is well, connect the
HT., the telephones, short-circuit
the 'loading coil socket, connect
-the aerial to A and theearth to E.
Now adjust the valve to a suitable
degree of brilliancy and slowly
turn the condenser dial until 'the
local stätion is heard, when adjust

.

-

This photograph

clearly shows the

position

of

(

the

coil socket for the

Chelnisford coil.

r.

-

1

/

I
I

1.
-

the filament resistance of the valve
for the best results. 'With these
obtained, again turn the condenser,
for the very best signals, and with
these obtained change the aerial
and earth connections as suggested
above for the loudest results.
Having decided upon the best
arrangement, turii the switch" off
leaving the filament resistance alone
and place the set in its containing
box. It will now be found that
ali that is required to operath the
set is to turn on the switch and
tune upon the variable condenser.
If it is desired to receive Chelnisford,

stai detector in accordance with
the instrüètious given by the maker.
Results Obtained
Using the receiver in SE. London
upon both indoor and outdoor
aerials really excellent signals were
obtained from both the old and the
new 2L0 stations, signals, when
using the outdoor aerial, being
audible on the loud speaker at
small room strength. Using the
same aerials with a No. 150 coil
in the loading coil socket good
signals were obtained from Cheimsf od in both eases.
(Conlim4ed on tage 650.)
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LONG RANGE

The

LOUD

SPEAKER

RECEIVER
-

Guaranteed Range tinder average conditions:
DUODYNE III Headphones ... 3/4,000 miles.
DUODYNE V Headphones ... 4/5,000 miles.
Loud-Speaker ... zJi,oct miles.

-

t'

'-,--

TheDuadynePorlablelV.

Willi an indoor aerial on my Duodiint III I receive aU
B.B.C., most Continental, and four American stat ions niletiy, whether
London is on or not . . . Tuniny is absurdlf simple, as there ti
music ali round the dial' .

Increasing the Range, Selectivity and
of your Super Heterodyne Receiver,

Stability

Thepresent rising popularity of the Super Heterodyno

Receiver has revealed a surprising absence of suitable inter.
me1iate frequency transformers. Three or foür stages,
employing tuned transformers with a steep resonance peak,
encourages the inherent tendency of the intermediate long wave
stages to burst into self-oscillation.
Experiwent has also discovered that, In
,sjR1'15
CONSTAf«

000-ssoo

/

HF. AMPL.

it is suggested that two Should
the-remaining stage-preferably
the second-aperiodic. In the case of tour
intermediate stages, alternate stages of
be tuned and

ranger

of

A CHILD CAN TUNE IT
TheDUODYNE CABINET.-Thefluodyne Vis also supplied
in French Polished Oak Cabinet with folding doors,

-

enclosed

valves and tuning coils. Sell-contained
Instrument only
The DUODYNE III. (Instrument only) Panel Type
.. £11)
The DUODYNE V. (Instrument only) Panel Type..
.. £18
The DUDYNE PORTABLE IV-25130 miles loud-speaker
on self-contained frame.
The most efficient and
powerful portable
£21

batteries

tuned and spbriodic are advised.

b

TWO STAGES OF HlGH-FRQIJENCY
AUTOMATIC TUNING

HE extraordinary
and simplicity
operation,
exclusive to the DUODYNE RECEIVERS, must make
T
an irresistible appeal in Imperial and Continental markets.

all spper heterodyne work the efficiency of
the long wave amplifier contributes largely
to the succesS of the complete receiver.
Where provision is made for three Inter-

mdiate stages,

-

-

This arrangement introduces a very
desirable compromise, and permits coniparatively aeuxate bìlancing up of the Ion
wt(ve Intermediate frequency amplifier. The Curtis Constant-Time
H. F. (Aperiodic) Amplifier provides a very efficient aperiodic coupling.
It $.s desIged *lth the four-pin plug-en mounting, and is interchangeable with the ordinary plug-In transformer.
The efficiency of this Curtis production Is proved by its remarkitbie
performance in the famous Duody ne Receivers. It use in the Joug
wave intermediate amplifier will stabiliee this very important unit
afld will give you the control over the teudenc' to sell-oscillate.
FInatlyi in such cases where an H.F. Valve is employed in Iront et
the first detector, the Curtis Constant-Tuncd H.F. (Aperiodic) Amplifier
is particularly efficient. It gives.ust the required amount of ampiificaVon and selectivity without adding another control.
s
Full Information and diagrams can be obtained ujion request.
Type A 300 to 800 Mtres
Price 15/Type B 800 to 3,000 Metres. Pricm17J

............

BUILD YOUR

O

O

18

9

O

OWN DUODYNE- the

genuine long-distance Receiver. Circuit
diagrams, layout & SIMPLIFIED WIRING
CHART, detailed instructions and list of
essential com;oncnts ¡n sealed envelope

.-

-

PARAGON EBONITE PANELS.
Radio Quality.
e

" The

-

PAT. APPO FOR

PARAGON CURTIS
ONE PIECE

ad

JIJ

methods of manufacture of the
ONE - PIECE

Sales Organisation:

PARAGON.- CURTIS

MICA

P TER. CURTIS, LT

CONDENSER
guarantee umlorm

can alone
accuracy under all conditions

IN ASSOCIATION WITli

.

THE PARAGON RUBBER MFG.

CO., LTD.,

HULL

75, CAMDEN ROAD, N.W.1.

and at all temperatures.

..........
.0008 to .0006
Grid Condenser with clips
,
Grid Leak

"iodern Wireless," "Popuiar Wireless,"

and other
Technical Journals.
Uniform Fine Grain, Deed Matt Finish, Non-Met alic Surface
Sold by ALL Dealers in sealed Carton OfllJ.
Used by

MICA CO NO
The design

Post Office Specification.
Best Made."

2/6 each.
2/9 ,,
,,
1/6

Telegrams:

"PARACURTEX."

'Phone:

BIRMINGHAM: 76, Newhall Street.
MANGHE8TER: 312, Deansgate.
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Wuncell
Valves
Published periodically fa the interèsi of Valve Users

-

-

How 1on

éwpe

should
Valves last?,

f Dû!! Emitter
Experts dedlare new Wuncell Dull Ernjtter.

A.

Many ke wire1es
amateurs get over twelve,
months' sei-vice i

-

likely to revolutiónise Valve design
-owing to out elote proximity to
2L0-cduld not be temed in. 'the

produce a Dull Emitter Valve
which operates with aglow that is
ost invisible, in daylight is a feat
that has just been accomplished .by
the London firm of A. (I. Cossor Ltd.
This new Valve-called the Wuncell
because it requires only one cell to
peratc it-is certainly the nearest
epproach to the ideal of a coki
çslve that we have yet seen. Viewed
nosIer working conditions the filament
could just be seen glowing in daylight,
while in a dark loom it could readily
be likened to the embers of a dying

following Continental stations wert alsO
teceived at good Loud Speaker strength:
Eitveroum (a Duthh broadcasting st5
thou with call sign lIDO). Btemen on
t30 iftetret, Zurich, Radio Jbetic of
Madrid, nd a further Continentt
station which could not be identified

owing to "fading" but which corresponded in wave-length to Vienna.

Wwtcells just as sensitive as
Bright Emitter Valves
The result of tb'est tests eertaíniy
demónstrated that 'the fiere Wuncell

match.
Asked to gire tome approximate ide
of the actual temperature, a representative of the firm stated that.
according to pyrometer test.s, the reading was 800 degrees as ngainst the 2,000
degrees required by Bright .Enutters
md even some types of Dull Emitters.
For our benefit actual tests were made
between the amount ol heat (or light)
generated by a Wuncelt and other
types of Valves, The differences were
most marked, arid demonstrated to the
lay. mind in a very strikikg manner
that such a low filament temperature
must mean a vastly increased life for
the Valve.

The British Valve

sti Il

the best

But it 'was on achial Broadcasting
testo that this nene Wuncell showed
that, so far as this aonritry is con-

cerned, sve hove nothing to fear front
Continental Valve manufacturers. For
the, purposes of demonstration a good
tour-Valve net was used. For the first
Valve-whichacted osa high-ft'equency
mauplifier-a Wuracell 'type W.2 was
tmed, while for the last stage one of
the new WunceU Lota! Speaker Volves
waslssed as a power amplifier. The
other 'two Vglvc were the standard
W.t Wuntells.
Connected to a íafrly good aerial io
?orth London, 2LO irnd tó 'be concidtcablyde-tuned even for three Valves
in order to prevent "blasting" from
the Loud Speaker, while with the
fourth valve in operation every B.B.C.
guam
station, with the exception of
Cardiff, svito brought in with incredible
volume and exceptiondi purity. Cardiff

Have you got down
to the short

waves yet?

Gi

ready for the new
Broadcasting Stations
operating on ioo metres
or less w
i

There's tots nl enjoyment re be obtained
lenin short-wave reception. if you cato read
hinter, you should certainly alIve yoor Ort ro
that YOU rae get down to 60 metres and under.
dey veetuing will find nacres oi Bcitish amateurs
toreaspooding with their (riendo avents the oras.
The statt eatruordiucaty thing aboat these
short wave, h their tremendos, power of
penetration.
thing bat vrrr bula power;
amateure ran rend wieoaage. ipinirnse dirtance.
tacideaeallo Oho tuaing of sfiori waCci recano

320

:;

-

Valves are not one whit lees sensitiva
than standard Bright Emitter Valves.
Another remarkable feature of these
Wunoell Valves uvas, their complete
freedom from snicrophonic noises. lt
iia hitherto alsrays been an inherent
disadvantage of other dull emitters
that even footsteps in the room or
other slight vibrations are communicated to the Valve to cause ringin
noises in the headphones oC Lou
Speaker. All the 'scusI teste, such a,
tapping tise table on which the receiver
was placed, adjeistmenta 'of the riscostats, etc'' failed to produce the
slightest suggestion of a inicrophoisic
noise,
We nnderskand that the reason for
titis improvement is to be found in
the special Wuncell method of mounting the filament. Instead of bong
supported between two electrodes.
opnrng apart to counteract expansion
and contraction, ito filament is arche.!
(following stannlartl Conoor practice)

and supported at tlae ccntre by a
third electrode. No doubt. too, the
grid-cleserly designed and very rigid
-is a contributory factor to this

result..
Use Wunéells along wijh Brlght
Emitters in the sama Set

i

the ose onul of. high-grade rgnrponeato and
suitable Valves. floue Inn Anseticon avatnurs
can send on short waves is a mallar at con.
jactare-it is nufticient tas nay that signals hove
bees received a thin ceootry winboot aerial or
earth. In thin Connection, Mr. J. 0ordo
BieLle, the nell-known Glasgow eopeeinsvntee,
writes au follows:Cloth Dreeteher, 1921.
some time 0gw 1 wrote pots roeceening the
eseellent rehption of ,knoseicaol broadcasting
obtained with two of yoae P.1 Valves. They
Lave nines drmounlsvted their capabilities iii
soother way.
pot new Owing lieinarta-tvpa erenivee 00
the very short-waver elfO meters sed under.
coneiot.ingof detector and one low-freqooroy,
nvd doisiogti:r past fortnight bone logged
matenes. ot nbirh twenty
loll Aoonrïcan
were beard usano aigl:t witheut either aerial
or earth, Either of my two 'Censors,' tono
niunost treo yeses nid, ore the only Vafvvs t
Lavo got to oscillate belva abnat 60 metres.

i

cew0600t nor ned innidrntcai
ìunoebiwg shoot tas wbonb these Valves bave
beet subjested, I thiala this speaks highly te,
poor peodneta. and i ana loaloeg foravard to
a lurther ¡aeciod nl their nsrlulnvnn." __.-..i

Cnriolvrlitg the

replying

to

advertisers, please

iii

-although

o

great eosvenirace-.faorten the

lives of the Volve, 1ae.7eonanideeuhly. ltheaetnti,
shoold be used fur the pospuse nf turning
esaessot on sod uS; to fhens the fall load os at
the toen of a awltch t. to cause a sudden expon'
Sioo of the em. arid in the fila.mrt,t, osai ta
snitch off suddenfy ir to usase a sudden coutraction, Nø Vulves built van nitheturof suifa
atroine lodsfiutely. '
'Treat. euer Volves property and yoall tod
they'll last very much looger, For tsstaoes,'
3ir. Q. H. Hososler, of 9 Oollinnd Road, write,
so lutons,1 think lt in nety right fo testify to alio'
*ocrllenceofCov,orValoes, siore pursinalarly

aoh.r.olasgeovcrnsed thtl'.f. OtDeveeaber

1 paenbooed two of these V.lveo seeS
they hove bers going ,trvrag ever s lose, unii
are fouctisning ocU liso.
They have hein in une un av over age of 2
Soars per day from dute of parehaae, niacin
beings prise at life up to nearly l,(RO huais.
Hex lsng they will Ioni ussnot ,ay_perh.pw
700 can estimate. fiuwever, lOhall eertaioly
repeot s n.Ievtinn uf Csnmer PI,"
While Mr. J. Harris, of 13 Stepsey ltaoln,
Ìdeocastle'uv.Tvnc. thinks that sienne months'
regolar envite for une Comon Valve is nome.
tlss5ofareeool. hf'ritivgon Jsnaaey2l, 1925.

'1,1923,

I

he nays
fo

r-

Selltemhlin

peavbsseni a P.1

f923

ob

Valve. and wish to etatc that it ha,
eveo me eseellont service until tdav. The
Vslv, in qsertion ha., neser nonsed tie Savop
Bands, nor Offiri.f Bren of the B.B.C.
Total life of Valyr, ninnees month..
P,rbopo thee. .rc otbrrn oho can bent this
an oid oes. nl Oor.srr. nos
rrco,d, bot I.
Conoce

Valves to be in
eäled boxes

.L'

ed. Sois m
e ,u7ise
nuit,, h,,t very nach lunger tiran ntlterw-s l
little ease and attention sow sud again .1i11
prevent scenate blinis5 sod the material from
loose its freohscao. Tue noise applies to Vilve.
Por iv,tanve, how many aviateur, know that
o fteeninisg Sen
the ase of fllamsst isitehe.
On b

r",

a.,

prsfrrtly ,.tiOr,f."
Esco tl,i. record macid rece. ta

One well-known manu"
facturer definitely decides
to issue all future Valves
in sealed cartons only

Inn

-

vliprr.1

by a Corear P.1 obiob sa, bern dolo0 ycmoan
service every day for a period of 1,7(0 worhiog
hose, nao Ove-Valar Refino Set. Tie amore.
Mr. Harold Cooper. of 8 Cothrr,tonr Road,
l,on.fon, 5W. 2, ,,pn'a.en hi, s&usl.atiot im

the,. SecTs.:°1 ahanai lite to mention that I have aaerl a'
'Cor Na V. 9f 32 i. s.c nino, tact Srptesi-

.

We were most impressed, not only
by the very neat appearance of the
Wuncall, 'but with the vast amount of
forethought and research work that
must obviously' have been put into
For instance, becasen
it5 construction.
it wax realised by the designers that

i

many multi-valve ústr would lib; "
try ont one Wucell in conjunction
with their ordinary Valves, a special
base wut designed. This base carries
a resist-nce in series trith the filament
'to pennit tise valve being used with
either a 4- oc fi-volt accumulator.
orsnally, of courter the Wuncell funetions at rather less than 2 volts. Tsin
pxcellent idea gives any amateur a
chi.nce of trying out one of these new
Peilt Emitters and comparing its behaviour with tIse Bright Emitters he
may be using. At any later dateby the use of 'a small screw-the
resistance can be short-circuited ansi
the \Vuucell eused at its correct current
of 2 volts, lt is worth while noting,
too, that all \Vunrell Valves are being,
supplied with the nerv black' lowcapacity base in which tir only is
used at the dielectric between the
leads to the four valve legs,
Experts that have witnessed demonstrations of Wuncell valves have expressed their satisfaction at theprnduction of aDuli Emittet Which ran compere
tnoat favourably with the best' Bright
Emitters. It lias always been felt that
hitherto a sacrifice of at least 20 er
cent, in volume has been the price
that must be paid to obtain the
conveniences offered by Pull Emitters,

A mese of tI,. asmas importance kir beem
by A, C. Corear Ltd-the weil-inne,,
Brftiah Valva na.aaf..ctwerr,. Thry have derided that, is aster to protect ib. poMi. andin
encore their Valmu, bebe oned in aboolately
new condition. they are sony sealing every
Valse in it, sarton at the Wort,. Asked ho..
it macid be pos.ibls for the ohnpkeeper to h.
certain that he woo avtin a road Coreor Valve.
o member of th. flr,o captained to a copre.
mcntative si the Radio Mail that this ma,
matten which hod certainly pres.oted nono
difficrtltie.. Vavionr toethodn b.,d been raen.'
Jolly taled oot inoloding sealing the leg. ni the
Valves and otbvr deniers, but rove hod preved
na atislovtøry in practice sa tIre ooethnd they
were ow cdoptivag. This ronoists el wropptroj
the Valent insu weep prneeaos covering si cotton ¡
wawl, utter ¡tateing first beooght two neppee
os ires dreno ch. filament legs to two ttodt on the
end of the box, When a contornee Wools s
Cinese Valve, three two brnsn 000ttcis ore

'

ber, and ove-agisg at loar haars per day (very
moderate average for .fternmn, and snosisgr) it hss given nn,r 1,700 marking hour,.
and ir till coite ntrnng, sod therefore hear.
not coaolawvdy all yea claim n yoor adn,r'
ti,emest; my aimiait i. One- Valve Oryatol

sade

Sefisa'"

.
rhtIV
I

i

placed to series titis an elontnin foalu-lotep
battery and s bulb, If Ihn filotluent nhoold
happen tobe donaogeof, she circuit vilI vot he
complets ned the ionap will not light. This
test eon hr easily curried oat vitboot breabieg
tbi realo! the how by Ozeans of a very orgrniaos
sbvweaed, which e-e onderstavi Canoe's are i
supplying free of charge tout Wireless dealers.
A prominent seonutneturer of Broadcast
Instauments enpbativally eodnrnrd tian reco
hIco. Ife agreed that it arad a wise mene ol:au
baal bere tong awaited. Tice public, he declared,
welcomed cry method of puenbasang asubio
seeonies under a seal. Io his opinion the
Sf'irnless dvsler-'--,ehiie not shiehieg eenpon.
sibility-considerrd that the manuloctaree
naght te talco oteps to see that his (the fioca.
fovoorcr'nl responsibility eetletf nely wiarn tho
article raacheil the aotsal aoci.

mention Ti

tht'

váries

tloth° Set that

lon*
-

distance..

-fcelingl
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AShuntingBox
*
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e

e

for the HighTension Battéry

tCSV.cI

useful gadget for use with multivalve sets, which require different
tap pings on the high-tension battery
for the various valves

-

JÒHN- W. BARBER

The unit is quite simple to make, and its dimensions
are made suitable to the-condensers uséd;

-

.%.%W..%W.'..%

WHEN a high-tension battery
is newly purchased, and,

therefore, is, presumably,
reasonably fresh, one can be fairly
sure that noises in the receiving set
are not attributable to this accessory and must look elsewhere for
the trouble. As the battery wears
out, however, noises *iU occur,
even in an otherwise quiet receiver,

_

t

3

e-.

J,.

2

_._
i

i.

:

L' --

i

T
e- f_LI T Te

-hattcry; but this becomes a prob1cm if öne uses more than one set,
or if one wishes to change the
high-tension battery from one set.
to another. I ha'c'e never included
a condenser across the high-tension
thrminals in my sets, because I do
not see the necessity for tying up
such a condenser in each set, or,
rather, one for each tapping in each
set, and I have made up the box
'séen in the photographs in order
that the shunting condensers may
be kept togc-tlier without any loose
A Condenser for each Tapping
vires trailing all over the bench.
The obvious thing to do is to The battery tappings are joined
connect a condenser across each to the row of termináis on the right
tapping and the negative end of the of the box, the bottom terminal

or a receiver employing more
valves, but which is oui providcd
with a single terminal for -the
'H.T.+. but when we come to consider a multi-valve set with separate
high-tension terminals, perhaps, for
each valve, it is obvious that our
previous arrangement is useless,
for the condenser aniiot be joined
across all the tappitigs at once, and
thus, while the condenser quietened
down one section, all the others
would stili be noisy.

-

-

-,"l
T.

.

'

-

/

Fig. i.-This shows the connection
in the theoreticaj -manner.

.-'

-

-,

which will seriolisly affect the
enjoyment of the, musical 'item
bein.g received, When such noises,
which usually take the 'form of
cracklings or splutterings, are
noticed for the first time after a
new battery has been, put into
commission, they may be almost
entirely -eliminated by the simple
expe3ient o.f joining a large "reservofr" condenser across the posifive and negative tappings on the
battery. This condenser, which
should be fairly large, say, 2 F, acts
as a smoothing device for the little
irregularities in the spply fròm the
battery, and we shall find that. our
reception is oqce more quiet.
Multi.valve Sets
This remedy is quite effective in
the cas&of a'sing1 valve receivér
-

I

''

,.

-

-

-

.,

'

'

-

This photograph shows the underside
The flexible leads are
of the unit.
soldered to the wires which are seen
-to 'go over the' back.

-

-.

-.

-

-

i._

-

-

-

-
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Fig. 2.-When using 2F

being that to 1iic1i tlie negative
of tite battery (or batteries, if one
is used for each tapping) is joined,
The flexible leads which are on the
left or receiver side of tIte unit,
terminate in spade tags, which are

easily slipped under the correct
terminals of the receiving set.
A convenient size for the piece
of ebonite upon which tite condensers and terminals are mounted
is 7
by 3 in., and may be either
in. or
in.. thick. Titis leaves
sufficient room at the sides for the
terminals and a row of holes for the
flexible leads to pass through.
Parts Required
To make such a shunting bòx,
you will require a piece of ebonite
f the size mentioned, four conensers, each of z inicrofarads
capacity, five terminals, eight 6 B .A.
screws and nuts, some tinned copper
wire for wiring up, and flexible
wire for leads. Tite parts specified
above are necessary if you want
four positiye tappings, but should
you require more, add otte condenser and one terminal for each
tapping above the number given.
It may be regarded as essential in
6uch a shunting box, to suitably
mark the terminals in order to prevent possible error through wrpngly
joining up either to tite battery or
time receiver, and a simple and
tifective niethod of marking may
ôc utilised by means of Radio Press
Panel Transfers, which are placed in
position as seen in the photograph
it the head of this article.

Fig.

The Construction
The construction of tite unit is
quite simple, and will be easily
followed from the diagrams, while
the wiring is also quite simple. If
you prefer it you may repace the
terminais with flexible leads ending
in Wander phgs, and many will
consider this arrngement the more
useful, as it redues the number of
connections necessary when joining

fl.

-.

¡

--I

3.-This shows

how the condensers and
terminals are joined up t the flexible leads.

T.C.C. condensers, the
dimensions given above will be found quiteluitable.

a receiver on the test bench, or
when in use.

.tip

,

-

-

Fewer Tappings
If you use this unit with a set
employing, say, two H.T. tappings
only, all: you need to do is to leave
two of tile terminals free, and join
up, say, H.T.+ t and 2 and
H.T.- terminals and leads to
battcr and set respectively.

.

j
i

4
,

-

.

L'Tr

.

4
.

.
L

/

A
J,

Visiting day at the Liverpool station is Sâturday. Above we see
a happy group of small members of the Children's Radio Circle enjoying a chat with Uncle "Pip ' and Auntie Mürië. =
622
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ACCUMULATORS CHARGED
FREE IN YOUR OWN HOME
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
E
-

mo't ingenious simple, and absoefficient Home Battery Ch.rger foe use with
Direct Current electricity supply.
ULINKIN Charges your act.umulators whenever you

I

-

VrRtr.ss CONSTRUCTOR
____________________

-

_

c

I,,

=

is now famous as a

ltstly

L

NO Lóss,

baye lights, electric heaters, irons, or vaCuum cleaners
in use in any part of your hoime, stithout consuming

any extra current.
lt as simple to fix and use and positis-ely conforms to
all regulations of electricity supply and, insurance
Companies. It does not interfere n any ss'ay with.
your lighting circuit, and (most important of all) it
does not necessitate interference viLli fuse ss-ires.

ULININ JUNIOR- For charging wireless
accumulators of any 'oltsge up to
Complete with instructions
5 amps.
and cable for connecting

-

2/6

1

-

Junior

Post Free
STANDARD
MCDEL-The famous Honte
Charger, as illu-trated with ammeter, censpiete with
cable and instructions for charging accuuators up to
amps. on D.C. supply frodi 50 t 300 volts
Carr. Free

ULINKIN

4/

E
=
lwge E

ULINKIN SENIOR-For garages, workshops,
houses, etc., for ching accumulators ol arty voltage up to so amps.
and
instrt1ions
Carr. Frce

Staudarl

.

52/-

Model

'

E
E
=
E
=

SIMPLE TO FIX AND USE
Saves its Cost within a few
weeks yet lasts a lifetime
-

Illustrated Panzplstet and Juil
particulars post free on request

GRAN-GOLDMAN SERVICE Co.
(Dept. C)
71,

FLIEr' STREtT, -LONDON,

.C.4

E

yo r set

9/ve

Q'reater ra ngQ

"and vòlu

IlII!JIIIIIlIllIIIIIIIIIlliI1lF1IIIIIIIiIIIIIIIII1ttIIIItiIItIi.

The melod of gearing
the dial spindle, which
besides giving a ratio
of 4 to i and rendering
a vernier unnecessary,

alsoremovesthegreat-

est obstacle to successful long-distance work

-body

c

-

No emphasis Is nereosary here utso,s the essential Innin1
stor being Low l,ss. .I need oniy be explained that
high loas means tise aboeption of signal energy.

ap a city

This absorption dissipates the minute energy whic
actually reaches your seriaL The feeble osciUstleesi
pulsating through your aerial iyatscm noyer 'teach ab.
grkl of your first voire
Therefore, build Into your sets only those Condensers
which have an actual low loas.
This exceptional reduction of dicleclrlo losses is mad.
poosibie hy the skeleton design 0f the end platei .usi 0h.
.ultable choice of the Insulating material from whin
these are made.
Copper is used for the vaneo and silaring.se-a,heri' ratiOsuce to HO'. currents is obviously ket dow,, to tise joy,duribic minimum. Finally operatson 0f the
Noiosa Condenser is deughifully smooth and regulas.

effects.
This
is
achieved by constrpc-

i

ting the éontrolling
:

gear of a high insula-

ting matérial. The
hand has no electrical
connection wIth the
centre vanes.

Fitted to your tuners, the Success Noloss Condenser will tune distant
stations where other types fail igno-

Aerial Condenseg .0001 4aproL
maximum cepocity).
Knob usci Dix!. 1/8 extra.

The
L.F.

FAMOUS FORMO
TRANSFORMEB.
-a pioneer product

Incorporate the Famous Formo L.F. Traraformerioto your set and
you will discover that st brings a remarkably rich quality into the
reproduction of your loud speaker.
lt is this performance. consistenf reliable and of pleasing excellence,
thai comes by your choice of this Famous Formo Component.
These experimenters-who have learnt wisdom at the cost of bitter
experience-build the Famous Frrno L.F. Transformer into their
sets consistently.
They knoye only too well tha' the search for good spcech and music
reproduction ends abruptly-it begins and ende with the F5inous
Formo L.F. Transformer.

PRICE

8/

FORMO COMPANY
Lr.)

THE.

(ARTHUx

Fxaau

& Co.,

Office, Air Ministry, and Post Office Contractors.
Woejcs. CRIcKLEw000 LAsz, N.W.2.
Rddast Represeetatt).es.' Scotland: Mr. Miller. 22, York Place, Edinburgh.
Levee, 23, Hartley Street, Levenshuln-ie.
Manchester: Mr.
Birmingham: Mr. H. E. Crocker. 134. Reservoir Road. Erdington.

Adni.ratty, War Office. lridi
Chi el OJJi ce

&

Works. CROWN

5ß.

Bare

In replying

Anecie Condenser .0001 (a'proL
nsaxtmam c.spacityl 2

Knob and Diai, lilt extra,

Aused in an"F,a
T

Va

11Y

ei ver,

tmlled

y.L

e-

The pre-elninent feature of the Succes5
Noloss Condenser lies in the fact that
it is the only instrument which bymea,auretnent can be called low 1o53. Ita
losses are too small to take into
account. That these are really negligible
conduces to extraordinary
efficiency jñ your tuners.

TRAnE ENQUIRIES INUITED

J

i

-

W.

-

miniously. It gives you a retnarkable
fine control: and to those experlmenters whose insatiable desire to have
only tile best that money can procure,
have but bne chosee the Success No.
loss Square Law Coiidenser.

NOLOSS.

CON4DENJSE
Oblibi

BEARD

C

from

all

Dealers.

FITCH,

LTD.

34, AYLESBURY ST., LONDON, E.C.1.
aephone (lerkeuwefl 51.
North o? England Branch: 1, DEAN STREET, PICCADILLY, MANCHESTER.
Telcphon&t Central 82O.

to advertisers, please mention THE WEX,E5S cONSTRUCTOR.
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PURPOSE

GENERAL

set valvular disease?
A

VALVES:

111- each

Type R.

Filament voltage

..........

4

volti

Fi!añent Current ......... 0.7 amp.

Max. plate voltage .... 100 voltt
Type

B 3 ...... 181.

-:

each

1.8 volti
Filament voltage
Filament current.... 0.35 amp
Max. plate voltage .80 volts
Type

B 5 ......

21!. each

Filament voltage .... 2.8-3 volts
Filament current .... 0.06 amp
Max. plate voltage .... 80 volts
POWER M4PLIYING VALVES:
Type B 4 ...... 30/. each

Filament voltaga .... 5-6 volts
Filament current .... 0.25 amp.
Max. piate voltage .120 volts
Type

B 6. ....

t

From

RADIO-

Filament
Filamènt current .... 0.06 amp.
Max. plate voltage .120 volts

VALVES

with dry cells

Made in Rvgb

7Vóte new
272

624

I'

and Rad:o Dealers.

B.T.H.

7 ......

u ;e

Electricians

-

32/. each
voltage .......... 6 volts

'For

all

30/- each

Fi'ament voltage ......... 3 volts
Filament current .... 0.12 amp.
Max. plate voltige .... 120 volts

iype B

The heart of your set is the valve,
and in wireless a hard heart is better
than a soft one. "Soft" is a euphe..
mism for bad vacuum. A valve.
with a little air in it is liable to oxy.
disation of the filament, and soon
loses its efficiency. B.T.H. Valves
are very highly exhausted by a special
B.T.H. process. This ensures long
life andmaintainedefficiency. B.T.H.
Valves last longer and give much
better results than "soft" foreign
(or English) valves.
FIT B.T.H. VALVES AND GIVE
YOUR SET A GOOD HEART

Adertisemen1

In replying

educed prices of all types.
of

The British Thcmson-HL&ston Co. Ltd.

to advertisers, please mention THE

England

-.

-

-

-

-
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THE "SHORT-WIRE" VALVE
PANEL.
Sm,-I have made up the 0 Short
Wire Valve Panel" froñ the
January issue of THE \VIREI,ESs
CONSTRUCTOR.
I wish to report
results obtained, although I have
not had time to test it thoroughly.
I ant situated, roughly, about
30 miles from Manchester and
abcntt ¡2 from Liverpool. I cati
eet both these almost too loud for
rpliones I get London and have,
had a couple of German stations,
On Monday night, at g.5o, I tuned
in a station which I believe to be
French. It was the opera, or'
saine part of tle opera, "I,e
Cloches de C " ville." I ws using
iii
o coil in the aerial and
reaction, .000 variable condenser
LU series.
Yours faithfully,
AI.UERT Ta.vr,on.
St. Helens, Lanes.

-

TRE SINGLE VALVE REFLEX
RECEIVER.
Srn-I feel that yourself ançi
particularly your readers, will be
interested in the results I have
obtained from the single valve
reflex receiver, as described in Tni

Februàry
issue, by Mr. Percy W. Harris.

WIRESS
-

PRESS PANEL
TRANSFERS.

Chester.

-

In building this receiver I followed the circuit, but mounted the
valve (Marconi R ) and coilholder on the outside of the panel,

-

inomited the "Sliarp4uning single
valve set," by Stanley G. Rattee,
and beg to inform you that I have
very good results with salue,
although being in a very bad posi
tion, as I use the electric mains for
an aerial and for earth, the water
which

is

*

-

This set, made by boys at St. Paul's School, Dorking, was exhibited
at the Schools' Wireless Exhibition, held recently.

SINGLE VALVE RECEIVER.
Sia,-As a first set I have just

tap,

and fitted au Igranic transformer
in place of a Royal.
On connecting the set to the
aerial and earth I was surprised
to get Madrid faintly, within five
minutes afterwards getting Cardiff at
good strength on twq pairs of phones.

three roonis away.

62Ö

-v-.----

-

--

-

-

---

.

clear reception from Glasgow (dancé
music and close down). I then had
Madrid at excellent strength until
I2.x5a.m. when I closed down.
A No. o coil in the aerial and 5
iii the reaction was used throughout
the evening.
Aerial 65 ft., 7/22
copper,

stranded

25

ft. high.-Yours faith'

-

-

-

fully,
Swindou.

G. HARDING.
S

t
-

I had very

-

PUIIN.

THE "SHARP-TUNING"

Glasgow, clear.
Belfast, very faint.
On 21,0 dc sing down

-

..

'

'.

.

J.

't

:-

f'

SLR-I thought you might be
interested in the following improved
method of applying Radio Press
Panel Tranfers to wireless panels
which does away with the hot pad
busmesS
Phice the transfer ou
panel and moisten back with
inethylated spirits, press down
with thumb and' then apply cold
water to remove papel by slowly
drawing this away, leaving the
transfer on panel intact.
I found that the above method
takes about a third of the time
occupied by adhering to the printed
iustructi oils.
Yours faithfully,
GEORGE

-

CONSTRUCTOR

I might mention that although
having a fair knowledge of wireless,
gained chiefly from THE WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR, I have not handled
any set previous to this.
Last evening, the iith, at about
8.45, I tuned in Cardiff at good
strength (two pairs 'phones), which
continued until they closed down.
I then picked up the following
tatious
London, 2L0, -very loud.
..Manchester, fair.
Bournemoutli, very faint.
Màdrid, very clear.
Newcastle, fair.

I

USING RADIO

-

I have used this set with a
roughly connected LP. ampliûer,
but the results were too loud for
phones.
With compliments to THE \VIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR, to which you
could add "and Encyqlopredia."Yours faithfully,
Paris.
DtB0IS.

-

-

- -

--
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Secrets of

By

PERCY

r;

L

LongDistane Working
W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E.,
Editor

4.
4

-

S

-

''j

j::
HAVE you, as a new-comer to
wireless, wondered how it
is that people with no better
equipment than yourself are able
to listen to stations very many
hundreds of miles away, while you
can only hear the nearest? Have
you felt ann3yed that after spending £40 or £50 on a set you cannot
get such gaod results as some
schoolboy round the corner? Have
you, in fact, been reduced tO a
state of chronic doubt regarding
the achievements of those people
who say they can hear all the
B.B.C. stations on a single-valve
set? If you answer "Ves" to any
of the above questions, then this
article may help to make matters
clearer.

earth itself to the actual instrument) must not be too long, and the
aerial must be perfectly insulated
where it is let in through the wall.
Given these preliminaries, time valves
used must be suitable for the circuit
with.wliich they are used, the filamnemits must not be too bright, and
not too dull, the value of the hightension voltage must be correct,

Good and Bad Spots

I have already explained in a
previous issue why it is that some

-

crystal users get far better results
than others. It was pointed out
last month that there are good and
bad spots throughout the countrythat is to say, spots which differ
considerably from one another iii
regard to the strength in which the
nearest station can be heard.
Sometimes such good and bad
rpots may be within a mile or two
of one another, and at one of them
a station a .hundred miles away can
be heard quite loudly ou a singlevalve set, whilst at the other there
is great difficulty in hearing a
station 25 miles away.
Highest Efficic-ny
\Vlmile general use of a wireless
set is something wb.iclm can be
learned very ranidlv (unless it is a
very elaborate iiiultTi-alve set with
some special circuit), to get the
highest efficiency out of even a
single-valve set requires much skill.
Furthermore every detail has to be
" right." The aerial must be well
iiistilated, must iiot run close to and
parallel with the wall for any distance, the earth connection must
be good and sound, the earth lead
(that is to say, the lead from the

Mr; Harold W. Arlin, the announcer at KDKA, whose voice is
well known to many listeners 'in
this Country.
the coils used must be suitable for
the wavelength band it is desired
to listen to, tuning must be accurate,
and the control of reaction properly
carried out.
Proper Use of Reaction
Last month Mr. G. P. Kendall,
B.Sc. explained to you the use and
abuse of reaction. Proper adjustment of reaction is, helpful in
every valve set, -and the greatest
sensitivity can only be obtained

when this is properly attended to. A
matter which does not receive tIme
attention it deserves is the correct
acÌjustment of the valves, as vell
as their choice.
Fortunately, in
this country at least, the immanufacturers of valves issue plenty of
information regarding them, making
quite clear the purpose for which
they were designed.
Types of Valves
\Ve have, for example, what are
known as general purpose valves,
which will suit either high-frequency
amplifiers, detectors om note magnifiers; we have special valves
for high - frequency amplification,
special valves for low-frequency
amplification, and what are known
as power valves. Power valves are
designed for low-frequency inagnification only, and their sole virtue
is that they can handle very loud
signals, giving them f urthr amplification, without any distortion
resulting. There is no magic in the
power valve, and a substitution of
one for a general purposes valve
will only show a marked improvement when the signals being
handled are already very strong, and
it is desired to distribute them at
great strength from a loud speaker
to a large room or a hall.
On the box in which each valve
is supplied or else on the small slip
on the valve, you will-find certain
figures. Filament voltage is given
as, say, 4, plate voltage as from,
perhaps, 30 to 85.
Of the two
the filament voltage is the more
critical, and if this is attended to it
is probable that your long-distance
results will be greatly improved:
Filament Voltage
Let us 'coilsider for a moment thi
question of filment voltage. We
will say that the filament voltage is
stated as 4, and you have a 6-volt
accumulator attached to your set.
The current, in passing from the
accumulator to the valve filament,
passes through a filament resistance,
and the effect of this is to reduce
thé voltage applied to the valve
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Showing Dubilier Grid Leak
Attachment in position.

NEW.

:.

DUBILIER ACCESSORY.
To meet cases where time Grid Leak cannot be joined
across the Grid Condenser, we lve- produced the
accessory shown above. It consists of a plate of.high
insulation material carrying a single grid-leak clip,
and it is attachcd to the Type 600 condenser and to the
panel by a single screw.

-.
-

This accessory obviates soldering of the leaI, facilitates
caniparison of different leak values, ând also ensures
that a minimum of surlaee leakage oéctirs between the
Grid Leak Terminal Strips.
:
..
In this, as in all cases, it is important to

-j

.

.

.

I'

:1

-

-.

The
Dubilier Grid

i

Leak Attachment.

4

Specify Dubilier.

..

-

The Grid Leak is then inserted between the clip on the
attachment and the right-hand clip on the condenser.

-

-

--;

Price

6J.

-

Telephone

aWZZ

LL00n

'I 'UBILIE
ON DENSER COLTO

eÌ _

W.3.J.

________

Chiowick 2241-2-3.

Telegramo:
Hivoliron, Phone,

loodon.

_______

E.F.S. 97

I

epyÓg

o cdver1isers, ples

menten TRE WIREI.E3 CoNsTKUc1oR.
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-AND SOMETHING MORE

SQUARE LAW

-J4
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CONDENSER

No.3,

Best Quality EBONITE END PLATES, " thick
Substitution of Special Take-up Springs, so eliminating the
use of Thackray washeis. Guaranteed spacing, .073" thick

-

iilffl!IIJIIL

ONE HOLE FIXING
This apparatus is mechanically sound and is supp1id either
with or without vernier

PRICES
Without Vernier

...

.001

.0005

-

:.

.0001

...

.00025

..

9/
8/

7/6
6/6

-

:-

With Vernier

10/6
9/6
9/
... 8/

.001

..

.0005
.0003
.00025

...
...

-----

DELIVERY FROM STOCK
The '' Square Law " Type Variable Condenser
use of a 'Square Law" Condenser

THErenders the tuning of a Receiver a very
simple matter indeed. A calibration chart
snay be made by the following simple means:
Thne in a station of known wavelength on
Lbe lower part of the condenser scale and plot
lt on the chart. Repeat this process with
another station of known wavelength which
isrecelved on theup.per part of thecondenser
scale. Draw a straight line through the two
points and the chart is coinpkte.
Owing to details of its design, this type of
Variable Condenser possesses a negligible
minimum capacity, and the specially shaped
vanes give an ease of control which is entirely
unknown to users of the nrdinary type.
Wespeciallie in turning Brass and Steel crewsard
Machined Parts ansi Accessories of all descriptions

_____2-

-.--

- --.

..-...

J

's

-

-

Cheqies and Postal Ordets should be 'crotaed and
"The Ormond Engineet Ing Compas.y'
Look for the name "ORMOND" on all our prodects

All

mode payable to

I

Wriie for our ñew (1925) Catalogue
Trade terms on Request

ORMON
ENGINEERING

;
-

_---___-

-

CO.
i.

199-205,Pentonville Rd., King's Cross,
London, N.1
Telegrams-" ORMONDENGI, KINCROSS"

TcIephoe-CLER1ENWELL,

YACTORY-Whisidu
25 Y.aí. British
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itself. With a 6-volt
bright emitter valve, aùd an ordinary filament resistance the voltage
will be brought down to when the
resistance knob is turned a little
way " on." As the knob is turned
round to the maximum position,
so the voltage across the valve
filament will rise. The best way to
aEcertain the correct adjustment for
your valve is to buy a small voltmeter (time kind sold for testing
accunmiators is quite good for tuis
pirpose), and with the filament
resistance ou, carefully make contact vitli each of the filament legs.
You will then se the actual voltage
apphe to tl:e valve filament, and
the flammt resistance can be adj usted accordingly, until you get
it to the figure indicated by tite
makeis. I do not recommend this
procedure with the very low coasuniption valves taking oô ampere,
but it is quite accurate enough for
bright and semi-bright emitters
now available. Set all your valve
filaments correctly, and it is probable that your reception will be
greatly improved in quality and
strength. Be careful, however, not
to burn the valve filaments brighter
than stated by the makers, You
will not notice any great difference
in signals, but the brighter the valve
burns above the rated voltage the
shorter will be its life, and even at
iii- each, valves are' too dear to

wastel..-.

-

-

'Tm WIRELESS CONSTRUC

knob is removed from the spine,
it can often be repaired satisfactorily in another way. Remove
the knob and place its boss between
the jaws of a vice, tightening them
until the crack is all but invisible.

A method of repairing a

cracked knob.

ht

Now, take a very
soldering
iron and follow down the line of
the crack with its point, making

the ebonite run. This usually
suffices to weld up the ebonite, and,
provided that the knob is not forced

too hard n td the spin, a
repair of this kind will often
suffice to enable it to be used'
satisfactorily for a long time.
Cracked rheostat formers and
cracked or actually broken Jugs of
small ebonite cast condensers may
be repaired in the same way with a
hot soldering iron, though, in the
case of rheostats, this method is
not always satisfactory, since the
former may warp under the influence of the applied heat. However, when a former is cracked it
is a case of desperate remedies, so
that the soldering iron is well
worth trying. I have in use at the
present time a condenser dial
which cracked several months ago
and was mended in this way. In
this case the soldering iron was
applied to the underside only, the
edges of the crack being held
tightly together by placing tl:e
dial horizontally in the jaws of a
vice.

-

-.
'

R.W.IL

-.

Repairing a Cracked
Ebonite

Knob
1

EBONITE is brittle stuff, as most
of us have found to our cost at
ntisOne inie or aiiotlier
hap which is very liable to occur is
the cracking of tite boss of a control
knob into which the spindle of a
condenser, variotneter or rheostat
is screwed. When the crack occurs
the threads in the ebonite become
so loose a fit for tIte spindle that
tile knob cannot be fixed. Quite
a good repair can he effected in the
way shown in the sketch. Tite boss
of the knob is bound very tightly
with the strong fine vire that
florists use for making up bnttonRemember that it is
holes,"
essential to put the wire ou very
tightly indeed. Winding shioulçj
always start from the top of tite
crack so that it may be drawn
together inore and more as the
wire is put on. .If you work the
other way the job will not, as a
rule, be at all satisfactory. If the
crack does not gape at all when the

..

F'

the Director of the famous Balalaika
Orchestra, with his instrument.

M. Vladimir Viadimoff,

19
-
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to Finish

Off Your
Wires
T]

1

WHETHER or not your set lias a
and "finished" appearance
dejeuds to alarge extent UOil the way yOU

:1

square section tinned copper wire now so
deservedly popular. Fortunately this work
can be simplified by the use of a small
-

--

I

-

I

finish off the wires. Here are a few photographs that will help you.
Many constructors find difficuity in
making a neat loor in
the hcavv-aue

\

bending tool now available.
Our first
three phdtographs show the Yankee bender,
one of the Yankee radio tools. A similar
tool is also sold ix the Wade tool outfit.
Spade terminals can be readily fixed to
the ends of flexible wires by pinching them
on, is shown In the fourth and fifth photo
graphs. A good firm grip of the pliers is

rqnired.
s

'.

-
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On the second age the method of ising
the Gibsoii tcrnthaals is shown. These make
a strong sound coiìtact by threadhig the
wire through two holes, bending the wire
over the top, and screwing on an insulating
sleeve, which must be 'threaded over the
flex prior to inserting the wire in the terminal
holes. These terminals are obtainable in
several forms and with both red and black
sleeves.
Other terminals, such as the

-

t
-

.,

f

V

-

-

.

'

,

r

-c

-

tk

*

i

--------------

«

W
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-

I

the remainder. Make sure that all strands
are properly held. The best way is to clean
the individual strands and ' solde them

,

':'.

_:_

-

'
.

.

,

s.

-.

,

-

'

,.-,

-

__

G.E.C. and the Tapa, give a similar neat
finish to flexible wires.
The final photograph shows how a neat
right-angled bend can be made with the

I
,

,

-

:

;

-.i-

"

-

__i-

together. A still better way is to solder
them to a small brass plate which can be
firmly gripped beneath the screw.
'

:

±
,

-

-

This bend can be sharp or
rounded, according to how the tool is used.
One wire often badly finished off, with a
resulting bad effect, is the aerial lead-in
where it makes contact with the lead-in
insulator. Unfortunately, the size of the
screw terminal of the average inexpensive
lead-in tube is too small to grip the
comparatively heavy aerial wire. Usually
just one oi two strands get gripped, leaving
wire bender.

G2
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Here's the only
reloadable cartrIdgê

Detector

Crystal

Ithe 1925 1aUio seasOn is tamous tor nothing else
will be noteworthy for the heavy crop of new
crystal detectors. Large and small-cheap and
expensive-permaneat, semi-permanent or with catwhisker-every type is represented. But one stands

&

out from the crowd. One is so unique in its
principles that it cannot fail to attract attention.
The Eureka Gravity Detector.
'The Eureka Gravity utilises all To change the crrtal in th6

-

thesensitWenessofthecatwhisker
Detector but with noue of Its dis.
advantages. Its principie is just
this The crysta1'i held in a cup
within the centreofthecartridge.
A,round the periphery of the case

placed a row of catwhiskêr
points, each one of which is
weitrhted at the head. When the
Gravity is rotated these points are
Is

caflsedtodroUonebyonetomake
Contact with hC CrystJ. Thus it
is only necessary to give the
Detector a twiit. until the loudest

-

-

ssgnais are ItIId.
No factory-seated permanent De.
teeter can evet hope to compare
with tb,e Eureka Grttvtty because
the usei'can utilise any favourite
piece of crystal Known to be

absolutely sensitive.
Besides, no crystal lasts for ever

-its
sensitiveness is bound to fall
off

in thue. In cuy, case the
present imutèntS popnlariy of
catwhiekçrcpñtflct is proof positlye that any double-crystal cornbinatión Is of Jittlé value cuider
prent-day conditions.

Pcrtab!e Utilities Co., Ltd.,
]%Ialecrsof tice EztrehaTransfo,'mer
lisher treet, London, W.Ll.

Lz'

Six advañtages you
get with no other

/

t.

-

the moving

Gravity is but a moment's work'
Just lilt it from tue spring clips,
septLrat the two halves, lift Out
the old crystal and drop in a new

2.

piece,nndthejobisdone. Quicker
in fact tkan describing lt. And
the crystL is protected against
dust, lingering and light.
No matter which type of Set you
are usingtheGravltywillimprove
it. If lt is aRellex ItwUistabilise
lt and yield wondertultone. Ex.
perience hns proved4hat half the
trOuble lit rettex Sets Is du to the
incorrecl uressure f the catwhisKer. tñ the Gravity this is
clone for you automatically, Wo
have calculated the pressure at
which the contactsbouldbe made
-no more, no lesS.
Get your Dealer to show you one
of these hcanome Gravity De-

lectora to-day - the fact that
it a product of the manufacttIrtr of the Eureka Transformer
is a sure guarantee of Its cxi

eclience.

And from all Dealers

points fall

to

,nahe contact with it as
the holder is rotated.
When the Gravity Detector is in use the
Crystal is fully euclosed

and protected front dirt.

Gravity Detector
can be reloaded with a
new crystal in a ;noNothing to
suent.
screw or solder.
4. The slightest turn of the
Detector automatically
brings into use a new
spot on tite crystal and
a new contact point.
Nothing to wear outthe Gravity Detector will
last a lifetime.....
6.. Stout platedspring clips
are supplied and the base
can be removed for fitting
t/iè Detector direct to
the panel.
Complete with Crystal
3. The

:

:
-

..
.

.

-

:

:

.

Detector.

The Crystal is firmly
held in a spring ciap and

:

.

...........................

/

U/ U
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.
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Delecor.
Gilbert
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An

Easily

Contro11ec

Twó Naive

Recever
By
W. BARBER

JOHN

A description of a receiver
employing one high-freguericy
amplifier, folloujed by &
detector valve, which is capable -

Ç

receiving many distant
stations in the telephone
receivers
of

-

Note the reaction control,mounted between the filament resistances.
.0

WHILE many listeners desire
receiving equipment
a
capable of operating a
Loud speaker on the local station
only, a great number want a set
upon which they can "go the
rounds" of British and Continental
stations, using the telephone receivers. It is true that remarkable
results may be obtained with quite
a simple set in favourable conditions, and on broadcast wavelengths a useful combination may
consist of one high-frequency amplifying valve followed by a detector.

Alternatives in Design
In deciding upon the design of
such a receiver, one is faced with
several possibilities; for example.
the high-frequency valve may be
coupled to the detector by the
well-known tuned-anode method,
or' alternatively by the tuned
transformer method, the latter
offering several diflerent arrange.
ments in itself. Resistance-capacity
coupling is not of much use upon
the ordinary 300-500 metre waves,
but if the receiver is to be used
solely for the reception of longwave stations, such as Chelmsford
and Radio-Paris, then this forni
of H.P. coupling may with advantage be employed, the operation of the set being much simplified.
Again, considering either of the

two "tuned" metho'ds, we may
either couple the reaction coil to
the aerial coil, or to that in the
anode circuit of the first valve.
It is often quite erroneously stated
that, by adopting the latter course,
tue set is rendered practically
incapable of radiating, and thus
the user need have no fear of

The Method Emp!oyel
In the case of the present receiver, it was decided to employ
the tuned-anode method, coupling
the reaction coil to this circuit, and
in order to simplify the construction
and operation, a Sterling Anode
Reaction Unit has been incorporated. This consists of two coils,

-

.

.

C3
O003F
C1
WO/pF

-i_

21

r

CAt

-

I

-.

-

-

.

A

T

II

V2

:1.,
'

°5"1R1

H-'

R2

.B,1

Fig. x.-This shows the coirinections in theoretical form.
The coils L2 and L3 aire contained in one unit.
causing interference when his set one of which constitutes the reis oscillating. This, however, is, action coil, and is rotatably
far from being always the case, mounted with respect to the outer
and whichever course is followed, or anode circuit coil, the whole
the utmost care should always being enclosed and so kept dustbe -taken to keep the set from free, control being effected by a
k-nob on the front of the panel,
oscillating.
-

-
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marked t.A.T., seen at the top of
the panel, between the coil socket
A glanc at the photographs of änd the first va1v.
the finished receiver will show the
method of control. .The variable
Eondenscì on the left is in the aerial
circuit, while that on the right is
shunted across the anode coil.

SThiplicity in wiring which it 'ffects.
The two terminals at the back are
for the acçumulator, next being

in this case situated between the

filamñtieistánces.

-

-

-

O

-

-

'

Fig. 2.-Showing how the connections are made to the Sterling
unit employed..

-

The filament resistances are situated above the&e condensers, while
the L.T. terminals are at the back
of the panel to the -right: On the
left of the panel are seen the aerial
and earth terminals,, while the
constant aerial tuning system may
be employed by joining the aerial,
not to A, but to the terminal

o

'J
-

L

4

-_.-

-

This shows how the parts are mounted upon the p
especially the somewhat unusual arrangement of th
The rather unusual arrangement

of terminals on the ight of the
panel is adopted on account of the

o

o
-

-

el.

Note

erminals.

H.T.-.

details arc
The other
made clear in the drawings and
need not be gone into here.
The Circuit Diagram
The circuit arrangement of
the receiver may be seen in Fig. i,
The aeriál circuit comprises the
coil L1, which is plugged into the
socket seen on the left of the panel,
and across which is connected the
variable condenser C.,. The coils
in the anode circuits of the valves
have been drawn diagrammatically,
- and the anode coil L2 is shown with
the condenser
in parallel with
it. Fig. 2 showS how the actual
connections are made to the Sterling
unit, which has two soldering tags
marked "A" and twoS marked
"R," the former bein the connections to the anode càil, whilé
the reaction leads are joined to
tile "R" tags.
Parts Required
'In order to make a set similar
to the'one seen in the photographs,
the following parts will be required,
añd whilst it is not essential to
use the actual makes given, ou
should be certain that the parts
you do use are of the best quality.
in order that satisfactory' results
may be obtained.
One ebonite panel Ioin.X9ifl.
x in.orin. (RadionMahoganite).

-

C3

ÍE

-

-

-

i8

;:.
-

Fig.

3.-The drilling diagram.

j

If you use components other

than those mentioned, be sure you drill the holes correctly.
Blueprint No. CI0I3A.
-
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HE advantage that

a Radion Panel confers

ors

I471t,ftt11t

¿1

.

a Receiving Set is much mole than merely
adding a gold case to a watch. Rather, is it
comparable to the addition of that delicate corn-

pensating balance wheel mechanism which ensures
split-second accuracy. 11 you aim at
cent.
eflucier.cy for your Se you'll naturally start with a
Radion Panel. With dials to match.
s

lper

-

Radio,i is ava dable in 21 different sizes i,s
black a,nl nia hoganile. Radian can also be
supßked in aim special size. Black íd. pee
square inch, nia Iioga.iile ijd. per sql7are inc/i.

-

-C»-

1American Hard Rubber Company (Britain) Ltd.
120 \Velluigton Street, Glasgow.
xi6 Sdow Hill Brmingham.
Irish Agents: 8 Corporation Street, Belfast.

Depots:

Hea) OjJice: 13a Fore Strcet,
London. E.C. Z

p-

Gilbeit Ad. 2454

'Sins,-! bought one of your
Crystals some time ago, and made a
set according to your diagram lionedistance Circuit). While in New York
I was using the
set one evening, and
while ahifting the loading coils I
noticed that I was getting fairly good
results without any coil at all. This
caused me to try what I could do
without in the set, and before I finished
I had the Crystal tied on a piece of
ebonite 2 in. by i in. with a piece of
38-gaue wire and another piece of
the same sire wire for a catswhisker.
The layout was as. follows -Asnal
to crystal,
citswhtsker to 'phone
terminal-the other 'phone terminal

a hint or two on HF.
The old type valve holder with scckets embedded in a
mculding of doubtful insulating properties is the cause
of poor H .F. Amplification. Capacity effects at the
valve rcb your receiver of range, power and qirality.

Type

C

Builders of receivers utilising
one or more HF. Stages should
not lose sigM of the ruie governing the function of the rectifier.
Simpy, half the power at the
detector and its output is
reduced four times ; twice the
power at the detector gives an
output four times greater.

(below panel).

..,..ih,...,

"Yours truly,

"(Signs) W. P. JoNES.
Titis letter tcstifies to the remarkable sensitivity of Neutron
Crystal. If you have been used to ordinary Crystals, change to
Neutron, and note the wonderful increase in volume.

Your H.F. Stages should hand on maximum energy.
It you employ H.T.C. Low Capacity Valve Holders
tite maximum energy will reach t'ie rect.fier.
5h.

to earth. With this i was able to get
station \V.EA.F. very strong, music
and speech. This continued for about
3 hours, until I finally switched df.
I do not know the exact distance, but
I should think it will not be far short of
3 miles, as station W.E.A.E. is away
down Broadway, and we were laying at
the White Star Pier, foot of W. 19th
Street.
Having seen the enclosed newspaper cutting, I 'thought It might
interest you to hear of this, as it showr
what your Crystsl is capable of,

I

t..,. .5

bolder md try the difference the H-TU.

Low Cupicity Valve lJol.Irr makes. It
will take you one evening to obeerve the
difference. Thone hitherto elusive stations

Concert Tested & Guaranteed Radio Crystal

H. I'. amplilication.
if your receivero employ the Plug-in
H.P. Trunsformer you con only epeet
efficient H.P. AmplificatIon bymossnt.iug
them in the ETC. Volve Holder.

Beware of Imitations

p:

2& 2.

Produced by NEUTRON, LTD., Sicilian
House. London. W.C.1. Phone: Museum2677.

Sold by the Best Radio
Packed in
Dealers.

-

Your dealer may try to perneado you that
eomething in stork lo un good. H.T.C.
Products are unrivalled for their electrIcal
erformanoe.
If your dealer cannot.
eliHily. send direct to:-

H.T.C.

r.

-, aug

will Come in.
In multi-stage HF. work high capadty
ut the valve may completely nullify

ELECTRICAL CO. LTD.

Boundarie, Rd.. Baihism. S.W.12
'Pbo,e:Battere374
TradeE,qrnrieslnvtd.

woidd know more aboiii
renie viny capa caties at the rsaPre,
geniL for a. ¿Leacriplive Jolder.

Tin-

Seitfeevponreque'.

turelays.
In re/1ying

with silver cat'swhisker.
I n si s t o n
Neutron in
the Black
and Yellow

tin

Type A (above panel).

to

-

1/6

-

-

Sole distributors:

Z e i t li n

'V

&

S o n s,

-

Tlieobald's Road, London, W.C.I.
Phones: Museum 3795 & 6841.

144.
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strong

why

reasons

you

should use
urndept Appa atus
\\T JHEN we say hat

you
VV will get every satisfaction in
choosing Burndept-Apparatus
for rdio reception, we do so for
three reasons.

LJ

(1) Before any piece of Burndept Apparatus is
pute ori the market, many experiments are conducted in the Research Laboratoriés to make
surê that both design and materials used are

A remarkablè approach
to the theoretically
perfect.

sound from :.every point

view.

Burndept Apparatus leaves the
factory it is given careful tests to make sure
that it will do all that it is advertised to do.

(2) Before

Burndept St andard Condensers absorb

less than 0.05 per cent, of the power
applied to them I The spindle is selfaligning, the top bearing running in a
flexible stee! housing, and the lower
bearangconsistingof astee1 ball running
between metal cones. This patented
method of construction ensures ahsolately free running and permits fine
tuning adjustments to be made without

(3) When issued to the public evéry piece of
Burndept Apparatus is accompanied by a
guarantee label.
Components or instruments
found defective, through workmanship or
màterial, within twelve months of purchase will
be replaçed or repaired free of charge.

vernier" attachments. The upper
bearing compensates for slight wear,
the capacity of the condenser remaining
unchanged. Burndept Condensers are
absolutely noiseless, even when used in
circuits oscillating on wavelengths of 75

The Burndept range includes everything for

metres (a frequency of 4,000.000 per
second).
To obviate' 1and-capacity
effects, steel nap-on dust covers are

provided.
.
Burndept Standard Condensers, for
panel mounting, with dial, knob, screws,
and

o1

-

drilling template:
416: Capacity 0005 mds., 30/.
417: Capacity 001 - mfds., 35/.

No.

radio reception, from components to complete
installations. Get in touch with your local
Burndept Agent, who will be pleased to
show you Burndept Components and advise
you on all radi matters.

No.

Li

H

"kil

-'

- - - - - _(
I

-

I

e

?

.

RN DE PT

1

BURNDEPT LTOE, Alne House, Redford Street, Strand, London, W.C.2
Telephone. Gerrard9O72.
Telegrams: Burndept, Westrand, London."
LEEDS: 12, Basinghall Street (ner City Square).
CARDIFF: 67, Queen Street.

NORTHAMPTON: 10, The Drapery. BiRMINGHAM: Winch&ster House,VictoriiS

'Purchase Burndeptby its narne-substituteï are ñot tue saine
-

In

replying to advertisers, please mention TRE

WIRET.ESS cONSTRUCTOR.
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Suitable cabinet. That shown is
"desk" type, made by the
Carrington Manufacturing Co.

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
Drilling the Panel
The panel is dri11ed in àccordance
with the details given in Fig. 3,
and should present no difficulty.
If separate valve sockets are used,
it is best to use a template for
marking out- the positions of the
holes, and several firms are now
marketing excellent templates fôr
valve sockets. I have tapped all
the terminals and valve sockets into
the panel, because I find it, on the
whole, more satisfactory than using
nuts, but this is purely a matter
for individual taste, and the constructor may decide for himself
as to the course to be adopted in
his own case. Messrs. McMichael
are now making a one-hole fixing
type of resistance, which is improved in several details, and the
number of holes necessary in the
panel is thus reduced.
Wiring
If you look at the photographs
on this page, you will see that ofie
shows, the back of the panel without the wire, whilst the other
shows the completed set. These
two should prove valuable when
wiring up, as they enable you to
follow every detail. The wiring
diagram shows the actual connections necessary, and should in
all cases be consulted during this
operation. The condenser across
the telephone terminals is held iii
place by the wiring, and therefore

Suitable wire for connections.
One packet Radio Press panel
transfers:

of the

-

.

-

A

.

-

-

.

This photograph shows the back of the panel before wiring is
commenced, the positions of the parts béing clearly indicated,
-

One o 0005 zF. variable cojidenser. That shown is a new model
being produced by the makers of

the "Success" components, and
is of a new type submitted to
me- for trial.
It has a geared
motion with a reduction of to i,
giving a very smooth and regular
control, while the provision of a
fibre gear keéps the hands weill
away from metal parts in actual
contact with the moving vanes.
A suitable dial for the double
rotation of the controlling knob
is being produced. It is of the
square law pattern.
One 0003 F variable condenser
(L. McMichael, Ltd.). Square law.
filament
resistances
Two
(L. McMichael, Ltd.).
One Sterling anode reaction unit
for broadcast range. For Cheimsford a suitable coil unit will he
required, these being interchangeable on th staisdard adaptor.
One coil socket for panel mount-

-,.

.

-

-

-

*

ing (Magnum).
One '0003zF, one 000p,F condenser, clip-in type, and one 2
grid leak, all with dips (McMiclial).
One ooi Fcondenser (Dubilier)
Two sets valve sockets, or alter-

-

-

/

--

.

-

.

'

.

-

-

.

-

natively two complete valveholders; and ten nickel terminals
(Magnum).

.'.*

-

.

,

.

.

When used in conjunction with the above photograph, this
view, which was taken from the same angle, will make
perfectly clear the connections necessary.
-

-

-

-

-

O

-

-

0

O

-

-

--

-

--
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is not seen in the "wire-less"
photograph.
-.
Fixing the Transfeñ
In affixing the transfers, a point
which will assist the constructor' 1i
that if a touch of varnish is applied
to the panel where the transfer is
to be, and the usual process then
followed after the varnish has
become tacky, a permanent job
may be made.
Mounting the Receivei
When completed, the set may
be mounted in ike cabinet, the
choice of which must be left
entirely to the reader. The method
of sècuring the panel in position
will obviously depend upon the
manner of mounting employed,
and no hard-and-fast rule can
be laid down. In general, however,
where the panel fits in on fillets,
one wood screw in the middle of
each end will suffice to retain the
paziel in position.
Having mounted the receiver in a
suitable cabinet, turn the filament
resistances to the "off" positions
and join up to the LT. terminals a
suitable accumulator for the valves
in use. Insert the valves and test
the filament circuits by gradually
turning the rheostats toward the
on" position. If the valves light
correctly, turn the rheostats off
again and join up the rest of the
leads. As an initial test on the
local station, the aerial may be
joined to the C.A.T. terminal, and a
number 50 coil inserted in the
socket on the panel. In the ease of

receiver to oscUlate,- or .-reasons
already given, the effects of ignoring
this rule being welì known by all

-

\ :-

=

.

-

I

TEl

Fig. 4.-Practical wiring diagram showing the values of the cornponents.
Full size blueprint No. CIoI3B -may bé obtained.
Whatever 'type of condenser is used for C2, note that the wire
from A goes to the fixed plates
.

listeners. A suitable filament resistance should be substituted for the
bright-emitter type used here, if dullemitter valves are to be employed.
These may be obtaiiied from the
fi r ni
mentioned
"
in the list of
components.
Results Obtained
The receiver is

in tise at my

station, 6DD, situated at about

'ç

five

miles

from

which is still
Strands

operating at the
time of writing.
Very good signals

'Note how the clip-in type condensers arid grid are always
the London station, the - aerial
condenser setting will be toward the
lower end of the scale. The anode
condenser is turnéd slowly over its
scale until the best signal strength
is obtained, when th reaction knob
may be slowly rotated, careful
attention being given to the setting
of the right-hand condenser. Care
shouil be taken not to allow the
:''

638
5

-'-

-

station in Paris comes through wihí
no interference frbni Loidon, which
is very pleasing, considering the
proximity of my.station to LOndon.
On another evening, Glasgow and
Newastle were heard at good
strength, wliil two German sta

tions, unidentified, also came
through. After the British stations
hàd closed, Madrid was tuned in at
good strength, the reception, howevet, being, as usual, entirely
spoilt by the efforts of oscillating
fiends in the vicinity.
I shall be very pleased to hear
froni readers who make up this
set, as I am convinced that upon a
better aerial than mine it will show
up remarkably well, judging by its
performance in comparison with
similar sets I have tried.

-

-

ob-

tained from that
station, although
at such a distance very little
benefit is obtainable from a highfrequency amplifying valve.
The receiver, which, as alrèbdy
stated, is designed for the reception
of dista at stations ip the telephones. gives very good all-round
results on an aerial which, very
unfortunately, is badly screened by
a church and many trees. Boume-

leak are secured in position.

''SI

l\

A

the 2L0 station
in the

-

mouth and Birmingham are
receivable at comfortable strength.
while the Postes et T1égraphes

.00O4,F

-

-x-

1925'

P,

-

L

4a,y,.

Test Department
The popularity of thts department 1,as
necessitated greatly Increased staff, and
while it is not intended that the depuri.
ment should pay for itself, this fac
together with the high cost 01 the

necessary standard testing Instruments
compels us reluctantly to increase the
Cost of testing to 5/- per valve In a
"stratght "receiver, 10/- being charged
for a 'dual " valve. In addition, wi
Cannot undertake to test any set In
which a departure from Radio Press
destga has been made

-'

-

5

.-.'-

-
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O make a long flight by "dead reckoning,'
to cross islands and seas without reference to

land-marks or other visible guides, and finally
to break through the clouds exactly above the
intended spot-it is here that the pilot displays

.

-

hisutmostskiil.
It is here, too, that he needs. to feel complete
confidence in the accuracy of his instruments. If he
knows that they are designed-and chosen with
great care, then he can safely entrust his machine
and himself to their unfailing performance. 1f

not--

V-

*

*

*

*

This is only another instance which shows the
vital importance of selecting the component parts
of a machine with the utmost care.
And it is so with your wireless ct.
If you desite good results and freedom from
trouble, choose your components-especially your
condensers-with great care
-.

lt

is

certainly worth the small extra outlay to

Specify Dubilier.

jUBILI
COÑDÊNSERCÓ..LTÔ
-

A dot.
-

-

O

Dubilier Condenser Co., Lid., Ducon
V&torii Road, North Acton, London, 1V.3.

of the

iVorks.

Telephone:

In replying

lo

R

adverlises. please ¡nenlion Tiu

\VLR1LESS

Chisujick 2241-2.3.

cONSRUCTOL
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s Components'.
Efficient

Radu

Sets

ut

,'p

COII

t

The
.

"C osmös

S

COSMOS" STRIP PLUG-IN INDUCTANCE COILS are made n the follow-

sizes.-

Ing

-

inductance

Cou

Microhetinee.

No.
20

12.5

-

-

Foundations-

of your Radio Receiving Set are sound,
efficient and reliable, when the tuning
circuit embodies the Components shown
above.

Strip Inductance Coils

"
are constructed on a new principle which results in Low Resistance,
LÔwH.F. Resistance, Robust Constructions, and LowSelf Capacity.
With regard to the last feature, a report on an independent test
conducted by "The Wireless TTader" (issue March 4th) reads
as follows

:-

Oiir -tests proved satisfactory, for the coil (tested on 377 metres) was found fo
have quite exceptionally low self-capacity. It was tested at the saine Urne as a
well known and favourite type of plug-in coi!, and the decrease in self-capacity
was phenomenal, the other coil having approxirnofely thirteen times Lize amount
of self-capacity found in the Casmos.'"

Pflce.
s. d.

The"Polar" Precision VariableCondenser

remarkably Compact Robust Dustproof Component with iow
minimum capacity, low losses, high insulation and a smooth move;
ment. The last named feature is so effective that a \7ernier plate
is really unnecessary, but to provide for those amateurs who
require exceptionally fine tuning, a separate Vernier attachment,
can be obtained. The "Polar" Precision Condenser is con veniently mounted by means of one hole in the panel.
is a

1,000
1,400

150
175
200

6
7
7

2,500
5,000
9,000

300
400

8
9

6
0
6
9
9

"POLAR" PRECISION

VARIABLE
CONDENSERS are made in the following capacities, all having the same outside dimensions:Max Capacity
Price.
001 mId .....
12/6 unmounted
'0005 mId.'0003 mId.

-.

..

..

'

..

12/6
12/6

Mounted 5/6 extra.
SEPARATE VERNIER ATTACHMENT
3/6.

¡n reP1jing

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES, LTD.
4, Central Buildings, Westminster, London, S.W.1

are giving specific demonstration
al Valve Sets. You who are intereste
Radio, will be delighted with the purity of reproduction
obtained by this set, and will realize at Once why it
is caUed the "Musicians' Set."-" Hearing is be1ieving"

BELIEVING
C40

YOU CAN OBTAIN THESE COMPONENTS PROM YOUR LOCAL WIRELESS DEALER
ALSO "COSMOS" RHEOSTATS, POTENTIOMETERS, FIXED CONDENSERS, GRID
LEAKS, VARIOMETERS, REACTANCE COILS AND ALL DETAIL ACCESSORIES

(o

I
.
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This set has a neat appearance when the valves
and coils are inserted.

THE single-valve receiver about
to be described, although

quite complete, has a panel
only in. by 6 in. This not only
makes the set very compact so
that it takes up very little room,
but it also keeps the wiring quitc
short. And the fact that the
shorter the wiring on a single-valve
set the more efficient it becomes is
amply proved by the good results
obtained on this receiver, an
account of which is given at the
end of this article. The coilholder is placed on the top of the
-cabinet, whiéh is a most convenient position for it. and it
allows plug-in coils to be used for
any wavelengths. The Lissenstat
Minor, which is used for filament
control, is suitable for controiling
the filaments of both bright and
dull-emitter valves, providing a
little care is used wheñ working
with dull emitters. Although not
an inch of space is wasted on the
panel, all the components will fit
on with enough clearance provided
that the dimensions on the drilling
diagram of Fig. 2 are followed
properly.
Use of Other Components -For convenience in collecting the
necessary parts together to make

this set,

E
E
E
E
E
E
E

=

E

components is
given. The names of the makers
are added so that the receiver may
be exactly duplicated if it is so
a list of

-

c;''Ç°4'±
H T

Ç.L

RJ L1

.ILI

[4.

LT.

Fig. i.-The circuit diagram,
which is of the ordinary reaction
type.
desired. But, should other coinponents be used, first ascertain
that they will fit in place of.those
used on the actual receiver.
List of Components
One ebonite panel, 6 in. by 4 in.
(Paragon).
-

-

E

One 0005 F variable condenser
(Jackson Bros.' square law).
One two-way coil-holder (BurneJones, right hand).
nickelled
WO-type
Eight
terminals (Burne-Jones).
Four nickelled valve sockets.
One Lissenstat Minor.
One oo2F fixed condenser
(Dubilier).
One 0003LF fixed condenser
with 2 nieohni grid-leak (Dubilier).
One suitable-sized cabinet, 4 in.
fron front to back (Carneo).
One packet Radio Press panel
transfers.
Square-section wire, flex and
wood screv's.
The Construction
having collected together all time
parts required, we cali now commence the construction. The first
thing to do is to drill the panel
this is done in accordance with the
drilling diagram. The marking out
of the panel must be done with a
scriber and not with a pencil, and
care taken to see that the distance
from the aerial terminal to the grid
socket is as marked, because this
distance is the same as that of the
distance apart of the soldering
tags on the Dubihier condenser.
lt is as ve1l, while the drill is in
use, to drill the 1101es on the top of
the cabinet for the coil-holder.
This is fitted with 6 BA. nuts and
bolts, t he shanks of which should
be cut off close up to the nuts, as
they are likely to get in the way of
the wiring and some of the internal
parts. Four holes also have to he
drilled on the top of the cabinet for
the flexible vircs, two of which go
to each coil.
Mountln Components
At this stage of the constructioii
it is best to fix the transfers, having
first niade quite sure that the
holes are all in the correct positions,
The transfers, when put on carefully and firmly, greatly help the
-
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This compact, and efficient
V

single valve receiver is just
t/ì

of

st

VV.V::VV

for the constructor

small means who desires

AEPIAL

V

to

log

as

stations

many

,.

fARlil

sl1flttIlfthiuhJ,,

TEL

as he can.

=

V

,_.

H.t.+

12
a

sr. -

appearance of the set, and will
last. The correct lettering rnày be
+
gathered from the drilling diagram =
L
and the photographs; an arrow
head is used as the zero indicator
for the variable condenser.
Now carefully mount all the E
This photograph hows that every inch of
components in their right pläces, E
' panel space is' utilised.
E
putting on the small parts, such as =
and
the
valve
sockets,
terminals
the
first. The terminals should have a
washer placed on before the nut,
but not the valve sockets, as these be cut off. These are not requireçi'
verse the reaction leads if thcy
are close together and this would in this set, because, as aheady are the wrong way round.
make it easier for a short to occur mentioned in the case of the grid
Using the Set between them. In order to prevent condenser the fixed condensers are
damage during wiring, the con- soldered straight on by means of
Any tvpe of ordinary plug-in
denser dial and knob shoild flot be their soldering tags. Care should coils may be used with this set; the
put on yet. It will help to keep be taken to see that they are placed correct sizes to use for receiving
the wiring neat if all the terminals the same way round as they are the different stations will be found
in the 4est report. If it
.and valve sockets have
their shanks cut off to
is desired one of the
1IT
-J
tapped coils for aperiodic
in. below the A
about
aerial tuning may be empanel.
f
ployed, when tli aerial is
The Wiring
connected to the most
suitable tapping on the
Th wiring is how undertaken. This is not
coil, instead of to the
terminal marked "aerial."
difficult, and is as shown
+
Any general purpose valve
in the wiring diagram of 4
of either the bright or dull
Fig. 3. If the photographs
emitter variety is suitable
of the wiring are inHT.
for this set, with a tapped
spected; it will simplify
high-tension battery of
matters, and an attempt
somewhere about 6o volts
should be made to 'opy it
LT.
maximum, according to
as near as possible. The
soldering on of the fixed
the type of valve used.
condensers is left to the
Connecting Up
last thing. The two flexiig. 2.-From this diagram the marking out and
Connect the aerial
ble wires which go to the
drilling of the panel is quite easy.
earth, batteries, and
reaction coil, are not attelephones
thcir
tached directly to the
to
terminals from which they corne, on the actual set. If this is not correct terminals, and after inbut are soldered to two short pieces done, they may not dear the sides serting valve and coils the set is
ready to receive signals from one
of the box, which, it may be menof square wire, and these are soldered
to the terminals. This prevents tioned here, are made of not more of the several stations which may
these wires sagging about too much. than F in. wood. The flexible wires regularly be tuned in on it any
The short pieces of sqnare wire are threaded through the holes in night. The tuning is the same as
should be about i in. long.
the top of the cabinet, and the any other ordinary single valve
As the clearance for the fixed con-. panel screwed to the front. Con- reaction receiver.
The reactioñ
densers is very small, it will he nect the wires to the coil holder, coil must only be brought near
found that the end' pieces which and the set is completed, although enough to the aerial coil to bring
are provided for fixing scrè's -must it may be found necessary to the set to the point just befoc i
S

I.

.

-

S
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WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

TiiI

EV
HULLO
REVOLUTION

BO

WestEnd Stockist of
EthsOn Bell, Igranic,

Marconi,
Cossor, Mollard,
Ethswan V alves,
Sterling,B.T.H.,

SQUARE LAW LOW-LOSS
(SQUABE-LO-LOSS) with VERNIER

;-r----

The osi,

Con-

J

EtcSnahes.
tikal lasses reta
a
duced
minimum.

's

Full capacity as

r

rated.

Exceptional Low
Capacity.
55

McMicbael's, Liasen,
Dsibilier, T.C.B.,
D u b 1 i e r T.C.B..
Shipton parts.

Insltd. Hooks 2 for J3d.

,

RE-ECH3"

-

('rystat Set. Sloping
cabinet. Fitting for
Clielmaford. Splendid
results. 17/-, insluding aerial wire, leadin, ansI insulators.
Post free U.K.

Black
Cords.
16/6
4,000 ohms
Post 61. pair.
New Model.

The Condenier
for Short wave-

lcntha.

-

" ETH ERON "
Scisntiûcally Wound
inductance Calls.

0005

WITH VERIIER
Includin; Knat, and Dial

.0003

-

Setot 5,1,300/2,100,

7/9
7/.

e

2/6

ONE for Clselmilord,

Post 6d. Sot.

RAYMOND
VARIABLE CONDENSERS

SQUARE LAW

One-hole fixing.

;

Prices
Include
Knob and

Aluminium ends.
With Vernier

00I

-

'0005
1Mai.
Posf(sd.5eL'03
Ebonite ends

EBONITE Bushes.
Highly recommended.

Without Vernier

8/9
7/9
7/.

1/-

00I

0005

0003

5/9
5/3

-

Ebonite ends

extra.

7/7

-

Coils,

will b; delighted
with the results.

you

DE LUXE ORDINARY

Complete with Knob
and Dial
.001 alum.ends 6/II

O

.0005
.0003
.0002

-

,

,,
,,

Post 3d. Set.

TRADE
DISCOUNT

5/6
4/il
4/6

___________________
When visiting

L9ndon we pay

your lare up

nno,

-

on Variable
TWIN

CONDENSERS

(quai parts 'o? 0005,
'0003,afld0002S. With
Knob and Dial.

6

than

ohms.
Guaranteed genuine
and stamped.

order.

i 2/1

1

Posi Od.

JACKSON BROS.

pair.

-

GE N U N E
I

STANDARD

SQUARE LAW

.001
9/6
- 8/6
8/.
'0005 -. - 7/6/9
'0003 - - 5/9
5/6
5/.
Other sizes as advertised by "J.B.'
-

.

-

.

-

Post 4d.

J-

Translormers.
8-1, Primary 5,OO,
Secondary iS,000.
5-1, Primary 5,000,
Secondary 25,000.
L.F.

-

.

i

3/6

-

.

.

.....

EBONPFE,3/lo

....

.

StCCk Sizes.
Cut to size. 4d. sq. in.
6x8 1/4 12x6 3/14 12x9 4/3
'Phoneconnectors id
s<
iio 12x12 56
C.&S.,go)dvalue 1f- 2B.A.Rod .. 11.21cl.
xO 2/- 14<1O 5/6
ft. d. j x 8
Raynsond, w. dial 1/11 4 BA. Rod
3/4d.
Valve windows
Twin silk flex, ft yd.
i-in. amo Stockcd.
.

7d.
Switch arms
101d.
Nickel arms.
Studs, complete 2 a id
.

8.

-

.....

SPDTthtto

.

bid.

-

id. ____________________

....

.

......
....
coils

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1/8

1/4
waxed coils
WhIskers l'i., 2d., 3d.
21.
Set of 4
ft. 2!d.
Coppsr foil
Mausbrisige i inhi. 3/3
OjO
Ditta 2 mid
Ditto 25
218
Copper earth tub; 3/6
.

.

...

....

SPECIAL
Customers purchasing
21/- worth ot our own
goods (at full prices
only) are allowed to buy
a first-class pair of
phones for 5/-, 4,000
ohms, as an advertisement. One pair to each
customer. This offer
must be takin advantage of st time of

purcbae.

.

un to 10

PLUGS,
Fitted Fibre
Wedge Shape
Edison Bell

-

.....
..... 811
ll(

5 6

.

.

226
Eveready 10 y.
Eveready 38 y ... 8/66 doz.
Do. 4.5 y.
SHAW'd a{aii1K,
with W. Shaw tacsimile
5ignature. None genuine
without. In sealed box.
Callers 8s1.
D.O.e. WIRE.
Per t lb. Reel.
Pd.
18 or 20 g
.

7d

7d:

Fibre Strip
2d.
(56 in. by i in.)
Empire Tape, don. yds. 6d.

-.

y.

EBONITE

PlaincoilPlugs
41d.
Also 5d., Od., 7d. each.

Ai115ktiOb.

d.T.

B.B.C. 80 y
B.B.C. 36 V
Eveready 66

í

.

......
.... lid.
......
....
......

-

COlia

SiiTS.
7/11, 8, 11,

r

-

.... 1/3
holder
li.T.C. both types.
Basketholders 7d.,Bid.
Also at bd., lid., 1/Spike holders 7d., Rl.
2d.
Knobs, 2BA
Braoscoilformer. 2/3
45 batteries
41., 4%d., 5d.
Dr. Neaper 'phones 11/9
Telefunken type 8/U
7/li
N. & K. pattern
1/6
Olazite
4/9
Breast drills
Set of drills .... 1/2
3d.
Screwdrivers
4d.
Spanners (5)
lO.d.,l/Pliers

SWITCH ARM, one-hole
Sxing. 12 Studs, 12 Nuts,
12 Washers
Lot 101d.

4/il. 5'll, 611.

SPDTcbinabase. 7id.

.

.

12 a

......
2......
......
.

Do. 3-way coil std. 3/S Shrtg. plug & sekt. 3!sI.
Sd.
2-way, ex-handles,
Shellac
29 Ormond
nickel
(Neutroslyne)
a-way, ex-handles,
3jf.
46 Colvern
nickel
36
HF. Transformer,
Success
2/6 Vernier (Colvern) 2'S
B.B.0
Ditto. Chelmsford 2/9
DPDTPanelswitch 1/y. H.T. Batteries,

....

'

-

.

Baby2-waycoilstd.1j9 Washers

each.

-

.

-

iiio
tt
1/io Bus Bar flank Bd.
Bd.
Lead-in tubes
OrmondRheostat 1/S
loo

paIr.

J.B. Variable Condensers, complete 'BRUNET'
'vith Knob and Dial.
.0005
'0003
'0002

.

-

4,000

LONDON'S LARGEST Stockist of

OOi

.

.

.

& K

N

supplied.

Cash with

12/6
12/6

,,
,,

li S

i66

WanderPlugs
lid. Do.Terminals2forlld
2 for lid.
Tape Aerial 10 ft. 1/io Do. Pins
7)22 hard drawn.
Screws and nuts 2 a id.

7 waxed

RAYMOND'S.

Ebonite Ends.
'0005 ebn.nnds 18/il

'0003
'00025

BE SURE

ACCUMULATORS.

.

.

Concnsers.
Not less

.

....

in the
pound on our
own goods.
2/-

to

TERIIIINALS

id. Hart's Stocked. All Hi"-h
Flush panel do.
Red and black flex
6 a id.
12 yds. 1/8 Spade Tags
Quality.

On alid Off switch 1/Legless valve holder 1/Solid rod valve

exta Try " Etheron"

1/-

Call and

2 V. 40 anDa.
7.9 9
4 y. 40 amps. 13/il
4 e. 60 amps. 17/6 18/6
2d. each.
Stop and 4 y. 80 amps. 2213 23/6
6 ft. 'Phone Cords
1/-, 1/3, 1/6 valve Pini, Id. Nuts, 6 y. 60 amps. 25/9 27/8
6 y. 80 amps. 33/B
3d.
various,
a id.
3leeving
yd.
Empire Tape 12 yds. Od. Valve Sockets id., lid. O y. 105 amps. 38s6

DPDT China base 1(2

formera.

to 8.

(Complete).
Egglnaulatons4for3d.1
Insulated Staples 5 a id. WO., Pillar, 'Phone,
Battery Links 4-tor 21d. brass. id. each. Nickel,

1/6

tuning unobtainable in others. Used
as a High Frequency
coil in tuned anode
circuits, it is tsr in
advance of the most
costly H. F. Trans-

page.

ORDERS FROM OTHER COLUMNS

ALL POST

WE GUARANTEE
the accaracy of these
coils both as to wavelength and efficienay.
They give selectivity
of

of

GRAND OPENING DISPLAY:
SL/NDA VS, 10 to 1.

COLUMNS FOR CALLERS ONLY

.

PHONES
.

o,

OPEN WEEKDA VS, 9

3

BRUNET

SQUARE LAW

andbepaidforcalliog

(J.B.),

i

with the

6USHES

Pleane note new address at bottom

(quaUty),
Polar, Jackson Bros.
Goswell

VARIABLE CONDENSERS

IN

I

L

.

RAYMOND FIXED
CONDENSERS.
to 0005
bd.
-002, 0o3, -004 ....
006, 1/3. 01, 1/9. 02, 1/9.
-noi, -000i

.

s.

.

sa

Ebonite Base Terminals.

......
......
......
......
......
......

ENCLOSED DETECTORS.
116

Micrometer

Hslt

Opal

Small Brass
8d.
Large Brass
1/-, 1/3
Nickel ....
10cl. to 1,6
Burndept
4/a w s Ge nu ne
bd. S hRertnite
22 g
lOd
24 g ....... ud.
1126 g....... li- Uralium
....... 1/2 Alt known makes.
2d.
26 lb. Whiskers (1 gold)
ie D.C.0 ...
Gold and Silver do.
2d.
SET OF S OUìaS.
7 Waxéd Ccils
1/8
Extra air spaced.
1.3
Waxed
Coils
3 in_s thick 18.
(For B.B.C.)
Duplex Waxiess, wavelengths marked No. 25,
SPECIAL
3. .50. 75. 100.
Vernier 2-way Coil
CHELMSFORD
33
Stands
above specification.
5 3
Geared do
.

.....
.......

'

-

11-

.

Ç

i

.

.

....
....
-

.

.

......
.......
...... i19

I

-

f

.

bid.. lid..

I

/.

......

.

.

CRITEStION CO1LS.
HEADPHONES.
8 ii Ericsson's. EV Continental
Set o! 5
25, 35 50, 75 100. 4,000 ohms
Every 'turn and' layes
-

air spaced, perfect loi
reaction, low sellcapacity, mounted on
-

plug.

sold separately.
ODDMENTS 0F ALL
KINDS all cleared-out
daily at cheap prices.
Not obtainable unless
shop bears the name
A

RAYMOND

onwindows, etc.

.

.

SPECIAL

!

Square Law Variable Condensers.
0005

-

0003

.

-

-

r

5 f-

4/6

Complete with
Knob and Dial.
Ebonite Ends,
1/-

extra.

:

-

7,

Grape

Stréet,

-

Shaftesbury Avenue, :w.c.1

(Opposite Lucas

644

In reiying

Io aduevtisevs. please

Lamp

nenIion

Corner).

Tir

\VIRLESS CONSTRUCTOR.
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WIREIIESS CoNsTRucToR

NOTE NEw

NOTE NEW

-

ADDRESS

ADÔRESS

at bottom of page
'

THESE GODS PO3T FREE U.K. EXOgPT WHERZ STATED.
EXTRA FOR PACKINO ANO POST.
.. zju

NOTE.-.-ALL.

benz!,
SOOt

lac,
........
Iuu U.

SPECIAL!

1/8

Coppertape,iOOft. .. 2/6
Basket holder sud plug 10cl.
Do. best quality, 2 for 2 3

Do.spikeholder,2!or2"
2-waycoilatands
.. 219
3-way coil stands
.. 4/6
2-waynickel ex. handles3/6
3-waynickelex, handles 419

IM PORTANT

Reduced Prices.
arrangement with British B.T.H. .. 20/Messrs. Bower Electric, Brands' Matched
Tone
I offer genuine 5-Pin
20/General Radio .. 20/Brown's F Type 20/-

Reflex Coils.
.. Sd.
.. Od.
.. 1/
loo .. 1/2
150 .. 1/8
35
50
75

..
..
..
..
..

200
250
300
400
500

By

Oi

4/
5
0,

....

THORPE K4 17,'6

Sterling's

22/8
Alf 4,000 ohms.
(Usselyne Valves.)
51/
Highest quality finish
2-way geared
Unmounted.
Post free U.K.
2-way Shipton cam
Post 3d. each.
i-pfn valve holder, 1/3
vernier
3/6
0-valve Unidysse receiving
3-way Shipton cam
set built complete, aerial
vernier
7/6
tsted and guaranteed ly genuine when
2-way Polar cam vernIer 6/- SUPER SELECTIVE eBefent, including coils and
ring No. E.H.333
3-way Polar cam vernier 9/ralvea for B.B.C. stations.
Circuits
each carpiere. These
2-way cam vernier .. 3/6
£9 Os. Od.
ones are lighter
Coil plugs, plain 2 for 1/3
)ne-valve Set, complete,
n a feather, and
Shaped wedge
2 for 1/8 WATMEL Res. 10,000
£6 Os. Od.
iply wonderful fus
to 100,000
Do. Edison Bell 2 for 2/31i
E.M.C. MICRO .. 4) - lets of parts supplied from
Do. nickel aides 2 for 2/Do. fitted fibre 2 for 1/8
£3 15s. Od.
Variometer and knob 2/6
Post free U.K.
P3LAR
Ebonite variometer and,
Climax earth tube .. 5/
knob
2/6 Service detector
2/
Variable Condensers.
Igranic
l0/
10
QUALITY GOSWELL /1
Edison Bell
.. .. 10/'
/08, 0005, .00025 18
'Similar
8'lI
RADIO COILS
ENERGO H.F.
S
crometer
Edison Bell, .001
1/3
.. 3/ Par more efficient thai way cam vernier O
.0001 up to .0005
1/3 No. 1 150/450
Post
free
U.K.
'.002 np to .006
2/- No.2250700
3/1 soneycomb or any Othec
Grid leak and clips .' 1/6 No. 3450/1,200
4/ ype of coil, Exceedingil
4
.0003 and grid leak
2/6 No. 4 9002.000
IC RAN IC.
.. 4/
Dubilier, .001 to .006 8/- No. 51,500/3,000
theostat
4
.000lupto.0005
2/6
Brown finish, n wax
7
OOohms
i0003 with grid leak .. 5/shellac used. MOUNTEI
UTILITY SWITCHES.
'otentiosneter
7
Anode reo, on stand .. 5/6
4/
25 .. 1,6
ranometer .. . '10/(5,0, 70, 80, 100,000 ohms) 2 Pole o/o Knob type
35 .. 1/9
2 Pole e/o Lever type
5/
Raymond ebonite base.
COILS.
.0001 up to .0005
.. 1/i, 4 Pole e/o Knob type 6/ 50 .. 2/'7,' 75 .. 2/3
25 .. 51'- 200 .. 8
.001 up to .006 .. .. 113 4 Pole e/o Lever type
100 .. 2/9
35 .. 5/- 250 .. O
Gri8 leak and clips .. 1/3
150 .. 3/'50 .. 5/2 300 .. 9
.01 and .02
each 1/S
75 .. 5/8 400 .10
4/6 IMPORTANT NOTICE 175 .. 3/6
2 MED.
000 .. 3)9 Post3d. Coil.
00 .. 7/-' 500 .10
1 MFD
3/10
SO .. 7/10
.25MFD. 3 8 TRADE POST ORDERS.
Post free U.K.
TRADE ORDERS OF lOti
BRASS PARTS.
(QUALITY)
GOSWELL
LESS THAN £2 in ysluc
WONDER"
Flush panel sockets doz. 1/5 executed from this page lee Valve Lego, Set 4 .. 1)
1/2 20 per cent, plus postage Valve Holder
- 'Phone terminals, doz.
lj Aerial Wire, 49 strands.
Pillar, large
.. doz. 1/5 Cash with ofdpr only.
alloy Phospot
Special
0-way Cam Vernier
9
Pillar, small
.. doz. 1/I
12, Bronze, for frame, inI-way Cam Vernier
W.O.pattern
1/I
door,
or
outdoor. NonCOUNTER ORDERS
.. 7j
I-way Ordinary
Terminals, nickel doz. 2f110 ft., 3/3
2-way Panel .. .. 3) corroding.
ANY QUANTITIES.
Spade terminals .. doz. 1/By
post, 3/8.
5
I-way Panel
Pin terminals doz. 1/Basket Holders
11
Spade tags
doz. 6cl.
"LISSEN."
Studs, nuts and washers
CRITERION
s'nec tree u.&
doz. 93.
CONCERT COILS.
Liasen Minor
.. 3/
With switch arm
.. 1 8
BT. BATTERIES.
7/
Shorting plug
.
83. Low Sell Capacity. Everl B.B.C. 60 voIt
811 Lissenstat
fAssen Universal .. 10,
Bus bar,1l6thsq.,lPft. 1/- turn and layer airspaced.
By post 10f-.
Push
and Pull
..
2/
Niçirel switch arm
36
5/6
.. 1/i
B.B.C.
volt
Perfect for Reaction.
,. 4/.
Do., 5 point
By post 6,8
(with studs and nuts) 2/Mounted on Plug.
.. 3/
611 Series Parallel
Best made, 80 volt
..
2/25
75
..
28
.. 2/
TWIN FLEX, Etc.
Var. grid leak
By post 7/11.
30 .. 2/3 100 .. 3F Sver-Ready, 66 volt
Anode
Resistance..
1318
21
Red,andblack,l2yds. 1/11 35 .. 2 3 150 .. 5/
ver-Ready, 108 volt 22/6
See
Transformers.
Miniature silk, 12 yds. 1/6 40
2/6 200 .. 6'- Ever-Ready, 36 vOlt
7/Lead-in, 10
141 50 .. 2/6 250 .. 8/8
Last 3 post tree U.K.
Extra heavy, 10 yds.
24 60 .. 2/9 300 .. 7/LO U D
Enapiretape,l2yds.
1f____________ SPEAtERS
DCC. bell wire, 20 yds. 1/8
Razor sharp tuning.
Fibrestrip,36in.by lin.
WATES
(LA.V. Tom Tit .. 30/
4yds
MICROSTAT
1/6
C.A.V. Junior
.. 55/
1/3 L.F. TRANSFORMERS.
So1461 rod
.. 55/
New Improved ìtsrling Baby
Murray
3terling Dinkie .. 30/
Model
Eretwood
1/9 ureka Concert Grand 30,Junior
Amplion
.. 27/
Post Free. 2/9
U.T.C. under panel
1/6 ureka Second Stage 22/8
Auiplion Dragonfly 25/
1,9 rarnc Shrouded New
liT.0. over panel
Dalcevox
42/
Barrie anti-cap
1'3 Model .... .. 21/models stocked
Climax, under panel . . 1/6 owquip, see illustrations. Get those other Stations All leading
makers.
Burndept detector .. 4/- armo Shrouded
18/with the
Dual rheostat .. .. 7/6 ormo Open Type
12/6
STRADIO
Ormond rheostat
.. 2/- ortland
12/6
H.F. Transformer
RI, DETECTOR
14/6 eneral Radio 83
Orsnond L.F
15/(Barrel type),
6
Rh'eostatC.&S
.. 1/3 iper Success (black) 21/6/6
1/6 nyalTraneformer
Do. Ravniond
20/All orders in rotation.

....

.

.

......
......

....

......
......
......

....

....

....
....
....

......
....

.

.

F3REIG?4

£50

given if the

DR.

NESPER

'PHONES SOLD HERE ARE
NOT GENUINE f
BEWARE OF FRAUDULENT IMITATIONS!!
(Injunotlons obtained.)
Adjustable diaphragm
detachable
receivers,

duble

leather-covered
head-springs, long flexible
cords, nickel-plated parts.
Very comfortable fitting to
the head. Per paIr, 12/11.
Post 3d. pair, U.K.

....
....

yds...

.

.

.......
......

I

......

....

.....

....

L

-

......

/-

-

Bretwocd
Valve-holder
1/9

Orusond

14/6

MANSBRIDGa

CONO E N SE RS.
Octopus, Tested at 350 D.0
.01 .. 2/3
T.C.C.
.25 .. 3/- 2 mId. 5/1 usfd.
3/8 1 mId. 3/1
4/6 .25 .. 3/8
2 mId.
Shrouded

"Powquip,"
18/-

"HOVIMO"

CRYSTAL VALV

"Hovimo" (
ve can be adjusted
ant, and is easily

Standard
14/6

"RI."

I

NEW
MODEL

any set, being e
silent for crystal
for circuits empi
tal rectification.

.....

HO

LISSEN COILS

35

..

-

"Powquip,"

4

SEALED
BOX.

J)0fl1 Buy Otherwise.
Post
Frei

25/-

IERRANTI L.F.

'

BETTER
Post free

-

THAN

u

THE
BEST

VALVES
Bright Emitter.
T.R. "R," Edian A.R., Marconi

ram

"R"

or

17/6
EBONITE PANELS

R5,"Muflard ORA,

3x6
ullard L.F
11/- 7x5
8x8
Dull Emitter.
3x6
.T.H. B3, Ediswan

.....

.R.D.E.
Marconi
,E.R., kyers, each 18/Dull Emitters.
V.B. B5, Ediswan
R. "08," Mollard
F. ORA
21/E. Power Valves,
arconi D.E.6
22/6
swer Valves (for .06)
V.B., BO
.. .. 30/arcom D.E. 4
.. 26!uflani
26fwer Valves, for B.E.,
V.B. B4, Marconi,
ullard
30evives nos ted buyer's rivk.l

......

....

D.F.A...

.......

..
..
..
..

3/18th in.
1/8 lOx 8
1/8 12x 9
2/6 12x12
2/9 14x10

..
.. 5/.. 5/9
.. 5/9
r

"WELDBANR"

(Chorley Rubber Co.)

EBONITE'
Test pressure 500 volts.
Specific gravity 1.35.
Is sold in our stock sizes.

f'

-

orders accepted and
despatched on strict understanding that place of pay-I
ment is 7, Grape Street,
W.C.1. Please cross postal
oi'ders and recister cash.
All

Grape Street,
Shaftesbury Aveùue, W.C.
7,

RAYMOND,

(New Odord
-

-

Rheostat
with Dial
Extra value

......
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No. 50 or 75 respèctively being
ample to give sufficient reaction,
which was very smooth.
Reception frori Chelmford in
'SW. London was almost as good as
2 LO and the selectivity of the
set may be gathered frani the fact
that Radio Paris could be tuned in
-while Chelmsford was on.
Tuned on Loud Speaker
Results ou the loud speaker were
so good that an attempt svas made
to see how many stations could be
tuned in on it without the aid of
'phones. The following axe those
obtained. While they did not give
loud speaking their strength may
be gathered from the statement
that they vere tuned in without
placing the head almost inside the
horn. They were London, Chelms-

.

-

,.

:.;
/

-

____
-

.

-

-

n
-

,--TotIovingockct

'

(EftRT
oTEL

F"

breaks into oscillation, nd the
coils and variable condenser adjustedsimultaneously. Afteralittle
practice it vill be found easy to
brine in the distant stations without being a nuisance to one's neighbou rs.

Further Notes on Design

It may at first be thought that

the filament resistance is placed
in a very awkward position, but
in actual pratice this will not be
found to be so. It is easily cont rolled with the:: right hand,
especially if the hand is turned
so that its palm is uppermost.
But after using the set for the
first time, the position of the
rheostat will feel quite in the right
The reader may wonder
place.
why the valve was not placed
inside the set. This would have
entailed the use of a larger panel,
also the wiring would have been
considerably longer. Whilst in its
present position it is easily changed
for another one of a different type.
and a single valve set is the best
to compare the efficiency of valves
as detectors.
Connecting Telephones
If your telephones are marked
positive and negative, that is, if
ne end of the cords has some red
cotton wound round it (which
should be jhe., case on all telephope's), this lead should be con-. nçcted to; the lower telephone
terminai. This will prevent your
telephones becoming insensitive,
due to the current passing through
them in such a way as to reduce
their magnetísm.

Reception in
General
In testing out
this receiver, all

i-?.

To

fixed socket

AERIAL

fi2

o

-

\IV

Ji.
()

H.T.+

Fixed

-

'G

expectations
wereexceededto

jMcv;ng

H:l.-

an almost inipossible degree. . In
fact, so many

C1

Io

-

fL.T.+

broadcasting

L T,fr____

L

/

00051iF

-

g. 3. -The- wiring diagram from which
set is wired.

wave-lengths
could be re-

o

¡

@J)

I

stations of both
short and long

..:./

-

ceived, that it
was difficult to decide to which one
to listen. So that in writiiig this test
report it is very difficult to know how
to begin. To give a list of all the
stations received vould not be Possible, because there are so many
that it would have taken much
longer than the time available to
identify them all. So the outstanding ones in signal strength aie mentioned, while the reception of the
others is described collectively.

the

ford, Glasgow, Radio Paris and one
German and one French station
which were not identified. For the
longer wave-length stations a i 50 or
200 coil is used for aerial, and a
suitable reaction coil is chosen.
Stations on Telephones
On the telephones it was possible to obtain all the B.B.C. main
stations, and one or two of the
relay, although it was naturally not
easy to obtain those of a wavelength near to London while this
statiou was working.
Foui or five French stations and
about the saine number of German
and a few other Continental stations
could be tuned in with case on any
night, and most of them were up to
crystal strength on the local station.
Conclusion
in conclusion, it should Ie
pointed out, once more, that receiving conditions vary considerably, and at the author's house they
seem above the average. In spite
of this, the set described can be
relied on to give good all-round
results in practically any location.

The Loçal Station
The local station is 2 LO, and it is
situated about 8 or o miles from the
testing station. At this distance the
results are astoundingly loud, real
moderate loud speaking being easily
obtained-that is, loud speaking
which could b heard on the floor
below, the operating room.
For
listening on the telephones for
entertainment it was, therefore,
necessary to slightly detune the
reeiver. These. results were obtaiiied with different makes of
plug-in coils, a No. 35 or 50 being
"sed in the aerial socket, and a
64ß
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OIRADIOB TIERI..
.NEW TYPE-LARGE CAPACITY

HIGO-TE

:TbeH.T BatterydeLuxe

.
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.

&_
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---

_________

Type R ii.3, 72 Volts, vith lid removed.

These H.T Dry Batteries have been designei to meet the increasingly
heavy demands which are being made upon the source of H.T. supply
Coty

af our

descrij5tive Price Sheet 645 an aj5ftlication.

CL

SIEMENS BROTHERS &

WOOLWICH.

LIMITED.

LODDL SEiS
-----1

¡

-

and blanks for your rAr

t

I
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I

MATCHED HF. TRANS-

FORMERS.
one guaranteed to
perfectly every other
iii iti range. All ranges

Ev
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I
I
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I
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-
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STUD SWiTCH

i

.

II

i
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-

Switch Arm, all stnds, stops
and screws, etc for maki g
any switch from 2 to ro way.
L)rilling template rupplied.
Prrce 2/3

-

i

.-

PARTS.

-

'
j

--

--&ANTI-CAPACITY

VALVB

HOLDER.
Throegh low losses gfves
greatly Increased efficiency,
espedally on short waveFixed without
lengths.
metal nuts and screws. As
used by Mr. P. W. Harris.
Price a/a

L;

I
I
I
J

i

NEUTRODYNE CONDENSERS.
Minlmumcapacit3-practicafly
zero. Low losses make high
efflelency In tuning neutralising circuits. Oue screw
lixing with rlioleforspindle.
Price /-

"Wi/h your good help
,,
I hear pure musi c now -

I

J

Distorted, uninusical signals will not occur
when amateurs realise the importance of
securing Low Losses in their sets.
To prose this, simply substitute BowyerLowe Square Law Condensers for the con.
densers you ore now using, and notice
the immediate improvement in the strength
and rids musical quality - of your reception.
These condensers have the lowest losses and
highest capacity ratios yet obtained in

I

J

J

I

T

minimum dielectric
Former is 3 in. in
diameter, 6 In. long, with
terminals and soldering lugs
each end and bracket for
flaing. Constructed of Grade
A" Ebonite and lacquered
brass. Price /soitis

losses.

condensers of any type, square law or other
wise. In addition to ease of tuning and
calibration they give increased wavelength
range. So groat is their sensitiveness that
in many cases they transform into successel
sets which pres'-iously failed.
Low loss parts mean louder, clearer, pures
reception.
All Bowyer-Lowe Parts are made to secure
the Loss'est Losses. Use them in aU yous

rceivers.

Bowyer-Lowe Tested

I

Square Law Condensers

I

i

I

LOW LOSS COIL
FOR MERS.
For making short wave colis

and

-

Low

Loss Components.

I

i
i

I

i

BOWYER-LOWE CO., LTD.,

in rcj1-ing

to advertisers,

1ease

RA1O WORKS, LETCHWORTH.
mention

THE WIRELESS CONsTRUCTcR.

J

VALVE WINDOWS:
Heavily nickel plated, with
rounded bezel, back plate,
gauze ánd all nuts and bolts.
A handsome finish to any set.
Price each gd.
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EVectricit
yourfIncertNps

t

(seti In Electricity. They mean
¡note money and bclt.'r p3sltion for you.
"APPliED ELECTRICITY" will tellyou all you
neU to know about Electricity.
Eviry iupartont e!ectr:col sobjed covered so
that you can understand it. Easy to
study und apply. A complete, practical
Working course, in 8 volumes.
Know tl,

APPLIED ELECTRICITY
BLUE PRINT DIAGR&MS.

4,100 PAGES. 3,300 ILLUSTRATIONS.
T ene hooks tell you ali about-

-

MAGNETISM-Induction- ExperimentsDynamos- Electric Machinery MotorsArmatures-Armature Windings-Instailing
of Dynamos-Electrical lnatrurnent Testing
-Practical Management of Dynamos and
Motors-Distribution Systems-WiringWiring Diagrams-Sign Flashers-Storage
Batteries-Principles of AlternatingCurrents
and Alternators-AlternatingCurrent Motors
-Transformers -Converters-RectifiersAlternating Current Systems-Circuit Breakers-Measuring Instruments-Switchboards
Wiring -Power Stations
InstallingTelephone- Telegraph-Wireless Bells-

Amateurs Can Compare Curves.

-

.

Research Director: I'm giad

REDUCED

we are

stressing the importance of the curves
in our advertisements nowadays.
responded instantly.

Amateurs
know. They are beginning to INSIST
on curves. And more than that, they
know when a curve is drawnto please
the eye, and when it has a real signi-

RADION D.E. 34
great efficiency.
RADION D.E.

tainly continue to offer them.

Frein DEALERS

In pursuit of this policy, we are therefore :ontinuing
to offer curves-the

COUPON

SEND

TO-DAY

Amee,w Tecbn,cal Se,et

volt DE. of

42, Iheo'sald's Road,
LONDON, WC.i

-

Dear Sire,
Please send me (free) a copy of yonr
12-page bookleton"APPLCbD ELEcTIICITY"
giving particulars of .t.hl work, published
in eight volumes, and terms of payment.

One of the

Or

AND

Naine .........................................................

Adires ........................................

i

T.W.C.

Direct.

et s,Parts ,'Phone s, Lo ud-Spe alce rs
supplied on easy paynlenteystern.
issued..
Send for aLo t ('atajegue
The Wireless Distributing Co.,Ltd.
S

juo

VALVES.

VALVE REPAIRS

Write to us at once, and we'll give you two free
Booklets-one giving curves, accumulator tables,
etc., the other describing Valve repairs.
i
E

RADION

i
i
E

_-

i

Jves

Reliable

IN

DEPARTMENT

EACH

06.

M odem

TO THE SALES

best "very dull" fil, valves
EACH
ever produced.
¡
Guaranteed British made in our owes
factory at Bollington, Macclesfield.

Advertisement Manager: I'll cer-

of

HLL

Th

-

ficance.

PEDIGREES

z

Also many

Practical Applic.ations of Electricity and
Ready Reference Index.
THE I.ATEST PRACTICE

DULL EMITTERS

Research Director:

- -

Lighting-Railways.

An economical
RADION GP.
Bright. Emitter Valve, taking only 48 amps. at 35
EACH 1 O/
to 4 volts.

Advertisement Manager : Yes, sales

-

PRICES.

We are proud of our plant, our resources,
our staff, our experience; and the public
confidence we have gained.
Our files are
chock-full of testimonials. The reason is

we guarantee satizfaetion, because having
actual Valve MAKERS' PLANT wo can
D.E.'s 2 volt type
do the job properly,
9/-; 3 volt '06 type 10/6; Bright valves 6/6.
(Postage 3d. extra.)

We are the largest valverepairing firm in the world.

Wireless House. Stoke Newington. Road, N.1

ERONITE BUSHES1
For

i

mou ,sthsg

PneI.

en

W00d

PerI,et in.ulalion.

Price 1/- lcr 12 (poil free)
flied

by

drilUn,i

r hole.

i

Eaifly

i

DAREX RADIO

i

STANDARD WORRS
Waidrom Rd., Formt Bill.
London, SE23.

Co.,

Trade Su3p1(ed

i

3,,/(v,

1° M

PICKEITS-AU

iftii'ftrrt

-

RADIONS LIMITED, Bollington, near

Jnu1t4

-

MACCLESFIELD.

________________________________________________________

int.

FOR

USED

bo1y

-

FINIST

apiLy-an

art

otrongeot

SETS

potnt

I

Eotimateo per TetErO Feet
Seod

for

C,,bret lkrt,oe

LiSCi

fl-ce

CABINET (WC.) WORKS, PElLET HEATK SE.
-
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doubul whetherany aspect

copy, for it must be remembered
that when such assistance 18

of wireless can assume a more
intense and painful interest

Radio. Press Néws.r

than that which even the best of
us must at times devote to the art
of f ault-finthug. Even the expert
is liable occasionally to be so

unlucky as td incorporate a component of whose history he is not
,quite certain, or which represents
the "one ura million" chance of a
dud specimen of good make, while
the beginner is open to uumerous
risks of mistakes in wiring and
assembly, and so on. It vould
seem, therefore, a certainty that
the next of the Radio Press hook
series to be published will have an
extraordinary vogue, since it is
entirely devoted to "Wireless
Faults and How to Find Them"
(LP. Series No.
price is. 6d.,
post free is. 8dj, and the very
title should make it plain that this
is
book which no wireless man
can afford to miss.
The author is R. W. Ilallows.
MA., Staff Editor, whose articles
in our journals are so well known
f or their wide scope and thorough
grasp of detail.
The assistance given by this
most interesting and original little
book is extremely thorough, and it
is difficult to see how even the most

-

L.

ThE WIRELESS CONSTBUCTOR

i

-

,

A New

Book which

no

sho'uldrniss

orle

stubborn of .concealed faults an
evade for long anyone who has
read it and who carries out. the
ingenious methQds of trouble trachig which the author'has devised,.so
searching areS the tests which he
describes.

Numerous illustrations
book has been so written
and arranged that it can be undeístood and used with perfect ease
l5y even the absolute begiñner; who
will rticulrlyppreciate the 'vrv
full °âpd coiriplete way it has been
illustrated. Every difficult 'poInt,
and, indeed, practically every point
which could be made clearer by,
means of a diagram, is illustrated,
so that there is an illustration of
some sort on almost every page.
No one who has built, or who
intends to build, any sort of wireless
receiver should fail to obtain a
y

-

'The

-'

wanted it is ranted badly, and at
once: when a set goes wrong, the
owner does not, as a rule, feel
inclined to wait until he can obtain
n book of assistance from his local
bookseller or by post from the
publisher, however prompt the
service may be: Moreover, it is
most undesirable to be compelled
to absorb the whole contents of a
book on faultfinding in the course
of an hour or so and then try to
put one's newly acquired knowldge
into practice immediately. A far
betterplan is.tstudy thebook in a
Iisutely manier without the urgeny producedby:the. presence of
a defective st.iii the background.
Then, when the dayarrii.resfor the
first attempt to locate a fault, a
reference to the summarised, portion oL the appropriaté seefiön of
the'book serves asJan adequate
remindcr of the ptocedure to be
àdöpted in that particular case.
.

A Useful Appliance

-

-

The book opens

with a chapter
giving the necessary details for
the construction of an extremely
cheap and simple but effective
little appliance which is used in
conjunction with a pair of tele-

-

.1

L

ONE -HOLE. TATIONS

Finstön

I1clrìSe1rS

1'i,ced

c

IIIIIIIiIIIIIIIiIiIi

CA

:FEa TURES:

:Rehubility:

:

Fntgrd
inc

Highest
possible guai-.:

: price

ed fortemin.:
si or soldered: '

conntion

.

:

statcments and thoroughly catis0 y you.

.00075
.0005
II

-

kt°fl::r:
Vanes 98 per cent, pure autnmium
PRICES
.0003 ...... 76
9/_
.0001 ...... 6/6

8/6
......
...... 81

.00005

.

.....

this
the
the

our

FINSTON

hath.rade

-

.

witl*in 5 per cent, of stated capacity,
accuract.. has neger before been obtainable by
j'i-blic. The only one-hole fixing condenser on
market. Buy one.
Test one.
lt will prove

CONDENSERS

.001

216 ea.

Cuaranerd

FINS TON SQUARE LAW
graved O-l80.

TIES

'_._i.

STANDARD
VARIO M ETER
Another trurtworthy Finston cornp-ment. Extremely msderate price.

i

61-

your dealer cannot supply Fin.ston Components, send your order
to us together with ¡jis na,ne and address, please!

LIGHTING:SUPPLIESCO.

i

i

00075

.0003

,

,

5/9

Vernier

-

,,

.

6/9
5/6
5/3
4/6

,.

5/9

,.

i

.. 5F,. 4/9
.. 4/-

th vital electrical duty ot
represent both high mechankal and
Ota1
or direct

As Condenser Manufacturers we have long realIsed

Variable Condenserß.

iB. Condensers

J!NDS!DSfi9!
GERRARD 74i4

l

-'

-

-

¡n

.

SQUARE LAW
.00025
,, 9/6
.0002
,, 9/.0001
0005
8/0003 .. 6/9
Vernier
STANDARD
,. 8/8
.00025
.001
.0002
.00075 ,. 8/.0005 .. 7/.0001
.001

i
i

Ebonite stator, high-grade ebonite
moulding rotor, engraved
dial and knob.
PRICE 5 6

-

Havintuned in any distant station, you will log up the condenser readings.
With sB. Instruments youcan1oup fully contlaent that at any time you
may set your condensers to correspond with your rccord, the signals wi1 again
come inaccurately tuned.
This feature of J.B. Condensers is
the outcome of n constant capacity
at any given dial reading. Caused
by poor quality end plates, high
dielectric losses In your tuning condensera, may deprive your recslver
nf tlth capability. JO you would
know what a pleasure lt is to handle
a calibrated receiver you should St
J.B. Variable Condensers.
It is the one great precaution you
can take against inefficiency. Build
exclusively with ¡JI. Instruments;
constancy in capacity enables you
to log tbose distant stations.
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Complete Set Tests

matie tests for any given set very

complete separate chapter is
provided to explain the testing of
crystal sets, and another for singlevalve sets, while general .tests for
the common types of multi-valve
sets form the subjet Lof another
sectiofl.. The last chpter dels
in full detail with the subject of
fault-tracing in reflex circuits,
which demand somewhat special
treatment, as most readers âre no
The. syiptorns
doubt aware.
which they display and :the particular types of faults which may
naturally somewhat
occur ar
different from those of " straight "
circuits, but the whole matter is
treated most lucidly, and anyone
who lias had the misfortune to
incorporate a dud component in
a reflex set will be able to set
about its location with entire confidence with the aid of this book.
A specially valuable and timesaving feature will be found ir. the
summaries appended to these
chapters, which take thc form
of clearly - arraûged tables, with
headings for "Symptoms," "Pos:
sible Causes," &c., so that the
whiòle provides a brief summary
upon a single page of the preceding
chapter. One can, tlierefoic, use
t as an aid to memory and run
through the whole series of syste-

rapidly, having previously read
the whole chapter.

¿f the

testing of the set and its con£tituent parts. The author then
proceeds to deal thoroughly with
the testing of all those of the
principal conipcnents of a set which
are commonly responsible for faults,
such as condensers (fixed and variable), transformers, coils, detectors,
and so on, passing from components
actually forming a part of the set
to such accessories as valves,
batteries, and aerial and earth.
A Simple Method
These sections of the book are
to be regarded as preliminary to
the chapters on actual set testing,
and a very useful and time-saving
method lias been adopted hçre
the author gives (and explains
fully) a complete series of tests for
thc' set under consideration, which
are designed to narrow down
gradually the possible area of the
trouble until it is finally tracked
down in a particular circuit, say,
the anode circuit of a low-frequency amplifying valve, and then
at last, in n particular component,
perhaps the L.F. transformer. The
reader then refers back to the
Ilection on the testing of L.F. transformers, and proceêds'to find out
exactly what is wrong with his
defective specimen.
-

A

-

-

1925

(Date of publication,

A

i6tli

April.)

Simple Set for
the hivalid
(Conduded from page 618)

Various experithents svere made
with the aerial and ear Ui coniections, and whilst with the indoor
aerial 2L0 was best received svithi
the aerial at i and the earth at E,
with the outdoor aerial, the best
results were obtained with the
aerial at A and the earth at E.
For the reception of Chelmsford
upon the indoor aerial the saine
conditions as with zLO held good,
whereas with the outdoor aerial the
loudest signals were given by connecting the a&ial toi and the earth to
As a matter of personal interest
A.
I shall be most pleased to hear from
readers who build this little set,
particular interest being expressed
in their experiences with the aerial
and earth connections, for it would
seem from past experience tha'c
hardly any two aerials require the
sanie concctioiis fox the best
results.

-
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'1notherGuapanteed BRETWOOD Specia1it

ADDS CHARM AND EFFICIENCY T

is our ¡mprVed

$TWOq

ANODE RESISTANCE

BREÏVIO3D GRID LEAK.
Patent No. 224295.
Used a n d r e corn-

which gives accurate readings consistently
from 10,000 ohms to over 100,000 ohms. This
BRETWOOD Component is particularly
suited for the STIOO circuit (Modern Wireless),
the super-sensitive circuit (Popular JVirele8s),
and for resistan:e coupling, &c.
It is constructed on the same principles
that have made BRETWOOD Components
famous, and, of course, it carries the BRETWOOD Guarantee. Price 35. Postage 3d.

LTD.,:

____________________________

tiwujapslsring ICciVICCI taUs in tie' leine make tLe Bretwoçl
Switl;lt wonderful y smooth in attiro nul ensure
iiies
aun perfect eleetrieni contact atafl thuet
Jtisgunfi*tcnt4y, afrete It, wireiCon corstriseoto
Snitch
pien
ond
ss flu, Aurti-C.strucity
ei co4reur it carries tiVO famous llretuVoeil

-

"LOTUS" CO]L H)1.DERS
are made from
-

BAKELITE MOULDINGS, with
Nickel-Plated Brass Parts.
VRe1zi1

Scl!zng

Pr:ce

't\ iirkmnnlike fini-li niel neatness «if cppei«ranee-Stnìple
single hole ltxiiie arid Easy te snake wir ng conneetti ng:

eeuu

Moving Block 'Cannot

.

-
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nirteg'.

-

peoindVe

-

we.

:

V

-

-

V

7/-

V

Three-way, 10/6

j

-

Garnett,' Whiteley & Co., Ltd.Lotus Works, Broadgreen Road, Liverpool.'

f.

4.urcin«yn

In replying
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eVau-o-,Leocn

(Luis

Two-way,

V

Fall.
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V
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aRcductionof8tol.
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Bretwood Specialities are known throughout
the wireless world to be the' last word in scientific
achtevement, and constructors will welcome news
of a further Bretwood Product, an Anti'Capacity
Switch, the priniple features of whichinclude
Absolut' fredom from aspad y efTeets-Per'ect Contact-

actuated by Three Sets
of Encased Precision
Cut Gears, representing

.

Fix this efficient coniponent and get maximum results. Positively no leakage or
capacity effe'ts. Perfect contact. Can be
mounted on front or
back of panel.
Price 1/9 Postage 3d.

BRETWOODîSWITCH

:

Vernier Movement,

BRETWOOD

London, W.

*

Cut G2ared.

COIL HOLDER

PATENT VALVE HOLDER
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WONDER," asked Richmond,

'when we assembled for our
next informal meeting at
John Anstrutlier's rooms, " I won-'
der if any of you would mind if
we discussed mainly problems about
the crystal detector and the receiving sets in which it is used this
evening ?
Personally," said John, looking round the circle, "I think that
it would be a jolly good idea, if
you fellows agree. There is a lot
more in the crystal and its working
than most people think, and we
are far too apt to regard it as a
timing so simple that it is hardly
worth studying. I am a strong
supporter of the crystal myself,
for it gives the cIeaest and best
reception. We must not forget,
too, that the vast majority of
receiving sets in use at the present
time employ the crystal."
The idea caught on at once,
when we came to think about it,
there were quite a lot of points
about the crystal upomi which most
of us wanted information. It was
Aiusworth who started the discussion by putting the first question.
Vhy the Valve is Generally

Louder

\Vill you tell us," he said,
just why it is that if I build two

r

crystal set. On a future evening,
when we come to talk about valves,
we will go into this in detail. The
crystal can perform only one of
these two functions it is a rectifier
pure and simple, and not an amplifier. Some experiments liav been
made recently which show that
cystals can be arranged to produce
oscillations, and I am not going to
say that in the future we shall itot
be able to aniplify without valves.
The current brought in by the
aerial, even if you are quite close
to a main broadcasting station, is
only a matter of a few fuero-

amperes-a

micro-aulupere

is

a

thousandth part of a nulli-anupere,
and a mihli-auuupere is a thousandth
part of an ampere. At ten miles
from 2L0, for example, the unaided
crystal detector might deliver about

Fig.

i.-The unrectified

wave.

micro-amperes to time telephones,
whereas in the siiige-valve set a
loud note may cause a change in
the output current of as much as
a quarter of a milhi-aiiipere, that
is to say, 250 micro-ampers."
15

How does the Crystal Rectify ?
sets with precisely similar com"Now," said Painter, " I am
ponents, except that in the one
J use a crystal detector and in the - going to ask you to explain someother a tingle valve, I get louder thing that I don't quite follow.
signals with the valve and have a How does the crystal rectify
Before we deal with that quesmTich longer receiving Jange ?
"Like the crystal," anwered tion," Morris izterposed, ' I think
John, "the valve can be made to that it would be a good thing if
ve all felt quite clear about rectirectify, but there, is just this
difference betweeñ the two: When &ation itself. What exactly does
you use the val'& for rectifying it mean ? "
Right you are," smiled John.
it is doing two things at once.
Besides changing oscillating im- "\Ve will have a look at rectificapulses into impulses in one direc- tion first of all, and theii try to
tion it is also amplifying them, see how the crystal does its job.
And The oscillations which the aerial.
o'ì' making them stronger.
then there is reaction, which cannot brings into the sct are surging up
and down at what we call radiobe r,roduced in the ordinary

frequency. The rate at hielt they
swing depeids upon the wavelength. If, for example, we have a
station sending upon 300 metres,
the frequency will be found if we
divide 300,000,000 by the wavelength;. the figure 300,000,000, by
the way,, is the speed at which all
ether waves travel measured in
metres a second. Working out that
simple sum, we discover that in this
case the frequency will be 1,000,000
a second. Now, oui ears are
absolutely unaffected by such oscillations as these-in fact, we have
no sense that will respond to their
influences. To make them audible
we must reduce their rate of undulatioh to something with which our
ears can deal. Audible frequencies
lie roughly between 15 and 1,5,000
a second. 'flue detector acts as
a kind of sergeant-major, forming
up and marshalling these very
rapid impulses and themi passing
on to time tèlepluones counanies"
of ihipulses consisting of time combined energy of hundreds or even
thousands Thf individual radiofrequency oscillations."
A Simple Ana'ogy
want to be quite sure that I
really do follow this," said Morris,
as John paused for a moment to
put a match to his pipe. ' I wonder
if you could give us a simple
analogy? They do help somehow
to fix things in one's mind."
"Well," replied John, when lie
liad got his pipe into full swing
once more, " I think I can. We
will try a simple little e±periment."
He handed Morris a copy of one
of the illustrated, daily papers that
vcre lying upon the table and a
very powerful magnifying glass.
"Take the paper under the
light," he suggested, "and look
at it through the glass."
-Morris did so, and then handed the
- two on to the rest of us, who followed John's iiistructions iii turn.
"When you look through the

"I

1
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Living in close proximity to a powerful local
broadcast station you have built set after sot in
the hope that each would give greater splectivity
than the last. To those who would secure high
selectivity so that it is possible to .eparate
stations working 5 metre apart, thhn, for them,
the Supr-Heterodyneis the ultimate receiver. 01
this group the Trcpsdyne is the most conspicuous.
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flY 'sing "Glazite " you have none of
the old insulating sleeving to manipulate
or burn.
Glazite" Connecting Wire is already
insulated and is flame-proof. " Glazite
consists of tinned copper wire, first cQvered
with cotton and then with a film of heavy.
insulating material.
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Made scientifically " Glazite " will
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the intermediate transformera The.e never
matched as it wo. impossible to mak. tw
windinge to match electrically.
That matched or balanced tn,ssformer. are
obtainable. is a nsialearling etsetemeut. bemuse
even tlioesgh they are initially oecurately lesi
anced, when placed les the circuit they become
unbalanced, due to capacity effects present i,
the wiring, cte.
ThOPAFORMEItS can be scientifically bal
anced by anyone. Earb transformer is equipped
with a straight line condenser acrou th.
secondary. Once the ThOPAFOP.ME1tS ac.
tuned they need net be touched again.
The ThOPAFORMEIt here illustrated 1. the
only scientifically blanced isttcrmccliatc Super'
Heterodyue rrmsfo.mer.
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with several new and unusual features. In the first
place only six Valves arc used giving as much volume as
the average 8-valve Super-Eeterodyno. The selectivity
of this setis unusual. Inequallties of theintermediate
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Another outstanding point of
each transformhr.
superiority of the Troiadyne circuit is that it
practically does not radiate thereby not interfering
with other nearby receiving stations.
The Tropadyne Kit consists oX 4 Tropaformers,
Improved Type Oscillator Coupler and complete wiring
diagrams in three colours, drilling template, and
book of instructions for building the world-famous
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abso!utely imperative that
reliable high efficiency components be used.
H.F.
Transformers of M.H. manufacture are the first essential.
transformers
These
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FROM SOUTH CROYDON
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a long experiment last night with your 'Fulatop'
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ORMSKIRK
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I
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LIVERPOOL

"I

replaced the 'Fuletap' Condenser in my set and In half
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get London and Bournemnouth, quite separate from Manchester
which I have never managed before. This speak-s volumes
for the Condenser.
May I therefore, once again express my satisfaction and
appreciation of. your condenser and method of business, which
compare so favourably with other firms. A satisfied easterner
is ttte best advertisement possible and I shall always be
pleased to recommend you to others."
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John asked, "could you
the picture as a picture ? '
"I comdn't anyhow," cried Richmond; "ail I could see was a

impression. Apply the detector, and
in the same way the impulses are
passed to the ear bleuded into
companies."
We all felt that we followed the
idea pretty dearly, and now wished
to know how it was done.

glass,
see

collection of dots, some black, some

white."

"That's what

didn't you?

"

all of you found,
John went on.

we Cannot Hear

Oscillations

-

HF.

"The reason is that the only

method we know of reproducing
photographs in a way suitable for
quick 'printing is to do so by means
of. dots. They are so small that
wlieii the eye sees them without the
aid of a magnifying glass they run
together into groups; but when
we use a magnifying glass we separate them up into individuals, and
then there are so many of them
that the eye is bewildered and sees
them as nothing but little points of
light and shade. The effect, is
even more startling if you examine
a finely made block throügh the
microscope. Your eye is in mich
the same position then as is your
ear to radio frequency oscillations.
seither can make anything of a
message that is conveyed by vast
iminbers of individual dots or im8
pulses. Remove the magnifying
glass, and the dots are marshalled
into groups which give a clear
-

CUT OUT

What the Crystal Does
And now do tell us," I said,
"just how this grouping and
blending is done by the crystal ?"
John glanced round the circle.
"I am afraid that I shall be telling
some of you what you know already.
Still there is no harm in going over

Fig.

2.-The

shaded portions of
the wave are eliminated.

old ground again, and I can see

that there are one or two who are

puzzled about this question of
rectification. By doing the grouping
we have to sacrifice one half of the
oscillations which the aerial brings
in. Each wave, as you know, consists of a crest followed by a
trough; or, if you like, a push and
a pull, both of equal strength. The
crystals which we use in wireless

,

have a peculiár property of offering
quite a small resistance to one half
of the wave, and an enormously
high one to the other. Let us supposc that we have mounted a
crystal which will pass the crests,
or the positive half-cycles, easily,
but which will have nothing to do
with the troughs or negative halfcycles. What will the result be

Thc Result
He took two sheets of paper and
drew two diagrams which I have
copied here.
"At A," he contiuuçd, "you
see the unrectifled waves just as
they come to the detector, whilst
at B we have the same waves
after they have been rectified or

PUT A LARGE
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/
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strained by its action. I have
shaded the troughs to show that
they have been eliminated. The
result is that we have a succession
of positive impulses delivered by
the detector."
"But," objected Ainsworth,
"there is no grouping here. If a
million waves a second are coming
in, the detector, according to you,
is passing ou the same number of
half-waves to the telephones."
John smiled. "That is quite a
sound objection," he said, "so
far as it goes. The detector does
pass on rapid, unblended impulses,
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"How's that?" querié'd Morris,
looking a litUe puzzled.
"What is there between the
that as the impulses reach it they' receivers of your telephoties and
combine to build up a charge upon. the output terminals of the set?"
its plates. This means that what asked John.
"Why, flex leads, of course,"
we call a potential difference i$
produced across the condenser, replied Morris.
which, when a charge has been
The Telephone Leads frrn
built up by a company of impulses,
a Condenser
discharges and sends a single
'whiff' of direct current through
"If
"Just
so," said John.
the telephones. This 'whiff' re- you care to examine the telephone
presents the combined efforts of a leads, you will find that they
gast number of small impulses."
consist of two sets of fine stranded
wires or of lengths of tinsel. They
When the ConIenser is Omitted
are insulated from one another by
"Yes, but look here," cried a covering of cotton, silk, or some
Painter. "How do you explain other non-conducting substance.
this? I find that it does not make Now, a condenser consists of two
the slightest cliflerence to my conductors separated from one
crystal set whether I have a another by insulating material,
condenser across the telephones or which we call the dielectric.
not. Yòu cannot charge up a Capacity between them occurs when
condenser if there is not one ore is at a higher potential than
th other. The telephone leads
there
"Thu is quite true," said John, form a condenser, for one of them
with a laugh in which we all is connected to the detector and is
joined. "But, if I may be allowed. receiving positive impulses from it,
to say so, there is always a con- whilst the other is earthed. And
denser there, whether you place there is capacity, too, in the
across the telephone terminals a wiiidings of the magnets, as well as
gadget' consisting of a number between the receivers and your
head, which is also earthed I If
o.f copper plates separated by pieces
you take away the telephone
f mica or whether you don't."
all in the same direction. They are
dealt with by the telephone condenser. What happens here is

-

condenser, the grouping s done
mainly by the condenser effect of
the telephoie leads, and in many
cases it does not matter a bit
whether you 'have a condenser
or not:"
As the meeting had begun rather.
late that eve ùing no time remained
to go further into the question of
crystal sets; but, before we left
him, we made him promise that on
the next occasion he would deal
with the question of obtaining the
greatest possible degree of efficiency
in the crystal receiver.

The Hale - Lyle System
Raaio

Press

Demonstration

In

view of t1e interest in the
Hale-Ly?e system of broadcast
reception, described 'in last
month's issue of" The Wireless Constructor," Radio Press,
Ltd., have arranged for de,no:z-

slralons in London

so that
readers nay hear the system in
actual opei ation. Particulars
will be sent free on receipt of a
stamped addressed envelope.
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The. individuality which has a1ways been
a feature of Gambrell Products is well
emphasised in their new TRANSFORMER.
The design, although unusual, has not
been evolved merely for the sake
of being different, but in order
to embody all those points essential
to peiíect reproduction.
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STAGE

I.

STAGE II

27/6

'27/6

If your dealer has not these
Transformers in stock he can
easily obtain same to your order
Plea-se write us for lea/I eti
des ribing

our

other

-

GAMBRELL BROS.,

product.
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This Tränsformer will give you that'PuriLy
and Power you thought wiattaaahle

76, Victoria
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St.,

271erlon Road,
VICTORIA 9938

London,
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Carborundum as a Wireless Crystal
By CHARLES H. BUTCHER
Mr. Butcher, who has -a long experience as a mineralogist, here
discusses a crystal which deserves a greater popularity than it
at present possesses
-

a-'

-

-----

-

7

IT

s-

is now nearly twenty years
since the rectifying property

of carborundum was discovered
by Cenerai Dunwoody, of the
United States Army. During this
lapse of time the carborundum
detector has held its place as one
of the most reliable and satisfactory
of crystal detectors, particularly as
regards freedom from the ill effects
of mechanical vibration and the
close proximity of electric discharges. It is, moreover, unaffected
by changes in atmospheric conditions, such as damp air amid th
presence of dust particles.
Dete2tor Design
In general design, the detector
comprises a small fragnient of
selected carborundum, mounted iii
\Vood's metal, pressing against the
face of a steel platé carried on a
steel spring. A certain amount of
pressure is necessary at the point
of contact for sensitive vorkimi,
aiid this is adjusted by means of
spring and screw attachments. It is
only in the actual form of the latter,
and in minor details, that time design
of detectors may differ. Maximum
rectification is only obtained when
ail external E.M.F. is applied
across the crystal. This E.M.F.,
which causes the coiitact to become
heated, is generally supplied by.
means of dry cells in series with a
potentiometer, which can be
adjusted to suit crystal fragments
varying in resistance and in
rectifying power.

Teephone Resistìnce
Some specimens of carborundum
vill give excellent results without
the use of an external battery and
poteiit.iometer, but out of a batch
of fragments very few pieces will be
Some form of
found suitable.
potentiometer voltage is generally
necessary iii order to obtain the
results worthy of a carborundum

detector. High-resistance 'phones
are also necessary, and these should
be wound to a total of 8,000 ohms,
or i ono ohms each earpiece. The

area of contact between the crystal
fragment and the steel plate should
be reasonably large, and may vary
from z to 2 square mm. in extent.

Composition of Carbo rundum
Carborundum is not a natural
mineral crystal, but is an artificial
carbide of silicon manufactured on
a large scale by the fusion of coke
and quartz sand in the electricresistance furnace. It is extensively
used as an abrasive, and as a
substitute for the diamond in rock

For the greater part of the time,
the current is maintained at about
6,000 amperes and 125 volts, and,
when the reaction is completed, the
furnace is allowed to cool down.
The Product of the Furnace
The product taken from the
furnace is found in the form of
rough masses of beautifully coloured
crystals, with sharp edges and an
exceedingly brilliant- lustre. On
closely examining a lump of the
material it will be seen that the

.
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His Majesty the King has had a four-valve set made for his
stable lads at Newmarket. Our picture shows the receiver in
the course of manufacture.
drills. In tue actual process of
manufacture a quantity of salt is
added to the niixture of coke and
sand charged into the furnace.
This i found necessary in order to
inereae the fusibility of the product sawdust is also added to
give porosity to the charge. During
the operation of fusion, which is
carried on continuously for about
thirty-six hours, the temperature of.
time mass reaches time neighbourhood
of 7,000°F'., and carbon monoxide
escapes and burns freely around the
sides and at tlmetop of time furnace,
/

crystals making UI) time mass are
hexagonal and tabular in form,
with their edges modified by imarrow
faces of varying degrees f steepness. Individual crystals, however,
are rarely found, and in the mass
crystals are usually aggregated
together in parallel or irregular
growths.
Their colour usually
ranges f roui a deep grey to a
vioJet purple or greenish tlue and is
very striking and characteristic in
reflected light.
/
is not the highly coloured and
lustrous crystals of carborundunt

lt
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which are used for wiieless purposes.

Judeed, the majority of the "glasslike" crystals are useless. It is
fragments of silver-grey colour,
with a somewhat amorphous slructure which are found to be the
niost efficient. The selection of
suitable specimens, however, is a
¡natter requiring careful consideraüon, for there are ninny grades Pf
catborundum ou the market which
differ widely in character.-- The
following notes may serve to give
staue idea of the particular grade
which is likely to give the best
results in ,practice.

-

-.

--

for the characteristics of a good
piece of carborundum are fairly
uniform throughout its effective
area. Of course, this is not always
the case, and when a good point
gets broken away there may be
some difficulty in finding another
equally good point on the saine
he
piece of material. It ma
necessary to break away the greater
portion of the fragment before
another sensitive spot is f ouud, but
this is rarely so.
The rectifying power and resistance of carborundum vary with
the temperature. At the temperature of liquid air, - r9o°C., its
resistance is greatly increased and
its rectifying power is reduced to a
mitiimum. On heating, however, it
becomes very efficient as a rectifier,
and at temperatures between oo
and 5oo°C. its sensitivity reaches a
inaximuni and its resistance is
correspondingly reduced. It is to
this property that the efficiency of
tite carborunduin detector is largely
due.

scope, the fragments will be found

to have a kind of lioieycomb
structure, and the tiny cells formed
by the intergrown, microscopic
crystals. may or may not show
deposits of graphite. The presence
of this material does not appear to
influence rectification one way or
the other, as specimens with and
without graphite, but otherwise
identical in structure, have been
found equally suitable for wireless
purposes.

Poor Specimens
highly
spealiug,
Generally
coloured crystals, with a brilliant
metallic lustre and sharp crystalline
förm, have very poor rectifying
properties. Where rectification is
found among such material it will
be noticed that the fragnients in
question are bluish grey in colour
and have a heavy graphite deposit
between the intergrown and twinned
crystals The pieces themselves
are extremely hard, and break up;
into sharp, splintery flakes when
struck with a hammer.
-

The Most Sensitive Pieces
Carbonindun. of a silvery-grey
colour, with an amorphous forma.
ton, devoid of graphite deposits,
'i'.ill be found the mast satisfactory
in regard to sensitivity andstability.
Dark-grey crystaLs with a hard
gaimlar and fused appearance, and
no graphite-deposit, are practically
sie1ess. Those of grey colour, with
a very irregular and rugged ap.
pearance, but no definite crystalline
farm. and with a fairly heavy
graphitedeposit, have a rta.sonabl
amouut of rectification. In the
iriost satisfactory fragtheuts the
atnorphour structure predominates
and the colour is distinctly .silvery
g-ey. Eminedtmder the -micro-,

The Twin- Valve Receiver
S1R,-I have been using a twinvalve receiver, as described in your
J anuary issue, since January, and
have nothing but praise for it.
All the main British stations,
with the exception of Aberdeen,
are received both loudly and
clearly, as are also Radiola, Petit
Parisien, and Madrid.
Altogether it is 'a great success,
and I can thoroughly recommend
The Blue
anyone to build one.
print and the directions make
everyuung clear, so tnaE tnere is
no ecise for failure
\\ ishin you and luE W IRELESS
CONSTRTJCTOR every success,
Yours faithfully,
Birmingham,
R. W. 1.

This small receiving set, made in a
match-box, costs 6d. in Germany!
TTndoubtedly the' best results are
obtained by actually testing a
number of promising fragments,
selected, for silver-erev colour añd
amorphous surface riictuxe. When
a good specimen has been obtained
it will be foand that the sensitivity
of the detector is not impaìwd
when the point of t1e "crystal"
has been accidentally' broln off,

-
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Making Large Holes-A Home;

-

í1

1J

made Scriber-Scribing Circlesmis ing
oo
entre unc es .

I

C

:)
z

For Making Large Holes
AMOST useful toöl for making
large circular holes in ebonite

panels is the expansion
drill seen in Fig. i. It is really designed foi- making holes in boiler
plates, and will tackle ebonite
vith the greatest ease. The drill
point itself is in. in diameter, and
as it is remos able it can be replaced
when it becomes blunt. Tite cutter is
also reinovable,'and a spare one can

beobtaiiiedvervclieaply. Bymeans
of the thumbscrew the cutter may
1)e set at any distance from
in.
to 2- in. from the centre of the drill,
so that holes from i to 5 in. in diaiiieter can be iiiade. This tool fits
into the brace. When it is used the
ebonite panel should be placed on a
.

.

thick piece of wood, so that the quite sure of turtling out a perfectly
drill point may have sometliingto clean hole.
Large holes in wood
work in after it has passed through. such as those required when amIt is best not to go right through meters, voltmeters or milliamfrom one side, for if this is done the meters of the flush-fitting type are
munted upon cabinets are best
made with an expanding bit designed for wood cutting
This is
..a tool made upon much the same
hues -as the expansion drill just
described, the differences being
these Instead of tite pilot drill it
lias a gimlet screw whiëli pulls the
tool in. The cutter has a vertical
scriber point and a horizontal
cutting edge. For wireless work,
where the wood used seldom if ever
exceeds in. in thickness, the horizoutal cutting edge is not really
needed, and I lind it best to remove

Fig. i .-The expansion drill,
.

.

.

:

-

edge of the hole ou the far sid2
will probably not be clean, silice
the cutter will chip the ebonite as
it makes its exit. Instead, go about
half-way througi on one side then
turn the panel cver and work from
the other. In tais way you can be.
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for very accurate H.F. work
Users of 11F. ltecei'cs apprelate bois' Fine tuniag control reduces the
extrem.ly difficult it is to bring circuits search for distant statons io
Use the
into resutance. The large tunng con- estreme,)implicity.
denser which permits onlya conipirativdy Colvern only across reaction, fit
1a'e
parallel
with
your
in
tends
to
malte
one
larga variation of capocity
the a,Curate talar.cing a matter of tuning condensers and you will
senextremely
demos-trate
how
chance. lt is quite simple when searching for Di. tance Signals to pass over the suive your set is to.fine control.
you
a
ihataver.mieeshould
use
Remember
correct dislreading. But if
low maximum capacity condonser not be in association with the
which gives you very, fine tuning it main condenser.
Fit an Independent vornier;
will come as a pleasant surprise Just
how easily you can tune in weak you, dealers soli them

The Transfornier 1iìat is the outcome of long Scientific
)tescarcli. Perfect in construetion, reliable in use, it
is tested on Aerial ciad cnrriès a 12 mouths' guarantee.

o- all Dcaiers-Pr[ce 14/6 each

4
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it by grinding it away. One then
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Tte ari cÇesllhstrated ar Te1ected"
from the great Oeneral Jtadlo range of
bro,.dcat receiving apparatus-Small
componente of great importance-Each
one guaranteed,'
Millions of General Radio parts are in
the hands o! satisfied
»

Rheostt.

C.R.C.

One hole Oxing. Int,rchangeable Resistance.
Sniooth
action. .(Cn- be
po.
supplied as
250
tentlometer,
t,obm reslstance,6/-)

7

7

as

previously described cutting about half-way
through from one side, then turning
the work over and finishing, upon
When the horizontal
the other.
edge has been ground away the
expanding bit can be used quite
well for cutting large holes in
ebonite as well as in wood. It is
only necessary to make a pilot hole
big enough to take the gimlet
screw.
Expanding bits can be
obtained in various sizes, and each
is sold with two cutters.. A useful
size is that which makes holes from
iii. to 3 fl. in diameter. Neither
uses the tool

I
I
I

.1
I

t
-

Vi.e

C.R.C.

Ií

t

Insurance against
valve burn outs.
Low loss-low capacity. No solder, ing-Table or panel

-

.

Tsi.

-

Holder.

Fig.

-

Simpte-

j

ate- cons cu-

lent. S Iderleas tyos-.
For nvitchieg accumuIctor on-off. One h le
- ñame,
Required cn
modern sets.
C.R.C. Soiderleco .t.cck

fixing-

One hole

typesnIdeness
iP
.6 Use plugs and jacks
-

C.R.C.

-

-

60

Coadonerr.

Takes the place of
every Condenser of
any Capacity from
-

C.R.C. Vanio-Co.,pler

A

highly officient

"wound on air"
variabjejuuctance.
Indiopensle to
amateurs.

4
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speedy convenient
Contact.

G.R C Audi;Former,
The best ow frequency
Amplifying Trttnufor.
mor in the
'.orl
Three tage, can sat,
be used tcgether for
outdoor, or arge hulls
where tremendous amplifloatisu is teqaired.
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the expansion drill nor the expanding bit is an expensive tool, and
either will be found 'extremely
useful by the constructor.
Enlarging Holes
Another extremely useful tool
for the constructor, and again an
inexpensive one, is the reamer bit
seen in Fig. z,
Though really
designed as a wood-working tool, it
cuts ebonite very well indeed. The
reanler bit, whose blade is about
7 in. in length, tapers gradually
in. at the shoulder
from about
to in. at the point. Its section is
D shaped, and cutting is done by
the sharp edges formed by the
junction of the flat and the curved
surf aces.
This is also a brace
tool. It will be found very useful
by those who hieve purchased hand
drills whose chucks have not sufficient gape to take a in. drill. In
wireless work it is frequently necessary to make a hole of this diameter
to take the bush of a spindle. Proceed in the following way: Make a
hole in the required position with
the largest drill that your chuck will
take. Then place the panel, protected by pieces of wood, in the
jaws of a vice, so that it is held
vertically. Insert the point of the
ream r bit into the hole made and
turn the brace slowly. After a few
turns withdraw the bit, and see
whether the bush will enter for a
short distance. As soon as the hole
is large enough to allow it to do so,
reverse the panel and repeat the
-process from the -other side. By
-

for convenience.

I

bit is uséful
for enlarging holes,

6mounting.

C.R.C. Jack Switch

4

2.-The reamer

adopting this method the hole
can be made quite a good fit for
the bush, for the taper of the bit is
very gradual, and' since the distance from the surface of the ebonite
to the mid depth of the hole is only
in., its effects will hardly be noticeable. On the other hand, if the
reamer is run straight through.
from side to side until the bush will
seat itself in the hole there will be
a good deal of play, since the hole
will now be 'tapered for the full in.
of its depth.
The D-bit is also
very useful when an unbushed
hole of medium size lias been made,
owing to an error, slightly out of its
proper position, so that the spindle
or shaft binds in it. If the hole is
enlarged with a round file the resulting job is usually rather unsightly; but when the rainer bit
is used h remains circular, and so
does not cry aloud that a cértain
amount of botching has been done..
A Home-made Scriber
A very useful scriber can be made
in the home workshop in the way
shown in Fig. 3. The only materials
needed are a short piece of in.
round brass rod, a 6B.A. screw,
and a discarded gramophone needle.

3.-Details

Fig.

of

made scriber.
Three and a half inches isa convenient length for the rod. In the
centre of one end of it drill a hole
about in. in depth into vhich the
butt of the needle is a good fit.
At right angles to this hole an
running into it drill and tap
Insert the needle ai
6B.A. hole.
shown in the drawing, and clamr
it in position with the screw. Orn
gramophone needle will last foi
quite a long time as a scriber
point, and when it becomes blunt
it can be renewed -in a moment at
-

-

-
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This tool alo makes a

most useful punch for fine work if
the needle, instead of being dead
sharp, has its point very slightly
rubbed down. Here again the advantage of having an easily renewable point is obvious.
Scribing Circles
Another very useful little tool
which can be made up in a few
minutes with the aid of a pair of
terminals, two old gramophone
needles and a length of fr in.
round brass rod is the beam compass seen iii Fig.
This instrument
is used in the following way: We
will suppose that we wish to mark
out a circle 2- in. in diameter.
Make a punch mark on the panel toindicate the exact centre of the
circle required. Loosen the binding
screw of one of the terminals
slightly, so as to enable it to be
moved upon the rod, fixing the
other one firmly by seeing that its
screw is turned hard down. Place
the needle point of the fixed terminal on one of the inch divisions
of a ruler, and move the other terminal until its point is exactly
i- in. away. Then clamp it in
position. Put one of the needle
points into the punch mark made
in the panel, and hold the terminal
to which it belongs with the left
.

.

Caiti-e ,tínch

''eed/e

7/

Fig.

5.-

How the needle points

are prepared.

hand. Take the other in the right
hand, and with its needle nilike a
small scratch on the panel. Verify
with the ruler that the radius is
exactly. i in., adjusting if neces.
sary until it is. It should, of course,
be exactly ij- in. after the first
adjustment, but this second check
is advised so that there may be n
possibility of an error. Now hold
the two terminals as before and
scratch out the complete circle.

In replyIng

The

beam compass

is

also

CONs'rRtTc'oR

e-

treniely useful in marking out where
many centres have to be punched
the sanie distance apart from one
another. The points are set at the
required distance, and marking out
can then be done with the greatest
ease. To make a beam compass,
run first of all a f in. drill through
the holes in the terminals. The
terminals, by the way, should be of
large size. Now cut off the screwed
shanks close to the body of each
terminai, and in the centre of the
flat surface drill a hole. No. 52
Morse drill will be found exactly
right for the purpose. This hole
in. hole
should not run into the
already made. Insert the butt of

-----
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SOLDERING

7-- needle

Fig. 4.-A useful gadget for
scribing large circles-the '-' beam

simplified by this new invention,
which works from any wireless
accumulator with a carbon soldering bit. No gas, fire or lamp
Everything necessary.
needed.
including Flux and Solder, in
stout wooden box, for 5/6.
Postage 3d.

compass."
the needle into it, and fix by a
method known as "prick punching," which is shown in Fig. 5. Fix
the terminal tightly -into the vice,
and with a fine punch make three
or four deep indentations in the
brass round the needle. It will be
found to be very tightly gripped.
Finishing Wool
Many wireless constructors who
are fond of working in ebonite and
brass do not care much about
making up their own cabinets.
If finished sets or pieces of appara-'
tus are made up on panels of
standard size ready-made cabinets
can be obtained from a number of
finns. Personally, however, I prefer
to make the panel fit my design
rather than the design to fit the
panel, for there is then no tendency
to crowd one's components. It
means of course, that the panels will
not fit ready-made cabinets, and one
is then faced either with making
the necessary cabinet oneself or
of gethng it made up. I have found
it a good plan ii this case to make
rough dimensional drawings of the
cabinet required and to get it made
by a joiner capable of doing neat
work. This is not an expensive
business, and one can save a good
deal by having cabinets delivered
in the rough and finishing them
up oneself.
Suitable Woods
Woods that I have found very
suitable for wireless cabinets are oak,
walnut and mahogany. American
whitewood also looks very well pro-
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VERNIER COIL HOLDER
with detachable coloured
terminals for reversing reaction.
Price 10/6. Post, 3d.
If your dealer has not got them we send post
tree it you mention bis name and address.

G O SWELL
ENGINEERING CO,
I

2a,Pentonville Rd.,

LTD.,

Londo;N

I.
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"C" Valves, Air Force, low loss, 6/6 (post
at buyer's risk). Wavemeters, 50/-, £4, £5
and £6. Morse Recorders, £6 lOs. ; Wheatstone, £8. Alternators, £3 lOs. Valve
Transmitters, £3. Spark Sets, 15/6. R.A.F
Steel Masts, 2/6 per 5 ft. run. Receivers:

-

2-valve, 2B, £2 3-valve, Mk. 4, £3 S-valve,
£5 lOs. 7-valve MarconI, £8. AU prIces lees
valves. Bridges, £3 and £5 105. Res.
Boxes, multi-range standards, i to 2,000 ohms,
17/6 to 50/-. Loud Speakers, 19/-. EbonIte
Roms, 8/-. AC. Chargers, £4 lOs. Charging
Dynamos, £3. Marconi Rounds Valves, 3/6.
Milliammeteis, 27/6. Micro Ammeters, 65/-.
OhmAmp, and Voltmeters, all ranges
meters, £10. Testing Sets, £4 to £14.
Condensers, LT. to 10,000 y., 1/Oto £2. Call
or write for new and enlarged catalogue.

Post free, 4d.
LESLIE DIXON

& CO., LTD.,

9, Colonial Avenue, Minorics, (.1.
Telephone-Avenue

'Buses paso the door.

4166

SI W s.
ACThe

VALVE

"

III

New

'

Copacity

Ci

Mitm

(Patent applied for.)

6d. cet of 4. P00t extra.
The simplest. neate,t and most efficient Valve
Mounts in CX,,tenCo. tive masirnum ,pacing at
the most vulnerable poynt in cuy set.
FOR

£E2ZD

Lis'Ab'L.ET di

CATALOGJ

The Hause for Gol Radia Service."

SPARKS RADIO SUPPLIES,
43, GREAT

Telephone: Langham
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YOUR
original

CABINETS

House for band-made and
polishedMahogany, Oak and Teak CabInets
to cuatomes own design. All Timber
used In my cabinets Is carefully selected
and guaranteed THOROUGHLY seasoned.
Tise

-

YOUR. PANELS

Finest quality in. thick Siemens 1bonite
cut to size Id. per square inch,
at fd.
per square Inch, This Ebonite IS guaranteed British Made to Post Office Grade "A"
Specïflcation, which is the best for wireless
purposes. It Is rich black in colour, takes
a brilliant po!ish, can be threaded with
ease, and possesses a high degree of
mechanical strength.
-

SOLDERING bIMPLIFIED
by using

AGAR'S

RADIO

.

Sample 2-or. Box, 1/3 post free.
CLEAR TO HANDLE.
NON-CORROSIVI.

W. IL 1LGM

........................................

M25ufactu'er
19,

of Telephone

Whiteeross Place,

Tel.:

London Wall
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Resin Cored.

i

J

rateat Pending.

23929.

Honeycomb, Duolateral and Bauket
completely bound together while
held in position on former and pino.
No iielInr, Wa or Tape required.
Two rows 25 pIns, two of 13, one of 19, wIth
full working instructions.
Price 3/9 post free.
W. & A. COLLINS, 6, Kinfls Avenue.
ECSEX
BLJCKHURST HILL

the Eureka Concert
Grand for example.
This
Unconventional design broke
dway from tradition and left
tJe accepted theories of low
fequency amplification, Its
lOw atio gi VeS immense amplification-a paradox that must
be tried out to be fll apprecated. Its hez metically sealed
dontçnts can be exposed to thé
elements indefinitely without
harm. Its copperedsteel case
definitely eliminates interctio under all condjtjor,s,
Text Books will tell yoú that
But above all its tone is a
it consists of an iron core
revelation to all who are
surrounded by tsvo separate
music-sensitive. How much
windings of fine wire wound
..
longer will you put up with
one over the other.
the inferior Loud Speaker
They will even give the inquirreproduction when for 30/- you
ing reader all the constructional
can get the finest Transformer
details he needs. But there is
very much more
money can buy?
the design 0f a ....
One that carries a
good L.F. Transfull and unconConart Grand 30/22/6
2
Eurcics
No.
former than that.
ditional guarantee.
(For second stage)

S

463.

MADE EASY

All kinds of
Coils osn be

thesongasthesinger. Take

HEAR
intended you to hear it.
Close your eyes and let
your Loud Speaker reflect the
real personality of\he artisfe.
It should be easy if youiSet
The
free from distortion:
corner stone upon which the
whole structure of sound reproduction rests is the L.F.Transformer. Such responsibility is
shared by uoothercomponent.
And what is this Transformer?

Super Coil Pormer-No,

The

Arfiìe

-

PORTLAND STREET, LONDON, W.i

& Radio A pp rf us

Wilson

3305

Street.

E.C.2

Est. 1012

WALES

you live iii North Wales
send for our-Price List

AT ONCE

GA.

WALTER
-

E.

REYNOLDSSTAFF8

4,-South St.,-Fento,
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vided that it is stained, for it will
take a very good finish. Here is a
simple and satisfactory way of finishing up a cabinet delivered in the
rough. Obtain a large cork bung
from two to three inches in diameter.
Round this wrap a piece of the
finest glass paper. You now have
a tool which will enable the
necessary rubbing down to be
doue very easily. Work carefully
over each surface, not' forgètting
that in this case elbow grease
is the secret of success.
When
you have got all the surfaces
so smooth that they feel like silk
when the hand is passed over
them, soak a rag in linseed oil
and rub them over one by one.
Do not be too niggardly with
rue ou.

Repeat the Process
Leave the cabinet for two or three
days to dry. At the end of this time
you will probably find that owing
to the soaking in of the oil the
grain of tite wood has risen a little.
Rub down afresh until the surface
is quite smooth again and oil once
more. With certain woods it is
necessary to repeat the rubbing
down and oiling process three times
in order to obtain a finish that will
remain permanently good. This
does not mean that you must wait

a week or more before mounting
the set in the cabinet. There is riot
the 'least reason why it should not
be brought into use as soon as the
first rubbing down and oiling process is complete, though when oiling
has been done afresh the set should
stand on several layers of newspaper, so that the oil may not
mark the top of the table on which
it rests, or the table cloth.

The Final Polish
As

I do not care very much about

varnished cabinets, I generally
obtain the final polish by using the
mixture of beeswax and turpentine
which houseinaids make up for
use upon floors. As soon as the last
dressing of oil has dried in
thoroughly, apply a little of this
compound to the cabinet with a
rag, rubbing it well in. Then use a
Provided that
polishing cloth.
you once more administer plenty
of elbow grease a handsome lasting
polish will result. If beeswax and
turpentine do not happen to be
available, brown boot polish will do
quite well, for it consists mainly, I
believe, of these materials.
The Centre Punch
I bave often heard people in a
tool shop asking simply for a centre

punch and seen theii take the first
one that was handed out to them.
For wireless work .an centre punch
will no! do, and many constructors
spoil their work by uing punches
that are far too coarse to make real
accuracy possible. What is needed
is a small fine-pointed punch, for
with this you can mark your
drilling centres exactly where they
ought to be. Take care, by the
way, when you purchase a centre
punch that you gét one of really
good quality. Not long a'go I
bought one of unknown make
because I had not time to go to
my regular tool shop. After a very
small amount of work it had ceased
to have a point at all, being made
of metal that was far too soft.
Use a Small Drill First
When a fine puncb's used, as it
ought to be, large drills such as
those in. and. - in. in diameter
should not be started directly in
the little niarks that it makes.
Instead, place first of all a smallish
drill,, say, a No. 26 Morse or a
in. in the drill chuck and with
it make a little hollow at the point
marked with the punch. The big
drill can then be put througl
without there being any chance
that its point will slip.

LEA VE IT TO FLUX! TE

New '4AXEL

The

An un-soldered wireless
set is a breeding ground
for those little devils of
distortion and bad reception. Tney thrive on the
deracate currents that pass
through the circuit. Each
un-soldered joint isa trap.
One spot alone is suffiOZOERt
cient to lower the receptive qualities of your set,
so just think what is
missed if all the joints
are lelt unsoldered.
Fluxise chases away
all soldecing worries, and
makes passible the perfetsolds red oint; making your circuit one svhole, solid, piece of wiring instead of twenty or thirty odd
patchy lengths.
Make up your mind andsolder yourwiring nose. It is so simp!e. Leave it to Fluxite.
Ask your Ironmonger or Hardware Dealer to show you the neat little

Accumulator
peclally designed for Wireless
GUARANTEED TWELVE MONTHS.
f,r away to cati and ree the
tactery Mati your Order to mas for the
i you Ile. loo
ire roma

cOat.

yomar

money

viti olitiamgty retome
yos, are dieappotst.ed.

We

if

AMPS.

-

EJ

F UXITE

SOLDERING
SET

lt is perfectly simple to ute, and will

7/6

br years in constnt use, t
contains a special small space
Soldering Iron with noñ-heating
metal handle a Pocket Blow-lamp,
FLUXITE, blder, etc,, and full
Instructions. Price 7/6. Write to
es should you be' unable to obtain it.

Price

last

32f6LfJ

27/-

F.IJM 705.

"FAMA"
THE 'SUPER VALVES
DUTCH VALVES are GUARANTEED to

"FAMA"

"E'

.'

-

ANOTHER UKE FOR FLUXITE.
Hardening T,,,,Is & Cose Hardening
ASs ¡'F: ¡LI FLRF so 4,npeossd ,os'hodS

¡n

-

do.
o-ea DULL

'I'o.day!
Buey a
YLUXITE, LTD.. 330. Bevington St..
S. 5.16.

VOLT.

TYPE, TUBULAR Detector

-

London,

1101
25/6

pedal: 2v. 60a.forD.E.VALVES
j-; Packing 1f- extra per battery.
It'. B.-Repairs to any make of
Battery In 24 hours
28, Clipstone Street. Great
Portland Street, W. i

4/3
4 volt. Amps. 0
Amplifter 4 do.
do. '5 4/9'
EMITTER 2 do. do. O'Ot 11/6
BUY THE VALVES WITH A REPUTATICN
Al. Va'v:s returned post free
6/9
60 Volt Bigli Tension Batteries. Tapped
each.
every 3 Volts.
111/3
Adfustable Dlaphràgm 4000 OHMS Head.
phones.
lair
DON 'T DELAY, WRITE TO-DAY.

'

kil Hardware and Ironmongery Stores sell
rLUXITE in tins, price 8d.,1/4 & 2,8.

liu

I

80

00

be the CHEAPEST, MOST EFFICIENT & MOST
RELIABLE VALVES EVER OFFERED, to the PUBLIC

F LU X ITE
SIMPLIFIES SOLDERING

40

15/- 15/6 22/-

VOLT

-

LIBERAL TRADE DISCOUNTS.

D. ZEALANDER & Co.
0. John's
House, 124- 127MWorles. London, El
(Dept. C.)
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AChaton
Frame
By

C.

P.

.

'Aerials
ALLINSON

A comparison of two types f

frame aerials wlich gives a
suggested explanation as to

H

results obtained

frame aerial (consisting in this

a

maLL1IRD
are silent in use and constant
in value. Absolutely unaffected by climatic conditions.
Made in two types;
(i) For grid leaks with
suitable condensers and
(2) For Anode circuits of
resistance amplifiers.
EV.E-R-REST Grid B
3 to 5 megohms, 2/6 each.
EVER-REST Anode B
'02 tO 1ofmegohtns, 2/6 each.

Fig.

denser Type M.A., 5/Mullard Condeners only
Type M:A.
'0002-oo4nlfd.,. 2/8 each
Type I%LB.
'o05-OI mfd., 3/- each.

-

664

LEAKS
,
.

-

In replying

o
C

a'.

frame aerial which we may call
(a) the diamond type, and (b) the.
box type. As will be seen from
Fig. r, the diamond type consists
Fig. 3.-Two turns in theof a winding which is a flat spiral,
minimum position.
every turn being larger than the
one which precedes it. It is'this
form that the writer has found as if the frame aerial is now turned
beitig less efficient and much less through an angle of 90 deg., the
directional than the box type energy received is a minimum.
franie aerial shown in Fig. 4.
Adding a Seconi Turn
Supposing we now wind a second
turn of wire inside the first, and
place the frame directional to the
station we wish to receive. This
second turn, as is clearly to be seen,
is alnidst entirely, if not quite,
shielded by the first, and it therefore picks up but little extra energy,
and practically its only effect is
to increase the total inductañce of
Fig. 2.-The frame is directional the frame aerial without making
it much more sensitivé. If we
to the transmission.
now rotate the frame into the
minimum position we can see from
How it Works
Fig. 3 that we preseht a larger
It will not be amiss if we consider conducting surface to the onthe action of a frame aerial. In coming wave train, double in fact,
Fig.2 let ab, cd, ef, &c., represent resulting. in an addition to the'
successive wave trains. Then the signal strength at the minimum

(o

aduertisèrs, pleise me liOn 'ñrE

WIREI.ESS'

ç

in this position, wth the frame
pointing towards the transmitting
aerial, that each wave train will
cause a maximum cunent to flow
in the frame aerial. it is understood,
of course, that this is tuned to the
required frequency. As is known,

-J

ÇE1

.

-

Type.

listenershave
tried out the frame aerial
at one time or another, and
have discarded it as being too inefficient. Or, where it has bèen iiistalled on account of its dfrectional
properties, not being sufficiently so.
Now there are two main types of

arid guaranteed exact capacity
fixed condenser.
Grid B with 0003 mfd. Con-

(Muliard), Nightingale
Lane, Baihnm, S.W.12.

i.-The Diamond

NO doubt many

Complete with high standard

A dvi.

case of one turn of wire only) is
set at right angles to their plane.
It is then directional to tise transmission. It is not intended in this
article to consider the theory of
frame aerial reception, and we will
therefore take it for granted that

i

EVER-REST
GRID LEAKS

GRID

:

CosTIwcTon;

-
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The preceding argunent
applies to every succeeding turn
of wire added in this manner, and
positiQu.

turn alongsftle and para1e1 to the

With the frame directional
towards the station we wish to
receive, we see that the surfaces
of two conduc'tors are now presented
to the wave train instead of one.
An examination of Fig. will make
this clear. Now when the frame
is rotated intotlie minimum position
first.

Fig. 6 shows us that only one conductor surface is exposed to the
signal wave, however many turns
there may be in the frame aerial,
and that, therefore, any increase
'of signal strength. that may occur
in this position will be very small.
The Box Type Better
It would appear from the forea
ô

___-

C

_.-

e

I

¡

TItre?7JRN

PR4ME.

extra turn detracts from
the directional properties of the
o each

aerial.

Fig.

5.-Two turns

side by side in

the maximum position.

Let us, however. wind this second

going reniaiks that a bo type
frame aerial should not only be
more sensitive but much more
directional than an equivalent
k

-o

o-I----.----o
ia
2

-

7ô'.QN

Fig.

6-The Fig.

5 frame at right
angles to-the transmissoa.

frame aerial wound diamond fasliioji.
This bas been found to be so in
actual practice by the writer iii a
series of experiiiieiits carried out
by him. It is important, however,
that the turns of wire be amply
spaced, as a frame aerial with i
turns spaced in. showed no improvement over one with 8 turns
spaced in. It is also advisable
to mount the frame aerial with
one of the diagonals vertical, so
that-no one limb of the .windiiig
becomes parallel with tue earth,
thereby causing losses due to
increased capacity to earth. For
broadcast reception, a frame aerial

83

TRANSFORMER

That's onlyone of the many reasons
why
is the best low-frequency
it

transformer

irnpIifying

./í'
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-
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Transformer

been most carefully tested before leaviñg
our works, and - is 'guaranteed for one
year iofuncton efficiently if-correctly used
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wound with approxinately ioo ft..
of wire (which is the length of a
standard P.M.G. aerial) has been
found satisfactory

damii' g

Controlling Oscillatioñ
A useful hint when using a frame
aerial with several stages of 11F.
which may then be rather difficult
to control on account of the low

finely to control the damping introduced into the first grid circuit,
and so control oscillation to a very
accurate degree, which is most
useful when trying to pick up weak
or distant transmissions.

No. of turns,
spaced in. apart.

S orne Dimensions
For the convenience of amateurs
who have not yet tried frame aerial
reception there is appended a table
of suitable dimensions, tiumber of
turns and spacing of same, covering
various ranges of wave length. I
certainly advise the experimenter
who has not yet done so to try
this very interesting method of
reception. He will find there is

of a frame aerial, consists
in placing a carbon compression
variable resistance in the grid
return lead from the frame aerial as

inFig.

Bythismeansitispossible

7.

I

Inductance.

Side of square.

Max.

with

)

0003.

Max.

?

with

.0005.

130 metres

170 metres

230

300

zço

380

375

4°

175

440

50

2ft.

240

500

650

ft.

ITO

350

450

S

T4ft.

320

580

750

'z

4ft.

2 ft.

2

j

4

6

-

8

10

--

12
4

2ft.

50

2 ft.

8o

2ft.

125

2ft.

4

j

,,

,,

8io

,,.

,

i,ioo

,,

These figures are for the box type frame aerial, .aiid do not apply to the diamond type. Iftlie wires are
only spaced * in. apart (less is not advisable), the maximum wavelength obtainable may be increased a little.
A suitable. size wire is i8SW.G. copper wire, a smaller size
being advised.
;.:
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TA KING the GUESS out

Build Shipton Productsinto your
Sets end you build efficiently.
Shipton apparatus is designed
with a practical sympathy for
the experimenter's neerig. .Aslt
your dealer for Shi pton Products.

-

of

RADIO

Every individual THERLA condenser tested
:; and guaranteed by Faraday House
Ask your dealer for a fixed condenser nail radio
Insist upon Therla Fixed
becomes n great guess.
Condensers and take the guess Out of Radio. You
build flot v4th an arbitrary guaranteed capacity
iut Tested Capaeoty. Therein lies the great advance
from mass production with nU its Inefficiencies
to laboratory and scientIfic building.
U,, the llena Grid Codeener the Tiens access I.e. ant
OP,j the Thons arraso the Telephones; the Thons for

the

goil

13

mid,

5015

mid

00f

nil.

macli

to

,IleieetrIo

losses

been
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THE SHIPTON POTENTIOMETER
Essential for precise control of any
H.F.- ReceIver. Makes, Multi-HF.
work a pleasure. One-hole fixing.
Have your panels of uniform appearance. When fitting Shipton Rheostats, use the Shipton F'otenteonieter
-the finish nd style of the knobs
are similar, bOO ohres
4/6
-

tm°53

pberie conditions.

....

O°.1iìÏIIIII(I

IIi!It

3/3/-

-

----

I,

-i

STAT6Oohm

SHIPTON New Type VARIABLE
GRID LEAK
3/Faraday House Laboratory Test

creme in the cepa-

-

....

-

SHIPTON New Type STRIP RHEO-

tested 1st

ciie!fletio o

----

STAT3Oohin

nuitable for ordisney reoS?tie, porposeo 54 (cesomitUng sooth.
BY the epeo101 ecetbol of
assembly festere centlelY
eliniflite and we 01.0 get

FROM ALL DEALERS
mid. to

composed of
specosiIy prepored,

eg1lgis1c.

4

P R I CEs
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?cneet eeledee
r°
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n,eqcectIy,

routtont Aer.al Toning; 11e TheeL cherove, a fined emsdenser L, eoptoyod The Therlo Is ore threes accurate-it i,
teoted eapoetty. Build o 11h tho Therl Fised Coesdeneer
Fose have s ottudard condenser of tested sod proved ctp&city

cOol

Sh'pton Products include:
SHIPTON New Type STRIP RHEOSTAT 7 ohm (with tuse) - 3/SHIPTON New Type STRIP RHEO-

The p1,1cc see

brocs

-

1

Report.
No. T/252/H.
- The gridleaksubmitted was
tested for resistance at various
positiossof ita handle, and the re-

.

sistañcevariedcorstinuouslyfrorn
0.5 megohms to b.5 megohms.

-

SHIPTON New Type VERNIER
COIL HOLDER (for Panel

Mounting)
2-way . - 4/:

-

3-way .. 7/6

Nickle-plated:

2-way . - 4/6 3-way -. 8/- CuIn'rreTJ alOnSo s50.00
rsflTt C
° "a-',.-.-..---,-.
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far more thrill in getting all the
B.B.C. stations with a i or 2-valve
set on a frame, than in receìving
them on an outside aerial. It is
possible to pick up most of the
B.B.C. stations even without H.F.
amplification, and in order to obtain
reaction the reaction coil may be
coupled to a small coil placed in

former slightly wider than Mr.
Straker's, and wound it with
28 DCC. wire, about ioo turns
secondary and roo primary.
On the higher wavelengths I
find that I get better results by
using the coil holder on the top of
the cabinet as a vario-coupler.
Radio-Paris, for instance, is very
good with 300 across secondary
and 250 across primary, both these
coils being home made, the 300
being
basket coils mounted in
series (28 enamel wire, and the 250
a lattice wound coil 28 DCC.
I have been agreeably surprised
to find how good this set is for
short-wave work. Usiig specially
wound coils, I get from 65 to ioo
metres. Here I find that I get the
best results using iminiaturc frameaerial coils in the McMichael coil
holder. On 6 in. frame aerials
iô turn.s 28 D.C.C. and ii turns
for sec. and prim. are used. I am
making some rather larger frames,
and shall wind with ¡8 bare thined
copper.
The Italian press report, sent
out from Rome, comes in very well
on ioo metre and I have logged a
large number of amateurs on from
65 to 90 metres, checked by wave
Yours truv,
meter.
NORMAN GUTTEiuDCE.
Hasleniere.

"The Wireless Constructor"
Neutrodyne

Receiver

X

SIR,-You may care to hear of
my results with the three-valve
Neutrodyne Receiver described iii
No. i of THE WIRELESS CON-.
STRUCTOR.

This set was built to your plans
with a few minor changes. I ant
using a D.E.V. valve as HF., a
D.E.Q. as detector, and can use
eu lier a D.E.\T. or ordinary type
of valve as L.F.
I am actually
using a Cossor bright emitter as

AA

LP.

C4A'BOÑ
9FS(Fz4,%CE

On the top of the valve cabinet
I have fixed a McMichael Reversine
coil holder, and attachment for
plugging into transformer valve

Fig. 7.-Controlling, oscillatiòn
by means of a resistance.

holder.
My best results on broadcasting
have been obtained using the H.P.
transformer of Mr. Donald Straker,
"Wireless
and described in
Weekly " of December 17, 1924.
Using this transformer, the set is
remarkably selective.
I can
receive Manchester without a trace
of London or J3ourneinoutli.
I
have, however, made this trans-

series with the frame aerial in the
grid circuit, or the anode coil may
be tuned with a variable condenser,
regeneration bein obtained through

the inter-electrode capacity of the
valve. Other methods will suggest
themselves to the experimenter,
and very interesting results may
be obtained
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fl the course of
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aerial of the new
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The Wade Wireless Tool-Set removes the handicap of make-shift tools, comprising as it does
10 of the most useful and essential tools for the
\Vireless Worker. We illustrate two of the
tools actually at work, which gives some slighi
idea -of

ICRANIC
L'NITUNE APERIODIC F(XD COUPLER

-

the utility

should use

this

Coupler

-

The many difficu1ties which arise in short
wave reception owing to very high f requencies.are greatly reduced by the use of the
Igranic Initune Aperiodic Fixed Coupler.
Yet there is no difficulty in fitting it to any
receiver having standard coilholders. You
plug the coupler into the first grid socket,
remove the aerial lead from the set and
connect it to the right hand terminal on
(see illustration) the plug extension area.
The left hand terminal you connect to the

'tearth" terminal

Unitune Minor

-

.

300-600

,,

set as

a

whole
-

The Counter Sink. This enables you
to get the heads of your screws
down flush to the surface of the
ebonite, thus obviating the unsightly
finisti observed on many home
constructed sets.

In dditiun you have
I Extra-long Screw-driver, which enables you to get at
screws inside your setwithout fouling thewiring system.
I Broad Screw-driver for turning all ordinary screws. I
\Vire Bender, invaluable for bending wire to any shape.
I Hammer, for Cabinet construction, straightening wire
and for use generally where household hammer Is far
too clumsy.
2 Box Spanners, 4B.A. and 6 B.A., absolutely essential
for turning nuts in awkward places. They replace
pliers, which always burr the nuts.
i Counter Sink, to enable screw heads to be sunk to
the panel level.
i Rerncr, for enlarging holes to any diameter. Replaces
numerous and costly drills.
i Bradawl, for starting screw holes.
I Double-sided File, for smoothing-off soldered joints, etc.
All these tools fit into tite Universal Holder provided.

of the set and to earth.
8o-z8o metres 76

Major

the

The Wire Bender. This handy tool
enables you to bend wire to any
shape, to get at stiff wire in awkward
places and bend it round pegs,
terminals, etc., with ease.

For Transatk ritic aiid
short 'wave reception
-you

of

9/-

As your dealer about it.

If you can't get the tool-set from your local dealer
send Postal Order to us, mentioning dealer's name

ifl

-

-

include

Honeycomb Dttolateral Coils, Fixed Condensers, Filament Rheostats, Intervalve Transformers, Varionieters, Vario-couplers,
Bi-plug Coil Holders, Tn-plug Coil Holders, Battery Potenttometers,Vernier Friction Pencils, Electric Soldering Irons, etc., etc.
All carry the 1GRANJC guara:tee,
Write for List Z46

--

-

\

,I

----

IGRANIC ELECTRIC CO., LTD.)
t49,

treetLondon

Queen Victoria

Works:BEDFORD
IIRMINGRATÌ

.

ßrnnc/te8:
CARDIFTI'

CLAS&OW
NEWCASTLE

MANCHESTER

S

-

I

I

C,A.V

SMALL TOOLS,

LTD.,

181,

Queen

Victoria Stree. E.C.4

E.PS. 32

D

I

In

rej'I'Ving ¡o advevÍisec's,

--

-
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Try this ancient advice on your wireless set.
A half-starved set cannot give satisfactory reception.
Are you starving your set?
Consider these three points.

)

-:,a1

-

.

your receivee
throughout with S.W.C.
Jack Terminais. They
Equsp

TITE NEW CLIMAX AERIAL INSIJLATOJt. (Registered Design No.
708718).
This will stand FOUR TIMES the flash over
voltage of the ordinary cheap shell or egg Insulator while it has far less capacity to earth.
It. i. made of the same High Tension vitreoui
porcelain as the 100,000 volt insulators on
High Power Transmission lines. It will stand
It is
a direct pull of hundreds of pounds.

4

2

j

1

ì

entirely nonhygrosccp:c. It cannot absorb
moisture even if fractured. It insulates perfectly during rainfall. lt is self cleaning ois
all surfaces.
Price per pair, 1f-. Set of 4 Insulators with two
sscck absorbers, 2f 6.
THE CLIMAX RADIO EARTH. The
low-loss direct tubular earth.
Far
better than the old-fashioned waterpipe or gas-pipe earth. Ready for use. Easily
fitted. Maximum efficiency. Length approx.
l0 ins. Price 5/-.
Climax Insulated Lowloss Earth Lead, 2Oft. 1/3.

3

THE CLIMAX

.4

LIGHTNING

5

ARRESTER. Made on the multi-gap,
quenched spark principle. Provides
atmospherIc space charges and lightning
discharges with a straight path to earth of
very lOw reluctance. Protects the set whether
a use or not. No switches necessary. The
mica insuleting dices and cenes multiple gaps
ensure complete absence of shunting effect,
leaving ycur signals at mtixlmum strength.
Price 7/6 ccmplete, ready to fix.

r

M
lIA

look well, work well,
and cost but 4d. each.
Just press home the
telephone terminal-tag
and perfect connection
is instantly made. Use
them for 'phones, for
your aerial, for every
externsl lead on your receiver. All bright parts
nickelted, and every terminal providel with

distinguishing black or
red washer.

(Slotted tags are provided so
that accumulator, aerial, and
other leads can be inserted and
soldered, thus providing permanent tags in all cases.)

:

'

'
L.
j

'

fr

i

ij

, TERrAINALS

[JActc

Climax Metal Cooled Rheostats:

Prov. App!. No. 3352.

Solid rigid coil, perfeet cooling.
Insulation stands high temperature and

voltages.
Large and well-spaced terminals.
Steel grub screw fixing for contact brush, no
lock nuts to work loose.
Riveted brush with perfect brush contact.
Ilakelite knob with blind brush, will not
work loose, one-hole fixing.
Price: Climax Rheostats, O ohm pattern, I/I)
each, for one, two or three bright valves.
Climax Rheostat., 30 ohm pattern, 4/6 each,
Universal pattern for DE. or brightvalves.
Climax Potentiometers, 300 ohm pattern,

each.
INSIST ON 211E Insist6/-on the name "Climax"
offered, fend direct to us.

NAME

-

D

1i6,

-

-

substitutes are

-

-

.

Climax Patents Limited

I

O
,

I

(

S. WILDING COLE,

.

CL'

R A

; il

From your local dealer or, if any
ddficulty, send remittance (with
2d. extra postage) direct to
sole manufacturer and patentee:

I

182, Church Street, London,

-

fNOW

ElLi..

BIRMINGHAM.

2'i
5D I(

d:

1,

Aim soW in boxes of 12
for 4,e, comisiete with ret
tive terminals.

ra,ieries

1Lvite

W.8

Telephóne: Park 2023.

-

When you want a new crystal-specify CLIMAX super crystal, 1/- per box.

in replyiig
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Cãtwhiskers
By

R.

deavour to get the last
ounce of efficiency out
of their receiving sets give a
- good deal of attentìon
to the catwhisker question, trying all kinds
of types with contact points made
of a large variety of metals. I do
not know how many kinds of
catwhisker there are on the market at present, but there must be a
yery large number indeed, and the
crystal user's endeavour is to
find the best. Actually, I believe
that good resilts depend more
upon the way in which it is used
than upon the nature of the catwhisker. With most crystals tite
prQblem resolves itself into ,that of
finding a really sensitive spot, and
then adjusting the pressure of the
catwhisker until the best results
are obtained. Most of the popular
crystals consist of gale na in some

-

Fig.

i.-A

common form of
whisker.

ave

Met

W. H14LLOWS, M.À.,
-

MANY crystal users who en-

'

Staff Editor

point fine and sharp. An occasional thin a spread. When' the multi-'
touch up with a fine file will suffice point catwhisker is used it will be
for this. In order to obtain greater found that in almost any position
stability in the crystal detector one at least of its ires is making
contact with a sensitive spot, anithat good results can be obtained
with the minimum amount of
FINE WIRE B/MD/NC searching.
Another Type
A very good type of catwhisker
is the spear-point pattern,, seen in
Fig. 3. Its great advantage' is that
it is easy to keep the point sharp
and fine, and that it givés a very
delicate contact. A very satisfactory form of spear-point whisker
be made in a few minutes in
Fig. 2.-A form of whisker giving can
the following simple way. Take 'a
many points of contact.
piece of No. 30 copper wire about
2 in. in length, and fiattn its end
with a catwhisker of this kind and by hammering it gently. With a
a light contact it is a good tip to pair of sharp scissors cut the flatcover the surface of the crystal
with a piece of. very fine muslin,
which can be secured in place by
anchoring it to the contact screws
of the cup with a few stitches.
The fine point of the whisker penetrates the muslin easily, and once
the sensitive spot lias been found
it is held in place by the mesh.

L>

A

"Brush" Contact

1I

Fig. 2 shows a kind of whisker
form or other, and with galena a very easily made, which makes Fig. 4.-A very stable form of very light contact is generally re- searching for a sensitive spot a
contact.
quired to give a good flow of cur- simple business, besides assuring a
rent through the telephones. Un- respectable amount of stability.
less the detector is so designed that To make it strip off the insulation. tened part to a point. Then coil
very fine adjustments can be made for about an inch at the end of a the rest of the wire tightly round a
it is not easy to obtain just the right
tout knitting needle.
amount of pressure between the
point of the catwhisker and the
The "Gyro" Pattern
surface of the crystal; further, a
One
of the most ingenious catvery light contact means that the
whis1ers that I have come acruis
slightest jar will disturb the setting,
is the "Gyro" pattern, seen in
often arrived at after a good deal
Fig. 4. This is made from a piece
of work.
Fig. 3.-The "spear-point" type. of thin,
fiat, springy metal, wound
The Spiral Type
erst into a horizontal spiral, and
It iay be said that nearly any piece of flex containing a large then into a vertical spiral lying
With a within the former. The double
kind of catwhisker will work number of thin wires,
satisfactorily if it is properly used, piece of fine wire bind the strands coils at right angles to one another
Fig. z shows the spiral type, which firmly together to within about take up any jars dr jolts that may
in. of the end. Snip off the little come the way of the detector, rnd
is fitted in probably ninety per
cent, of crystal receiving sets. It bundl with a pair of wire cutters, 'once the correct adjustnaeht has
been found the point of the catshould be noticed that greaUy in- and the whisker is made,
The free ends of the wires should whisker will remain in place in
ciased' 'efficiency can general'y be
obtained by keeping the contact be spia) ed a little so as to gi e spite of quite rough handling

.''

'

'L

'''
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The Best Metal
Which is the best metal to use
for the catwhisker ? This depends
very largely upon the particular
crystal with which it is employed.
Both brass and copper give good
results with galena, whilst some
amateurs pin their faith to catwhiskers tipped with gold or silver.
My own experience is that with the
majority of "ite " crystals a silver
contact point gives slightly better
i'esults than aiiy other.

May,. 11)25

How

Your

to Fix

Crystals into

theCups
IT is

not always realised that the
contact which the crystal makes
with its cup is every bit as important as that between the crystal
and the catwhisker. If you have a
bad contact between crystal and cup
Not too Stiff
you cannot hope for good signal
The most important thing about strength, and you will find it
any kind of' catwhisker is that it extremely difficult to obtain any
should not be too stiff, for this kind of stability in your detector.
icsults generally in a harsh con- Some amateurs mount the crystal
tact. But ho iliatter what kind of by running molten solder into the
catwliisker is used it cannot per- cup and pressing it down until the
solder solidifies. This is a very
form well unless the surface of the
crystal is perfectly free from dirt bad practice, for crystals, especially
and grease. There is
greater those of the synthetic-galena type,
niistake thami to handle crystals, for are very susceptible to time effects
if they are touched they collect a of heat, and tIme melting point of
thin filin of grease, which soon solder is high enough to impair
their sensitiveness. If you wish
becomes covered with ziiirnmte particles of dust. The crystal should be to imbed your crystal iii metal, do
washed from time to time in abso- not use solder, but purchase a
lute alcohol, obtainable from any stick of Wood's metal, which has
chemist-do iiot use petrol or a very low melting point. The
methylated spirit, both of which best way to mount the crystal with
contai ii solid impurities, which they the aid of Wood's metal is this.
deposit as they evaporate. Pick up Grip the cup in a pair of gas pliers
a crystal always with a pair of and place in it two or three short
tweezers. Some crystals seem to pieces cut froni the stick. Hold
it in the flame of a Bunsen burner
lose their sensitivity
time
this can generally be restored by or spirit lamp until the metal nuis,
chipping away the old surface with then withdraw it from the flame
the point of a penknife and expos- and, just before solidification sets
in, pick up the crystal in a pair of
ing a new one.
ib

iii

t

tweezers and press it weil down,
holding it there until the metal.
has set.
Use of Tinfoil
If you use a cup of the type
fitted with three contact screws
you may find it exceedingly difficult
to fit in an odd-shaped piece of
crystal so that it is firmly gripped.
A good way of obtaining a better
hold, and at the same time a better
contact, is to wrap the piece of
crystal in two or three layers of
tinfoil, working it well in until it
the contours of the
follow's
crystal. Take care not to touch
the ciystal with the fingers. \Vhen
'Jie crystal has been fixed. the
tinfoil vhicli covers its top may be
scraped away with a penknife.
\Vlietlier tinfoil is used or not, it is
better to shmae your crystal a
little with the aid of ami old penknife until the part to be gripped
by the screws is roughly of the
shape of an equilateral triangle.
Most crystals can be chipped quite
easily with a knife, and shaping it
in thIs way ensures that the
screws have a good surface to grip.
The Fixing Screws
Should you be one of those
constructors for whom tapping has
110 terrors, you
may find it an
advantage to increase the number
of fixing screws to four or more by
drilling holes through the sides of
the cupi.. tapping them and inserting screws. With a good number
of screws it is usually quite a
simple matter to fix even the most
irregular crystal firmly in position.

-

a

,

The Savoy Bands have gained great popularity among listeners. They are seen above with a
collection of their jazz instruments.

-

-

-

-
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Incorporate into your Radio

"UTILITY"
VARIABLE

I

SQUARE LAW

PRODUCTS
and you will

-T

be satisfied
4EL1

at

.1

same

Ii1

&cQNTT_Pess

präce

as our

Energo Low Capacity

TUNING COILS

Sharp Tuning, Low Self-Capacity, Low Resistance, High Inductance.

r

.

rt
7

f.

Ref. No. Cap. Pdce
12/6
WC.123 001

.

.---

- -

-'------

L.

II

Energo

NOCAPACITY

2

journal.

Specially designed by elçctrical
engineers to reduce the electrostatjp capacity, this switch has
proved to be exceptionalLy reliable
in acttön and has self-cleaning
contacts.
-. Knob
Size
Type Price
i Pole Change over. WCI3O'/13/6
3
4
5
6

ri

,,
,,
,,,
,,
,,

,,

,,
,

,,
,,

,,
,,

-

3

.,,

,,

,,
,,

4

,,
,,

,,
-,,

,,
,,

WCI3OfS77-

WC13O/68/-

.

-

-.

..

450-1200
900-2000
1000-3000
2000-5000

140

650

4/-.

500

2000

6/-

300
400

1000
1300

4000
5250

7/5
8/3

oo

iaso

soo

g-

-

..
-

..

.

- -

,

II!I

,

i.si

j

I

iiji

i:.I

Price.
3/9
4/.-.

..

,

-

S.

.

4/3

-

-

we rscomrneid the ue of these
H.F.'s 'shunted with a .0002

4/9

5/-

V. Condenser accota primary.

5/.

'WC

Putbaze from your local dealei

-i

.

ii

H

Manùfactured by

WILKINS & WRIGHT

LIMITED

UTILITY Works, Kenyon Street, .Birminghafll
Established 1867.

.

any difficulty in obtaining, please u"ife

to-

-

-

r'ii

"

iiIfl

LOUD SPEAKER WORK.

direct

i4i'

:,

-

If

-.

if

IT WILL MAKE YOUR

6

W.IT.CH.ÉS.

.

-

i

,

-

Io

S"

........

,,

PRODUCTS
ENERGO
OLIVER?S YARD,
-

E.C.1

2,

and give

us the

nasos of your local dealer.
2tOUZyS

In replying

-

PRICE 15/- EACI-1

circuits, and especially recommended for first stage and
reflex circuits.

W0141'/36/W0147/4 7/6
W0147/510/5
6
WC147/610/,
,,
,
NIÓKCI-plated, sixpence èach extra.

t

4
5

450
700

50
i
150

TRANSFORMER

WC13O/35/-

WC147J2

.

nergo L.F.
For Supreme Results,
Iìfficiency, Finish and
Permanent Reliability.
The Energo LP. Transformer
is highly suitable for ali

Lever
Size
Type Price
i Pole Change over. WC147/1 4/6

2 :,,

..

6

W0130/46/-

.,,

3

150250-

Max. 001 Prlcs

Min. 0005

TRANSFORMERS MATCHED

Wavelength
in metres.

No.

The"UTILITy" NO-CAPACITY
SWITCH, asissed in the constriictional articles appearing la this

2

i{.F.

Most attractive and efficieht. Wound with silkcovered wire. Made in aLl
wavelengths.

WC.124

I

No.

looselyfittedspindlesareused.

VC.j25 0003
879
7/9
WC.145 0002
' WC.148 0001
716
Vernier 2/6 extra

:.

Approximate Wavelength
Shunted with Condenser.

specially designed to give
maximum
results. Patent
air-spaced winding and
mounted in an anti-capacity
and feather-weight method.
they are particularly suitable where coil holders with

PRICES.

__________

__

The se coils have been

RDINARY
1

.
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An

e

Experimenter's

Desk
CHARLES

By

A useful addition lo the

man who

workshop of the

constructs

Wireless

sels

This photograph shows how the desk may be used as a testing
stand for the completed receiver.

T? VERY builder of wireless sets
have felt the need of
J4 must
some simple support upon
which he can stand his panel during
the period of construction. Then,
again, on compietn he will require
to put his instrument through its
paces, before fixing it in the cabinet,
in case of possible modifications or
açljustnients being required.
The device illustrated fills this
want very effectively, and it offers
the advantages also of being most
inexpensive and easy to make up.
In fact, this was constructed
ciitirely from odd "junk." It
will accommodate securely any
panel from eight to eighteen inches
in length. Whichever size is under
construction, the desk enables one
to get at either side without any
obstruction being present to hinder
one's wcrk.

Varying the Size
Change of size is obtained simply
by removing the bolt and fly nut
securing the right-hand "leg,"
and refixing in the appropriate
hole. The materials used are a
piece of ein. board gin. wide
and about a couple of feet long,
a strip of wood the same length,
between 2 ifl. and 3 in.- wide, and
a little thicker than the average
ebonite panel. The legs, or struts,
are of iron in. wide and in. thick.
Apiece i8in. long is employed for
each. Bent at
a convenient
angle by heat.
ing to redness
in a Bunsen
burner and
bending in a
vice, theshort

4

-

-.

,:

J

.L

:

I

4k
I

SCre\\e4

down to the base board
at the left-handend, and
also to the narrow crosspiece of wood. The latter
is further secured to the
base by two or three
screws at intervals put
in slautwise.
A -tin. hole is drilled
j through the right-hand
strut and through the
cross-piece to take a in.
-

-

-

J

--

-

The panel is rested in this way on the desk while wirir.;
u.p is in progress.
-

-

-

i
k;

/.1'

,/ Showing
the
construction

3in.endof
011e 5

:

/

-.
-

-

of the acces-

sory.

bolt and fly nut. This is found to
give quite sufficient rigidity. Further
holes in the cross-piece are bored
at 2 in. intervals, so that the strut
can be attached for taking panels
of various sizes. It will be noticed
that a cheese-head scréw is put
through each strut also, and secured
by a nut behind. The holes for
these are drilled rather outside
the centre line of each iron strip,
in order to allow a fair width for
supporting the panel, and the
purpose of the cheese-hea&is to
prevent the same slipping sideways.
Similarly, a couple of pieces of
metal scrap ale screwed to the
cross-support further to ensure
safety.
-
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"MORRIS"Solid Oak Standard

''

r
o

'

i

-.

/

J

For any kind of receiver and
panel. Height 3 ft. 6 Ins.; depth.
101i ins. Back panel removable.
Guaranteed first-claus workmanship and quality. immediate
delivery from stock.
Willingly sent on approval.

.......
Pi-icea:

ins, inside width . £4 10 0
£4 150
24105
36 isis. mattel de luxe -. £7 15 0
part essrrissge& pa.king lo. extra.

SOLID OAK WIRELESS TABLE
with large dross-er 25 Ins. by
16 ins., height 26 ins. 27,. 6d..
carriage paid, &sfd st sas t
trirrt,-es stern, also at Lewis's,

Liverpool,

as-

j

-

itirretfrom

M. Verstraeten (Dept. 20),
SSo, Lord Street. LIVERPOOL

'Be1I-n-iouti
Trumpet of

Press
Envelópes

-

with Type and
serial numbers

..........
........
.............

216

Set.... .......
A.M.!.E.E.

6 How to Build the A.B.C. Wave

-

:

..

i

Speaker Unit
incorpor,stitig
the "floatîg','
diaphragm.The
unit is "insula ted" and

P. Kendall, ESe.
to Build a 2-Valv& Amplifier-deLuxe
1/6
- ..'
By Herbert K. Simpson.
B How to Make s 1-Valve Reex Receiver 1/6
-By Herbert K. Simpson.
9 How to Build an Efficient Sinnle Valve
Set
1/6
By Herbert K. Simpson
By G.
7 How

.'.

detachable from
the sound condult.

-

-

The contour of
the Sound Conduit affords a
duct of considerable length,
compared with
the overall dln'Iensions of the
instrument, and
the
sweeping
curve allows an

unobstructed

-,

.

path

for the
sound waves.

Super Loud

.. 1/6

Trap

resonance.

-

guaranteescom
plete satisfaction
toanypossessor
ofanAMPLION

P. Kendall, B.Sc.
to Build the All Concert-de-tiixe
Receiver
2f6
By Percy W.,.Hrris.
5 How to Build the Omni Receiver
-; 2/6
John
Scoti-Taggart, P.!nsLP.,
By
By G.
4 How

objectionable

-

conditionally

AM. ¡EF.

2/6

J'

f

whi ch th e
"HOUSE OF
GRAHAM"un-

:

horn, to ensure
freedom from

thereon, by

1/6

How to Build a 4-Valve Receiver
..
By Percy W. Harris.
3 Hogs to Build thi "Siroplicity" 3-Valve

conduit and

J'

Sound, the " insulated" wood
horn possesses
especial merit.

HERE IS THE COMPLETE LIST FOR YOU TO

2

of

Name-plate

t'

Sond Conduit
provided vith
rubber bush to
receive unit as
vel1 as connectorat junction of

S

.

polished oak dr
m a h o g a n y.
Artistic in ap.
pearance and
the best possible

radiator

The most complete guide to wireless
construction ever devised. They contain exact size panel and wiring blue
prints, complete working drawings,
sheets of instructions regarding -construction and working, lists of components, and many photographs on
beautiful art paper showing the set
and wiring from every possible angle.
Every possible detail is explainea and
you cannot go wrong.,
CHOOSE FROM
How to Build an S.T.IOO Receiver
..
J5
John
By
Scctt-Taggaii,
Inst P

,-.

H

i

Radio

I

:,'

with locks

Cabinet

-

'

electro - plated
Base, ensuring
stability and

,,i»iaki
-

allowing the
horutobetilted

the

.

The Conduit
is hinged to
the wéighted

suit the

to

acoustics of any

aptrtjnent.

-,1

.

-

aboie can be obtained from wireless dealers
booksellers-or direct (plus d posta ge)Jrorn Dept D
..4U

Radio Press Panel Cards
Wiring Charts
Panel Trangfers

:

..

S!I:1ver
.........
........
........
........
RADIO PRESS PANEL CARDS.

'

I 0
For 2 Valve Set
For 3-Valve Set
1/0
3 For 4-Valve Set
110
RADIO PRESS WIRELESS PANEL
TRANSFERS
o/o
Alt a&ov cñtbè oiaIned froin u;ireless dealers,
booksellers-or direct (plus 3d. post age)frorn Depi. W.

The

oud-Speaker Supreme

2

-.

.

lRabfo llt'cß,

.

1Ltb,

\

't..

In re/,l'ying

-

.

..

Obtainable from AMPLION STOCKISTS and Wirekea Dhlers Everywlie,.
/lus&W& Folder posi free /iin the Patentees and Manufacturers:

.A.LFREI)

.

G
tk

..............
.

.

-

-

-

-.

GL&RAM)
ST. ANDREW'S WORKS, CROFTON PARK, LONDON, S.E.4
given
A.

dunngbrodcngboUrt

Suburban Showrooms:

Bush House, Strand, London W.C.2
Barclays Ad.
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.

ii

79-82. Hiela Sr., Ctapham, SW..
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FILAMENT CONTROL
-

C

Works on an entirely
new principle. No wires
to scrape and scratch.
No powder to cause
troublesome "Packing."

/

FURTHER

STILL

-

t

'11

ADVANOES

in

CRYSTAL
't'
4

DI3TL3CTION
THERE is no such thing as a really permanent Crystal Detector, despite what you
may be told to the contrary.
The nearest approach to permanency in crystal detection is that achieved
by the ' HOVIMO" CRYSTAL VALVE, which, in its origidal very simple form,
¿s now quite well known to wireless users and investigators.
This has now been superseded by the very scientific and workmanlike new design to
be known as the NEW HOVIMO CRYSTAL VALVE (illustrated above), in which is
embodied all the improvements which long experience with this particular sort of
Detector has suggested.
Wireless investigators have for months been endeavouring to discover Just what is
the combination of crystal lei the HOVIMO CRYSTAL VALVE which succeeds in
producing this semi-permanency, which makes louder signala, which enhances
reaction when used in crystal reflex sets, but so far they have not succeeded, and
the HOVIMO still remains the most successful.
Careful exeeriments have oroved that the success of the Hovimo Crystal Valve
does rot lie exclusively with the combination of Crystals-but that it is the amount
of pressure between the two crystals which actually does the trick."

The N 13\\'

?eP1ace the old-fashioned inefficient Detector.

has been designed so that this Important adjustment is being made first by micrometer
screw, which acts on a spring placed over the Crystal so that infinitely small alteration
of pressure is possible, thus allowing each Crystal Valve to be adjusted to thé particular set with which it is coing to be used. Furthermore, this arrangement makes it
prscticdlly impossible to crush the Crystals by over-pressure.
in the manufacture of the Hovimo Crystal Valve only loose crystals are used, so
that practically all handling of them is avoided leaving their original sensitiveness
absolutely unimpaired. Any sort of fastening of the Crystals would involve the use
of heat, and consequently impair their sensitiveness.
in the main, however, the NEW HOVIMO CRYSTAL VALVE ' once adjusted
is always adjusted," onlY requiring the merest touch to produce a resonant sensitivity
both in straight-away crystal sets as used in millions of homes or in the more
developed reflex sets, such as the ST. 100.
1
this parficular set (the ST. 100) the NEW HOVIMO CRYSTAL VALVE is
absolutely idea!,
Its neat, handsome design adds to the appearance of the panel, and its one-knob
adjustment works exactly as.a filament Rheostat, so that controlAs perfect.
-When buying a HOVIMO CRYSTAL VALVE the whole contents are visible-the
construction can be judged-and the crystals (the vital part) inspected.
-

k
f

--

Buy Common Sense-Not Mysteries
C. MOLBACK,

676

-CHANCERY

In replying

Gies astoundingly easy
control of bright or dull
emitters-a marvel of

.

________
ECL

rIHÉ

noiseless efficiency.

IA'tL

Economises current;

LcoJi.aoLji
-

:

'i!(
.f

hole fixing.

-

flce

/

eac h

From all

...

good dealers

Sole Manufaclurers-.

H.

-

I

i

CLARKE &

Co.

(Mcr.)

Ltd.

Works, Old Traf ford, Manchester
i-'/:ones.

683

&

'Grams: "Pi-bid, Mancheslce."

793 Ti-afford Park.

At1as

"YANKEE" RADIO TOOL SET
No.103

j

'1Ii

dJ_I

r

':

_____J______

-

.:.:.v,,

'J!

-

The handiest set of tools ever made for radio work.
Takes care of all screw
reams and countersinks
runs up nuts ; bends and loops wire
and is
-provided with a wrench for jack and hex, or square
nuts. A touch on the ratchet shifter gives a right and
left ratchet and rigid adjustment;
holes

ÓBTAINABLE OF ALL GOOD TOOL
DEALERS AND IRONMONGERS

-

27, hIgh Holborn, London, W.C.i.
Telephone

.

lengthens the life of your
valves, and is a deciding
factor in bringing in
those elusive stations..:
o ohms resistance. One

"HOVIMO"
CRYSTAL VALVE

-.

-

-

-

8391.
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You,

also,

can

increase your salary

V

V

.

"Mter 17 years with a
London engineering firm I was
receivingonly4 lOS. od. aweek
but becoming an I.C.S. student
in Civil Engineering, I quicLly
got an appointment at £1.000 a
year. which steadily increaaed
tO2,5OO

-

I

Many thousands of such
messages from grateful students
have been received by the International correspondence
choo1s, the originators of

CLIX
Retail

CLIX!

--

PROVIDES ANIDEAL PCINT FOR SDLDERIIC

Pr,ces-

CLIX with Lockrn,t 3d.
CLIX Adspter with
Locknut Zd.
CLIX Insulators
(6 colours) id. each
CLIX Bushes

Perfect contact-instantaneously-eVeryWhere.
The lapered design of CLIX
p1ugsocket ensures full surface
contact in every one of its
countless applications.
That's why CLIX, the ElectroLink with 159 uses, supersedes all
forms of Plugs, Terminals and
Switches, and has standardised
the wiring of all radio circuits.

'1
:

1' .......
Obtainable from oil Wireless Dealers or direct from
the

Patentees &Manufsctners

AUTOVEYORS,

LTD.

Racho Engineers and Contractors

84

A

VICTORIA STREET. LONDON,

GUARANTEED

GRID

S.W.1

SPARE TIME STUDY BY POST

The I.C.S. Diploma is known, valued, respected in ever
country. It is an insurance against unemployment, and wins
prosperity and happiness for its owners.
SIR HAROLD BowrI, MANAGING DIRECTOR dp TISE
RALEmH CYCLE Co,, LTD., NOTTINGHAM, Says:The Diploma of the I.C.S. in the hands al an ambitions
man can carry him far, as it has carried thousands. To
possess this qualification is proof of a sound, thorough, and
specialised education in the subject representing that

man's vocation."

TheLC.S. originated spare-time technical training by post 33 years ago and
tar the largest institution ni its kiii3 in the -world. -It bas teaching centres
eleven countries, and students in ftlty.

is by
us

Write to-day for full information as to how the I.C.S. can
help you in your chosen vocation. Therç are 300 I.C.S. Courses.
of which the following are-the most iniportant groups:Wireless Telegraphy (Elementary and Advanced
Advertising
Protesisonal Exams.
Engineering (fl
Architedture
Salesmanship
branches)
Building
Showøard Writing
French md Spanish
Commercial Art
Textiles
General Education
Commercial Training '
Window Dressing
Market Gardening
Draugbtsmanslsip
Woodworking
Plumbing

International Correspondence Schools, LtcL

172, International Buildings, Kingeway, London, W.C.2.

LEAK

DIA LS FOR ALL

.

REQUIREMENTS

FOR

HOME

-

sJt-

CONSTRUCTORS

DARCO
NEW PROCESS"
(Patents Pending)
Every Darco Leak has TEI1MINALS
You can
and SOLDERING TAGS.
connect it direct from grid to filament without special clips. You can
fit it into any type of holder.
Every Darco Leak is guaranteed,
and is made in all Standard sizes,
packed in nest cartons.

:-

29 ins.

1g ins.

-

Nature's Own Laboratories:

diamonds and pearls are also
produced
by both these
inetliotis. Weuld you bue, a

ma)lufactured diamond?

Crystal
G. R. S.
Is n natural Galena, each piece
'

HARDING. HOLLAND

Cd

FRY, LTD,

in.
j in.
i

1f-

-

Bd.

t

CRYSTALS

ABOUT

Wireless crystals are made in
both Chemical Laboratories and

Look for the little glaas tube with the red label.
Froni all wire! ess dealers, ora specimen willbesrnf OPi receipl of remittance

-

-

r.'

High St., WATFORD.
DARCO LTD., 77-79.
'Phones: 1432, 33b.

Don't waste time in trying to find a
live spot on the crystal. To ensure
clear and perfect reception insta! the
world-famed TAUTE (1 9) or H.HF.
Super HERTZITE (1/6) Crystals, which
uire ail adtive, super -senitive, and miss nothing. Every piece
tested and guaranteed. Get one to-day and prove for yourserf.

Splendid Tango of tsiperior, hlghy
polIshed dials with scale O-180
clearly engraved. 'fheseThbIfled
knobs and dials are held securely
by meaba of a small grub screw;
'they fi fluait -to panel and tite deep.
lyfiuted grip.gives Splendid control
when making tuning adjustments.
SIZES
KNOB
PRICE
DIAL
(each)
(dia.)
(dia.)
29 ins. lj ins. (as illustrated) 1/3
19m.
29ins.

of which is selected, tested and

guaranteed by us.
It is advisable to occasionally
change and rest your crystals,
and for that reason we offer:Three smillor liarge piece in
sealed boxes at 1/- each, or post
free 1/19.

G. R.

S.
(flliustrqt ion io

Micrc-Rheo

half actual size.)
Suitable for all 'types o! dull and
bright emitter VaiVcs. It isol the
single-hole fixing type, and may be
secured to the panel by drilUng'a
¿-in. hole. The knob Is held by
mealls of a small grub screw and
can be easily removed. Unlike
some types of rheostats, the special
carbon used will not pack and
comsecuently the variation of et'sistaneels uniform and boBsistent

infinite ptecision,
continuously variable from O-200
ohms., price 3.6. Post free 3/9.
ilou cannot ob?amni from poil?
èflier, write (o D,pt. G..R.S. zA filament control of

if

RADIO STORES
GERRARD
NEWPORT STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
15, LITTLE

Trade Enquicies Invited.

Ci,emic,1 MunVuet,,rr,-s ,,nd .ilifleralogj.js,

52. Queen Victoria Street. London. E.C.4
In r/lying

to
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WHAT are the latestimpróvementsinradio: hwfarhasso-and-soinvention beendeveloped, and how will it affect or influencelisteners-in?
What new circuits have been devised ; what additional benefits
are tó be derived frbm their adoption? What is a suitable set for
me to build next, or How canj make use of my components ? All
these and many other questions of an analogous character are fully
dealt with in the Splendid New Issue of " Modern Wireless " now on
hale throughout the Country. This, your favourite journal, excels
Iw it issi-les nrioinIifv stisi ,'srt4nn,.l hri1Iitin 1it,bivsd
in the urrent number, which includes articles from writers whose
names are household words. These experts contribute a really
interesting, instructive and powerful work for the general benefit
of the radio public.
All experimenters will apprefully provided for by A. D.
ciate a serious endeavour on Cowper, M.Sc., who describes
the part of G. P. Kendall, "A SIMPLE SELECTIVE
B.Sc. to assist their entry SET." Thisreceiver,asitsnanie
into t'he field of superheterodyne implies, ensures selectivity, and
reception, which is very little its construction should be weil
known to most British enthu- within the capabilities of the
siasts. The article is entitled
modest enthusiast.
"AN
EXPERIME1TER'S
In addition to this there is an
SUPERSONIC RECEIVER," interesting article by Percy W.
and the set, which is described Harris, MIRE.
(Assistant
in full detail, is thoroughly Editor), giving most valuable
practical and effective. It is advice to those who, owing to
especially designed to facilitate lack of information on some
general experimental work on minor points, have hitherto
the superheterodyne, and is hesitated to step into the field of
used by the author himself for constructors and experimenters.
this purpose.
That other grades of our
Readers desiring to construct readers have been suitably proa useful, set without delving
vided for will readily be seen
unduly into the intricacies of from a brief glance at the
wireless technique have been contents selection.
If you contemplate a new receiver, or an addition to your existing
set if you wish to augment your knowledge of wireless or test a new circuit, 'Modern Wireless" will show you how, and
moreover, in the most interesting and economical manner.

I
:E5:

'.

ll

-

-

itIf

-

A

Selecjion from Contents'
HOW TO MAKE:

AN EXPERIMENTER'S SUPERSONIC

RECEIVER. By G.P. Kendall, B.Sc.
GENERAL PURPOSE THREEVALVE RECEIVER. By A. JohnsonRandall.
A DRAWING-ROOM TWO-VALVE
RECEIVER. By John Underdown.
A SIMPLE SELECTIVE SET. By
A. D. Cowper, M.Sc.
A'CRYSTAL SET FOR COMPARATIVE TESTS. By A. S. Clark.'
A SPLIT SECONDARY TUNER. By
John W. Barber.
BROADCASTING
ZURICH
THE
STATION. By Capt. Plugge, B.Sc.
USING THE POTENTIOMETER. By
R. W. Hallows, M.A.
IN PASSING.
TROUBLE CORNER.
Regular Transmissions from Continental and American Broadcasting Stations. By
Capt. Plugge.

.

A

HH:

-

'

T
MONTHLY

L

;

Apr

Issue

¡

BUY YOUR COPY TO-DAY!!

lt

is

as good as a C6urse on Wireless.

MODERN WIRE LE SS
EDITED by JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART,
Adrerijoement of Radio Press,

Lid.,

F.Inst.P.,

A.M.I.E

E.

Bush Rouse, Strand, London, W.C'.2.
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-
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-
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BOOKS

for Beginners

-

Experts

nd'

n doubt the very remarkable growth in the number of bome
built Receiving Sets can be attributed to tbe exceptional Books and
}iagazinea published by Radio Press,
Ltd. This organtsatton-the largest of
Its kind In the world-lias risen from
quite modest beginnings because it Was
the first to realise that the crying need
then, as now, was for dependable literature.

UTIITflOUT
4'

The moment a man gets really Interested
in Radio lieja so fascinated that he jmmediately wants to learn more about it.
Naturally be bays books and magazinesbut let those books or magazines be too

technical that he cannot understand and
appreciate them, or let them contain Innecuracies or mis-statenients, and Radio
losca another promising recruit.
Radio Press. Ltd., pursues s deftòlte policy
In Its book publishing which osii be
summed up as follows

:-

It publishes Books written only by
authors of repute. Its Editorial Staffboth in number and in experience the
strongest in the country-is weil able to
(a)

check every manuscript gubmitted and
to supervise generally the publication of
every Book.

The

(b)EachBook selected for publication must
SII a definite nIche in the Jtadlo Press

Favourite

of

the Fami1y---

Series. Just as there are many grades
of wireless enthusiasts from novidee to

experienced experimenters, so there most
be various types of Radio Press Books.
At the same time, however, every phase
of the Science is covered so thoroughly
that anyone can build up a complete
library as bis knowledge increases.

-

..................................

VOWfl
Featherweight

(e) Every Radio Press Book is printed
In good style, profusely illustrated sad

Headphones
are flOW
reduced lo

represents particularly good value for
money. While several of the more
elementary ones are published at a
cheaper price, the bulk of the Radio
Press Serles cost 2/ each. This price
permits a very lugh quality being maint,aiued, and allows half-tone illustrations
nd In the ease of the constructional
books, the f ulkst descriptions being given
of every stage of Set building.

-

per pair,
l20& 4,000 ohms
..

--------------

-

Make up your mInd to look through the
whole series at your Bookseller's or
Wireless Dealer's-he h as them in stock
or wlU get them for you. It will be
your ftrst step to Increased prolicleucy.

..

..

member of the family
prefers the .lßtOWfl FeatherWeighing
weight Headphone.
but six ounces (including cords)
it is easily the universal favourite,
Its tone is so clear-there are no
ugly projections to catch in the
hair-its wide adjustable bands
will instantly fit any head-it
does, in fact. all that a Headphone
should do for Broadcast reception.

EVERY

.

S. G. Brown, Ltd.,

Victoria Rd., N. Acton, W.3

$hsw-,00ms: 19. Motimer Street. WI.
67. 111gb Street.

IS, Moorf held,, Liverpool.

5othsinpton.

AU Radio Press pubLications can be obLamed from any Newsarenf, Bookseller,
occ4 Wireless dealers or direct from hie
Pu b4is1er8.

Qillerfji2416

Complete List (W) Free on App1icatio.

lRabf o flre
ltb.,
Bush Ilouse,Strand,London,W .C.2
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The Radio Press Envelope System
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adio press» method of rendering
assistance to the construcior isuniversallyacclaimed
as one of the most efficient aids yet devised.
These envelopes contain working diagrams, exact
size blueprints of wiring and of the panel (suitable
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R.P.

Envelope No. 2
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Envelope No. 3
'Similcity" 3-Vaiee Se&
By G. P. Kendall, ESe.
R.P.

ii/te
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t
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extreme
Notwithstanding
ease of operation tins set gives
excellentresults and wilirecciva
ail the
BBC. statiOns and
many Continental ones upon
the 'phonesand wiliwork aloudsp aer frjn the nearest ones.
twice 2s. Ud. (2s. Od. post free).

R.P. Envolope NO. 4

The Finishieg

'

i)

Te eh te

y

e'

S.t

By using "JtADIO PRESS
WIRELESS PANEL TRANSi"iits" you can give to your
set that Ilnished appearance
whIch makes all the difference.
Not only aro these transfers the
cheapest and best., but they are
officIally used by the Radio
Press Staff for their.seto. Buy
a packet or two from your wirelese dealer. 6d. per large packet of 80 labels or Post t'tec 8d.

Harria,
A supremely handsome
-3-% alve sèt with enclosed
valves and all the latest
Improvements
technical
incorporated.
Price 2s. Od. (?s. Pd. post
free).

%C'k

..sea

L'LJA/.

Titis is the ideal easilyhandled set for long rango
For
loud-speaker work.
those some distance from a
station this set is Ideal,
Price 2s. Od. (2s. Ud. post
tree),

The "All-Concert de Ltixe"
lec.,iver.
fly Percy W.

J)LR-VAI.vE atI(;II\rR

t

'I

angle, a list of components, and full instructions
for the construction and operation of the set

I!ake a Fa,nilj,t
4-relve Receiver. By Percy
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SHARPER

-

LOWER
MICRO

TUrING
LOSSES

ADJUSTMENT
HAND
NO
CAPACITY
HERMETICALLY SEALED
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BRETWOOD

:

VARIABLE
MERCURY

.

CONDENSER

Inside this Dial is a
complete sqüaré law
Variable Condenser!

"
L

HE wonderful new Dial-odenser has astonished'
every wireless engineer
who has had the opportunity
of tsting it. For the best time
there is available a square law
condenser with a minimum
capacity of 3 micro-microfarads
capacity so low as to be
utterly negligible. And owing
to its unique construction, its

-a
I

movable and axed vanes are
not subjected to losses due Lo
bad contact and oxydisation.
The Dial-o.denser is thus a
true low-loss condenser.
\Vherever you are. using an
ordinary variable condenserexpensive and bulky-remem.
ber that you can replace it
with a Dial-o-denser and get
vastly superior results.

new variable Condenser marks
THIS
a very great stp forward in condenser design. Where other existing
tvtes consist mainly of mechanical
Haiid capacity is en- tkering, in this caseof revolutionary
tireiv abolished. This- design the various troubles inherent to
feature renders usable the design of xuultiplate condensers
uianvexcellentcircuits have been solved at the root.
which are difficult to
Tuningisexceptionally sharp, and at
control. At the sanie the sanie time the finest micro control
time the use of the is obtained, so that a carrier wave may
Bretwood Condenser in be timed in right at the peak.
an ordinary circuit will
Electrical losses are reduced to a
vastly improve results minimum. As the condenser is hermetobtainable, and with ically sealed it is impossible for dust to
its compactness enable enter. The method of mounting, by
better methods of wir- means of permanent contact against
ing to be adopted, thus spring phosphor bronze balls which are
leading to still better all self-cleaning, makes the only perfect .reception.
type of contact; and never faílg.
Prices: 0003 mf ci. 13/6
-0005 ml d. 15/.
001 mid. 17,6
-

TRADE ENQUIRIES TO TITE SOLE DISTRIBUTING AGENTS

THE WIRELESS DISTRIBUTING CO.

LTD.

WIRELESS HOUSE. STOKE NEWINGTON ROAD. N.16.
Birclays 935

HERE'S THE 'SECRET
I

E

Only the Dial-o-denser gives
you these advantages

SUCCESSFUL

OF

H.F.

AMPLIFICATION

--AT LAST!

.

1. A

trae square law reading.

2. A minimum capacity of 3-inicio
microfa rade-the losrm'st of mny
satiable condenser on the

market.

WITHTHE

4. A gen lime lW-lO88 eoiideis ser
through the elimination of

oryslimt ion lotees.

-

-

5.

Standard

3-inch Dial
no
thiel-er than an ordinary
Condenser Dial.

STRR'.I

-

.

3. AU rumsea-mnos-ing amid fixed.totally enclosed and protected against dirt and dusg.

-

(I.

Permanrsmt contact suade by
pigtail armo aced connection.

Available in three values

all one price
0005 infds. and ooi infds.

0003 mfcls.,

VARIABLE CORE
HF. TRANSFORMER

_____

a

1.

Lìnutaètured.and

-

-

e.cild

ou

FISHER

of tise

ST.,

W

-

(Prov. Pat.)
i.
,

Remember

the

Enables absolute inatcising.
3. Elimiu(es self-oscillation.
'4. Gives complete control any
nu,n ber of stages of HF.
2.

Eureka Tra n8foraser),

LONDON, W.C.

Increases sclec4inity 100 Jer
ceni.

Ihill

by

PORTABLE UTILITIES CO., Ltd.
(3Iake,'s

--.

name:

-

-

9

5.
I

GIVES YOU THAT DISTANT FEELING.

May be obtained from any good dealer
or, in case of dÀfficalty direct from

:-

LIMITED,

THE CON EÑSER WITHIN THE

.DlAL'
Qü&t4. 21

-

-

¿n

vepijiin

o

-

-..

evr1o.1 plse .nIion IB1

STIRLINGS
WLRgI4F.s3 CONSTRUCTOIt.

17,

Clarence Street,
Kingstoi - on - Thames.
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WJUSIC coming through fine, and you await with
sorne expectancy the announcer's voice. After
the customary wait, characteritic.of foreign tations, you

a Copy from
your N e w a g e n t

or any

hear a voice, but it defies all your efforts to interpret.

Bookstall

Let " Wireless Weekly " allay 'your dlsappointment.

Every week it includes complete programmes oieading
Continental and AmericanStations.

PRICE

.D.

-

The.

FOREIGN.

.

RADI.

TIMES

"Wireless Weekly."

All details, ai-e inci.uded, the names
of artists, titles of songs and music to be rendeièd, times, call signs
is exclusive to

-

Every

H

s

4

4

-

\Vednesday

-

and wavelengths.

-

-.

The language of music is universal. Let it help you to log that foreigr
station. Place a regular order with your Newsagent, or buy a copy to-day I

-

\idlle$$Wej4J
ADVERTISEMENT OF RADIO PRESS, LTD., BUSH HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.z
6S2
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architect ever passes tisa plana of a new
building Without first making sure.that the
foundations are correctly proportioned and
capable of withstanding the strains and strsses that,.
are likely to be met during the years to corne. He
builds for permanence.
Andso it should be with themas who builds aWireleas
Set. He, too, builds for tha future. He does not
wart to find when his Set ja finished, that a leaky
ebonite panel prevents good resulta being obtained
He does not want to labour in vain, so he looks to his
foundation--the ebonite panel.
All ebonite, unfortunately for the wireless enthusiast, is not of one recognised quality.
Some is good-some is bad. Some issuitsblefor wireless use-some ía not. How are
you to tell? The only safe way ja to use a guaranteed brand such as Red Triangle
Panels-everyone of which is positively guaranteed to be leakproof, impervious to
moisture, andfinished with a smooth surface which does not require sand-papering I
before use. But RedTriangle Ebonite-for all jta advantages-ia not costly. Indeed,
it often costa less than the eboniteof doubtful ancestry which you may be able to buy
loaìly. For your next Set try RedTriasgle Ebonite- afterwards you'll use soother.
O

I

I

built for liard workbut .sensitive and 'always reliable

I

Special Sizes

All Concert-deLuxe, 16x8
Iieaiat,o6ex,

i Ox j

12

........
.......
.....
....
.........
i
........
............
..........

ST. 100,151 X

.. 8!.. 15/.

........

Pnsnsatlantic V.. 25 x it
All Britain Ills ox

6/-

P. w. Ultra Crystal Set, 10X8 X
P.W. Contthental Set, 13 6j z j
I'feutrodyne q'unor, 12 a 10 j
2feutrodyne Receiver, 12 a lo a j

3-Vlvethsal,24x1Oxj
Harris Crystal Set, 9 X Dj X

Special

Any

/

/
/I

\

return at

\

9

Purifiex 142 16j x
Transatlantic 1V., 16x8 a
Angto-Amerinii,, 36x9 a j

9/-

/

j

Cut

Size

5.d. per square

per

I

The C. & S. DULL EMITTER 2v.o.2a gives

7/9/2

amplification and purer reception, withNEW ZEALAND and NEW
out dlstortl3n
YORK RECEIVED ON A SINGLE VALVE
increased

8/.
20/-

5/'
7/6

(4

CITY

Office,

inch.

Special Process Dry Batteries for the one
227

i,

atOAD,

-

(also made O'06a, price 15/.)

Ca,, Itd.
PTo-scoT'V
ll.ieteeed
.tlait Orde Shoarooese
77.

each

12/=

7/6

15.

............ 7/6

227L

valve:-

............ 4/3

LONDON, E.C.1.

Branches , -LO6DON-62, High Holbons. W.O.1.
WALTHAMSTOW-220 Wood Street.
PLYMOTJTH-4, Bank of England l'laca
LIVEItPOOL-4. Manchester 8treel
P.5.2441,
CAIIDIFF-91, ucen Street

Red Trian1e Ebonite

CRAIK

SMITH (DesK E)

'Phone

Allen Street, E.C. i
-.,,_lUuetrted Catalogue Post Free.

Clerkrnu'eU 7316.

i

\-.11111

((

jj_1
BATTERY CHARGERS
''

wan

a

/

\-

ifr

s

1

-

¿

p

-

A.C. Model

D.C. Model

Output 6 amps. 9 volts. Complete with Pole
Indicating Ammeter and all connecting leads
and adapter.
To standard voltages and

Output 5 amps. 9 volts. Machine only.
£5 12 6. With Switchboard Pole Indi-

£6

I

catingAmmeterandReguhtingResistnge

E

freguenCie8 up to 220 volts

E
E

LIOÑEL ROBINSON

H''
I,

=

r
E

s illustrated
£6 15 0
Other voltages and frequencies L' extra.
BATTERIES charged, at home have much longer life and give better service than when charged outside.
't ELLA ' Battery chargers save their cost many time over.
Write to Dept. C" for descriptive leaflet. Trade supplied.
3c,
INN
-

6

0

Phone:

E

in replying

lo

advrlisers

c

co

STAPLE
LONDON, W.C.2

Holborn 6323 (Two Lines)

please mention
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DANGER..

-.

:
:

.

-

i

Some

-

-

others
prefer a spice of danger
everytheir
simply regard it as part of

,

day work.

.

i

:

.

Some

'

-

-
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when

.
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.

member of the Radio Press Staff. The
Company also allows readers to come and inspect

.

S

(

the sets which are frequently demonstrated to
If
Wireless Societies, and often to individuals.
'i1 tell
\Tour set will not work, the Radio Press
you why for a nominal fee, provided it is made
according to their designs.

.

.
i

Wireless enthusiasts consider that

petent

\_

-

..

they build a set according to instructions there
Radio Press readers
is danger of final failure.
do not feel this. They know that every single
set without exception is fully tested by a corn-

-

-

__46

;

O

O

;

.

-

r

I

,

.

This Service
O

is

run at a heavy

confidence,
i

and Radio

Press,

Ltd.,

but it breeds
prospering

is

it has the full confidence of the great
Wireless public which reads " Wireless Weekly,"
"--Modern Wireless," and " The Wireless Con-

because
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uJocpQ)d
PERHAPS iou bve built a
Set and you cannot get
it to work-c--don't worry,
a Radio Press expert help
you. Probably you have made
some little slipip the Circuitmaybe you have misread the
wiring instructions. All you need

-

Tö.the Beginne

/

-

filet

isacopy

of

i

-

it's

By Oswald J. Ranldn.
(Radio Press Series Ni.

f

from

di,eci

Oldham Accumulators cost more to make because only the
finest material is usci in their construction. The Oldham
Plate the heart of the Oldharn Accumulator-is manufadured
under tise exclusive special ac/ivation process. This process is
re3ponsible for a plate of remarkable str,ength. One that resists
buckling and sulphation. One that yields up the greatest
amount of electrical energy. One that will stand idle over
lengthy periods without suffering harm. No Oldham Accunjulator has ever been built down to a price. Obviously there are
cheaper accumulators to be bought, but it is foolish economy
to choose a cheap one that costs considerably snore to keep in
ndition. Discriminating purchasers, therefore,
a charged
whose purchasing wisdomextends beyond first cost1invariably
select the.Qldham as Britain's best Accumulator.

8.)

This 1300k contais scors of
dilletent Circuits, each one of
which is shown in pictorial form
instead of the more technical
diagrammatic manner.
Thousands of beginners have
bought it and have been able to
appreciate for the first time how
easy it is to wire up a Set when
the Circuit diagram is understood,
No matter which type of Set
you are building, whether Crystal
or multi-valve, and whichever
type of tuning you will use,
.variometer or plug-us coils, you
will find a sidc variety of practical
circuits shown in a manner even
the veriest novice can readily
understand.
From all Bookselfrrs or
oen post frce 2d. estra

J

use an Accunielator to give you a lighting service
for your \Talves. The total cost of your Accumulator.
therefore, is not what you pay for it when you buy it
in the shop. Its real price to you is the purchase price plus
the number of chargings per annum. For instance, it is
obviously cheaper to buy ait Oldham Accumulator at 38/which will rius a 3-Valve Set for i8days on one charge than to
buy one of any other snake for 35/- which will be exhausted in
13 days. The extrafive daysssseyouget fromthe Oldhamwill
snore than repay you for the very slight extra initial cost.

[

yOU

,,

Çi rc u

a word of advice
-

.Pictor ial
'W re less.

-

.

-

OLDHAM & SONS, LTD., Denton, Manchester
London: Ct. Chapel Street, Oxford Street, W.1; and
i, St. Mary's Place, Newcastle

j

'I

-

-

-

-

-

-

:

PubUs/ge,s.

When ordering quote
Serles No.W..'S.

iRabto pteesiLtb,'
Bh

Hoas,

S!rand,

London,

iïgJ

W.C.2.
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Htyqtoerectyour
Wirélesc Aerial

1rom 'the time you prepare to erect -your aerial
you are guided by expert and practical advice

.,.

II

-----

-

-.

-

ensuring success.
-

i

_____4
4..

-

HOW TO ERECT
YOUR WIRELESS

L

THE CONSTRUC-

1.

*

.

TION OF CRYSTAL

AERIAL

RECEIVERS

By M. Mittell,A.M.I:E.

By Alan L. M. Doug!u.s

Every real enthusiast starts
with building a crystal set.
This book is for the man who
does not want to miss anything in wireless, and so
believes the best policy -is to

On the erection of your
aerial, simple as it may seem,
wi1 depend a great deal of
the success of your receiver.
By following the advice of
B. Mitchell, A.M.LE.E., who
has taken a leading prt in
the erection of huge aerials,
such as Northolt and elsewhere, you will ensure a
perfect aerial, erected with

startatthebeginniii., Many
-

ifiustrations
and
circuit
diagrams make the book
interesting and construction
simple.-itauorres Serlesxo.

-

.

the minimum of trouble and
expense-Radio Press Serles No.W4

--

PRICE 1/or 1/2 Post Fre

:-j'

.

.

:

-

i

O'*, J'CNd

PRICE 1/6
or 1/8 Post Frée

I

TWELVE 'TESTED 'WIRELESS
By

'H

diosroI42 h

-

-

H

((Ame, ica)

The cúIfirnte aim of every radio enthusiast is to span
the Atlantic. The surest method of accómplishing
this is by graduá1 advancement. Below are books
instructingithe beginner from erecting an aerial to
btiilding a mulÜ-valve set.

;

-

sySteps

by E

TÒ W.G.Y.
-

SETS

Percy W. Harris, M.LR.E..

WVE TÏESTED
Wk'S
SEtS
AND NOW TO MAKE THEM
PERCY W. HARRIS
flS,,?aT

This book practkally eliminates the use 'of intricate theoretical
diagrams. Instead, simple diagrams. and illu.str,atious that a child
could understand are used. Every set described has been personally
built and 'tested by Mr. Harris, who guarantees success if his
instructions are carried out.-Radlo Preis Series No. W.14

C'OP

NODI'. W'lttfl$

..

O,

s4 Will

WflOIf

:

PRICE 2/6 or 2/8 Post Free
Obtainable from booksellers and wireless
dealers, or direct from Dept. W

iiPr2
Ltd.
BUSH HOUSE,STRAÌSID.LONDON.WC.2.
IIJZ ¿si4io

t
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THE

YOUR

COMPONENTS

DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS
AND
PLAN-DIAGRAMS
FREE WITH EACH SET

for

efficiency
An eflicient Set depends
upon reliable and soundly
U designed Components.
Build your set with Efesca
ii
One - Hole - Fixing Components; they are made with
the highest degree of accuIl
i
i
i
ii racy ana incivae .many
fl patent features of great
valué.

OF

(Patent)

The most efficient
delicate fiia;

for-

31
24

-

-

I

No.

5/-each

ohus.

j

%
,

C!

WHOLESALE

EFESCA
ANTICAPACITY

OiLY-

SWITCH

-

-

The design of this
double pole1 double

FALK, STADELMANN & CO., LTD.
Efesca ElecfYical Works,

eIli-

-thws

83, 85, 87, Farrngdón Roid,
LONDON, E.'.L

tìsSswch

A

r

dr-

chtr.
when capacity
BirmiDghrnud 4' cuits
effects are fatal to
.
efficiency.
Price 8/- each

Aud t M
..

SET

MONEY

lis.
ils.

1

.

i

--

ONE-HOLE-FIXING COMPONENTS
cn& u a P.O. today fór Catalbgue

RADIAX

Complete
Panels drilled and Cabi,iets high-grade
Components
fully engraved. rna.oØny polied.
Va've and Crystal £3 Os. Od.
£1 Is. Od
6d.
2 Vavo Set
£2 I3s. 6d.
ód.
£1 2s. 6d.
26 3 Valve Set
.. £4 5s. 6d.
14s. 6d:
£1 7s. 6d.
30 4 Vatve Set
£5 lOs. Od.
18s. 6d.
£1 lOs. Od.
1f componenl. and panel are ordered at saine time,
121G per value Marconi Royalty must be paid.
DONT TAKE CHANCES-on design, but build a set whith is replete with
all modern ref tnement2, and Is a proved success.
RADIAX UNIVERSAL RECEIVERS are owerfuI regenerative sets whictì
will deal efficiently with all wavelengths and embody detail refineinents which few other sets, however expensive, can boast. They
are wonderful for distant reception.
.I?adiax Receivers are supplied on Deferred Payrnet f required,
CompIete Catalogue of Radiai Sets, Components and Accessories post free 3d.

1FF. and Detector
Valves. Resistance

I

A

AND SAVE

VERNISTAT

EFESCA

I

Ask your wireless dealer

COMPONENTS.

BUILD

I

I

OF
CHOICE

SET

-

RADIAX L
Tottenham

I

44, Radio House,

Percy Street.:

Court Road, London, W.1

RADIAJL

niinuts from Tott4nhain Coirt Road and

3

Goodgo Street

Stations.
'Phone Museum 490
T1Sry_you __________________________________________ TtLbe

-

-

d77fl1lIIJ!

i

É-

-

RIGID
AS A

,
-

-

MOTOR

For

Q

WHEEL

Sharp Tuning

k.-,

nuiiuuuuuuuuuuuuiui.uuuu.

and

Finé Selectivity

..u.....u.u.u.u.u.u.....u.

jI

-

use

MAKERS OF CABINETS FOR B.B.C:

'Tangent" Tuning Coils
The Unshrouded

with a guaranteed

TRADE

MAAR

LOW -SELF CAPACITY
Figs, given below, are taken from the NP.L.
Report. Copy sent po application.

-

...

COIL No.

Capacity in
MicroMicrotarads

Self

Price

Coil

.,;

35

25

9

8

50
25

75.

lOO

150

22

31

To toke
Deith of
Price
ebonite panel. cabinet. Slahog'y,

16

22

34445/-6/H/7

12"x8"

-

250

200

I

,r

COMPLETE SETS

i

I

Concert Coils (\V/L 250 to i,1SO) 10/. the set
liConcert Colis (W/L 250 to 0,500) 67/. the set

I

'

themany difflcúlty write us
All

sç,Euo u,

ELECTRIC

CO. LTD.

Faraday Works, LEICESTER
London.25 Victoria St.,S.W.I.
Newcast1e-on-Tyie-"Tangent House," B1acktt St.
Is

re-ß1jin,

20° X 8"

8e.

-

seAFTON STRET.

to advetise;'s.-

1eas

rcntion

TUE

-

ebonite Suenfal
post.

loon,

21/-

19,6

516

25/-

23,6
26.6

7/6

28/6

8,

2,2/-

rr.forw

TRANSFORMER

distortion is conspicuously absent. Rigid tests hivø
not diecloacd Its equal. Ratios; 2-1; 4-5;
Price
30/-, Post 9d.
,-ecommended by

ñig/ily
.

-

Technical Press.

-

ArM, $10M'

GRAFTON ÇOÑPANY'
TOTTR.HAM COURT ROAD.

-

-

LONDON

-

Q

f

Ook.

.

An extra,heavy, high gracie L.F. transformer constructed only of finest materials throughout. The
liberal windings and finely laminated iron core give
,'onderfu5 amplification setls rich, full tone, 'hIiot

As

good dealers keep

GENT &

16° X 8°

8°
8

POWER

22

'

your set n handsome addition to the drawing
Make by housing it in a Grelco cabinet.
room
These cabinets arc most accurately made, and
beautifuily polished by band. The lid Is hinged
and cainpiete wired-up set slides in or osa.
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"SIX SiMPLE SETS"

-,

The Radio Press Series of Bcoks
and Envelopes.

By STANLEY G. RATTEE, M.I.R.E

-

-

This new Radio ?ress publication
fulfils a definite requirement of the
radio public, and cOnstitites a
graded course of instruction in the
making of Wireless Receivers.
4
Every one of
/
the six sets
described hks
...eô/
ueen
uy
r
the
authpr
himself, and
each is guarO4.
anteed to give
j
.4
efficient
ret--

No
21 SIx

Q

Y

I

¿'

f

-L

liei

(j¿liv
,,

.

curately.

A.M./.E.E.

oct

By

A

3)

'-I
2'

-

.

A.M.LE.E.

t

10

'-'Z_1100
.

PracticaLWireless Valve Circuits

vJx e
¼S e
t
-

-

-.

Rdio

2/6

13 500 Wireless Questions Answered .
By G. P. Kendall,B.Sc., & D. Red path.
14 12 Testeo Wireless Sets
.
..
By Percy W. Harris, M.1.R.E.
5 More PracticalValve CircUits

2/6

By'

AM/ED.

.

I

easily contructed

-

I

1/

I

By

John

A.M.I.E.E.

3/6

Finsi.?.,

Scott-Taggarl,

..

16 Home-BuIlt Wireless Components

ii

-.

'

-

2/6

-

An

-

2/6

-

Valves and How to tise Them
John Scoit-Taggart, FJnstP.,

12

-

-

F./estP.,

John Scott-Taggarl,

By

ne

k

....

-

.

,A Si
gIe

1/6

F/nsf.?.,

John Scoti.Taggart,

-

O

5

1/-

Yovr,Wireleas Aeriál .1/ByR. Mittell, A.M.!.E.E.
5 The Cofitruction of Wireless Reeiv
Appaafus.
,.
-.
1/6
By F. D. Tyers.
b TheConstructionofCrystalReceivers 1/6
By Alan L. M. Douglas.
7 How to Make a "Unit" Wireless .
Receiver
................... 2/6
By E Redpalh.
8 Pictorial Wireless Circuits
1/6
By Oswald J. '?ankjn.
9 Wireless Valves Simply Explained - - 2/6
.By John Scot t-Tagga,t, F/nsf.?.,

'iÇ
',._

.

¿-#

eFIt 7'
to..fr
Ce'
¡VeZ' '/!, e

P/calF.,

John Scolt-Taggart,

By

9d.

P/nsf.?.,

glfidlireless
Reçeivr

.

ac-

-

¿f!

-

structions for
building
o liow

)

.,b/.

.
iii-

2

A

L-

Pric,

3 How to Make Your Own Broadcast

-

i

Wireless for All
John Scot -Taggart,

B

4

S

.....
......
......
........

Simple Sets. By Stanley G.
Rattee, M.I.R.E
1/6

2/6
2/6

4

Wireless Sets for Home Constructors
By E. Red path.
Tuning Coils and How to Wind Them 1/6
By G. P. Keedaii, B.Sc.
22 Switches in Wireless Circuits
.. '116
By Oswald J. Rankin.

Crystal Receiver

18

ef_oi1

-

-

Radio Press Envelopes.

-

I

Ill

lIllIIt
'S

-

iIIItIi(iiIit,

'

I

.

A.M.I.E.E.

Iii

.--

1/6

.......

Receiver
By Percy W. Harris, M.i.R.E.
3 How to Build the "Simplicity"
Three-Valve Receiver
By G. P. Kendisll, Sc.
4 How to Build the All-Concert de
Luxe Receiver
By Percy W. Harris, MIR.?.
5 How to Build the" Wireless Weekly"
Omni Receiver
By John Scoit-Taggari, FlnsI.P.,
.

......

i.

-

2 How to Build a Family Four-Valve

-

2/6
-

-

2/6

-

'

...........

A.M.LE.E

6 How to Build the ABC-'a
ByG. P. ¡Ce,idall. B.Sc.
7

2/6
2/6

Trap

Howto Build.aTwo-ValveAmplifler

deBy

Luxe

------

.,

..........
'-..

-.

1/6

-

-

\ JIJIII.JIIUIIi,,i-jI

-

1/b

Her/wi-I K. Sim psqn
8 How to Make a One-Valve-Reflex.

tlIItIIIIIlIlI,I

Receiver

By Herbert K. Simpson.
How to -Build an Eßcint Singlb.
..
:.
Valve
Set
._
9
.

liHIlilIl
llIIIIIIIIII

I/b

By Herbbt-K.Siinpson
.The R io"reas Envglopes arc the most
irèless
construcflon
guidè
ever
to
complete
explained.
.

:

/

i'dt

<'

-IgIgigItIIj

th%.

f1lIIIl,ItlIllIIIglgpIIIgIIIJgpII!1!L.'

6S

-

How to Build an STIOO Receiver ..
By John Sotl-Taztarl, Finsi.?.,

replying to advertisers, pÏeaTse5'dion
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OF

L.E.S.Experimental Valve Holder

L.E S. MICRO - CONTROL

[.E.S. Insulated SHORTING PLUG

3/6

2/6

9d.

For any and every valve.
Ez'ract frein report in 'Wireless Weekly" March
18th.-" Wo can recommend this type of filaaient resistance, porticularly for use in critical
circuits requiring line control."

Ask your local dealer for L.E.S. Components
1f lie cannotsupply, order direct, sendlug us
lits name and address please.

C0NS'rRuc'roR.

each

FREE. 42-pase CATALOCUE.Sendfor acopynow

Local ,lt,ent for jIai.dotone District
E. A. GABD.NEII d SOMS, Lid.,
1, 3 5, Brewer St,ect

LONDON
ELECTRIC STORES,
LIMITED
OXENDON STREET, HAYMARKET, S.W.I
'Phone: Regent 2505 and 2506.
.

z-'

..'

..

-.

'

-

.' -.-

.

.-.-

-. ,

'.

.....................

.

-

-

-.-.

,

.A Triumph of

-

-

Get that

BRITISH ENGINEERING
trl-t11l

in liii

BATTERI' CHARGER

-:

for

...

ALTERNATING CURRENT

VERNIER TYPE

have been busy on the best 'Saleguard," namely, giving a better article ..
.at a reasonable price.
The 'CHA SE WAY" DJRECTr*Rt
.
a
CURRENT CHARGER was produced
"
only last September at nearly half the
price of Its nearest competitor and ali
¡nf initely better product-thoesands
7 in. x6 in. x4 in. '
sold.
Then the "CHASEWAY" GRIDLEAK Caused a stir by establish'
ing itself as the ONLY reliable gridleak on the market-a really
scientific instrument-scientifically tested and guaranteed.
Now the "CHASEWAY" ALTERNATING CURRENT CHARGER
has come-a real feat of engineering. The only BRITISH product of
its kind. Most ALTERNATING CURRENT CHARGERS are foreign,
and tisis BRITISH product bas them all "beaten to death "-nod at a
lower price. Read the following points and then write for fuller
details, naming the voltage and period icily of your local supply.
1.-It Is need by connection with the Lamp Socket or wall plug.
2.-ItIsABSOLUTELYMECHANICAL has noliquids,nomessychemicals, no expensive bulbs to be replaced at frequent intervals.
3.-It is SILENT RUNNING. SELF CONTAINED, absolutely complete. Not a vibrator- or buzzer.
4.-It is adjusthble from Oto 5 amps. charging rate.
5.-It is adjustable for recharging 2. 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 volt accumula:
tors for WIRELESS and MOTOR requirements,
6.-" CHASEWAY"
CHARGERS also, made for recharging boLla
LT. and H,T batteries and of greater capacities.
Before buying any A/C Charger ask the guaranteed
"efficiency '-then you'll buy "CHASEWAY."
Seudotnnlpfor jllos(rat,4 ca..5ogo, of" CHASE VA Y PRACTICAL PRODUCTS.'

CHASE ELECTRICAL MFG.
184m,

Fleet

cROHM

..

-

Distant Station
toit a -

Wllf-

'CflASEWAV'
HOME

Street,

-

,.,IpiululI

-

CONDENSER

-

nhlIlUIII

IUL..

)...iiliujiiuI1
',,,IuJlluIul.JJL

-

be

used

TURNS OF
ADJUSTMENT

24

-

li

-

May

iNDISPENSABLE FOR
FINE TUNING-

-.

WLIf

-.

-

CIRCUITS
--

BUY ONE NOW
and capture those elusive signals

MICROHM

ENGINEERING

VARSITY WORKS, COLLEGE
'Phone

.

Radio Panels
BLACK MATT FINISH
9x 6x'?g ,,,, 1/6
lOx 9x* .... 2/2
I2xlOx* ....
ALL SIZES STOCKED

Barclays 952

s.J

df5'

J

"

"S. A.

Co.
143, Fetter Lace, LC. 4

'Phone: Chancery 804!.

-s,-.

In rel4ying

to

adr»vti.c.v..

¿ilease

menilon Tji

.

CUTTERS,"

15,RED LION SQUARE

RADIO PANEL
-

........

Cabinet. BlackRadloupancl,
THIS ISSUE:10/6
Easily Controlled 2-valve Receiver 30/20/6
5/6
Invalid Receiver
7/6
4/"Midget" Single-Valve Receiver
Carriage extra.
Send stamp/or Leaflets of Cabinets, Pane's and Cosnponente.
SETS IN

2/9

-

E. 9.

in the look of that set you have just built? Why not improve it
by fitting it in a well made Cabinet?
SAC. Cabinets are guaranteed to be the best hand-made work ip
seasoned wood and hand polished and to be an accurate fit for
the panel dimensions specified.
Cabinets and drilled and engraved Panels supplied for
any Radio Press Set or to YOUR OWN DESIGNE

1/6

POST FREE
Trade Supplied

CO.,

LONDON,

ARE YOU DISAPPOINTED

L.F.Transformer
(3-1, 4-1, 5-1)
9/6 each, Super 1

ST.,

Clissold 2887

E.C. 4.

CROIX

00001 mIde.

nc5l,8ible.

V.P.
NEW MODEL

Max. Cap.

in

"NEUTRODYNE"

CO., LTD.

London,

- -

.Ijci,-elaus to9

-

-- LONDON,

W.C.1

CabInet Works, Pienlico.
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Your local station is interesting until you get that ' other stations"
.
craze, and then it becomes a bugbear. It is then that the need of some method of discriminatig
between and selecting adjacent wavelengths asserts itself.

-

The Radio Press Envelope, No. 6, contains full instructioñs for the
building of the A.B.C, \V.ave Trap, with three different airangements
which din be brought into operation at will.
The A.B.C. Wave Trap ill completely elimiiate your local station and bring you
in unmolested signals from any station within the' scope ¿f your set, provided your
aerial and earth are of average efficiency. In actual test, within 3 miles .of 2L0, the
A.B.C. Wave Trap has eliminated that station and made it quite possible to receive
Bournemouth without any trace of interference G. P. Kendall, B.Sc., is the designer of
this instruthent, and the envelope includes instructionsheets, blue prints, and working
drawings, which explain with extreme thoroughness the building and methods of using
this

Wave

Trap.

The A.B.C. Wave Trap will cost you but 30s. to build, inclusive of handsome cabinet and
This Wave Trap is normally constructed to operate on the 300-6OtY
integral coils.
me(re band.
-

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL BOOKSTALLS,
NEWSAGENTS, BOOKSELLERS. WIRELESS DEALERS, OR DIRECT FROM
LTD.,
PRESS,
DEPT.
W.,
RADIO
BIJSI-1 HOUSE, STRAND, W.C.2

PRICE

-

-

iRabto

i3u9b flouc,

¡n ,ep1iing

fo

ltb.,

%tLan, lont,on,

1.C,2.

advithsers, please mention THT .WIRTLESS CONSRtTCTOR.
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BLAND'S BIG BARGAINS
Tubo Knockdown Neutrodyne
Assembled In Cabinet
5

Don't tickle the

LIS-O-O

Kit

£40-O-O

Crystal-use

-

f

We guarantee these sets to pick up America, and cut
out your local station within a milo.
Manhattan

loudspeaker es-10-0

Aecuratonc Dial lOcared 80-51 17/6
Seliphone 4-Valle Set
Lie-0-0
Regina .06 Valve
15/.
Auotlao
2-v.
2-amp.
Valve
7/6
Freshman Rheostat,, 6/- and 6/3
40 Steel faute
Ned Seal LP, Batteries .. liS)
LI-12-0
Siamo Low Lose Condenser, tools
Ondia Watemeter .25 to 25060
155/metres) L-i-4-0
Bauland Tranofonner
Telefunken AdjutabIc I'honee,
-.
25/.
'.laeco Push-Pull Switch
Reduced to £1.00
.. 1.6
FULL TRADE DISCOUNTS AND LISPS.
POSTAGE EXTRA I
and

-f;_

--

...

£4.54).

Celeutlon fornicas Loudopeaber

,

¡

E

ii fl

BL MIIJ,

A.G.I..

BBc., Wireless and Photogrsphie Dealer
anI&87, QUEEN STREET. CREAPS)IDE,LONI)ON

-

p

SOME NOVEL FEATURES.

9&2

3.

4.

$

5.

WITH THE TIMES.

ADVANCE

TroubleoOme adJustment is now obsolete ownb
to the rimple autorerate movement of the .H nie
Iretertor. rebine riven contn000s delicate cnt*rt
rvrth the wonderful Oryctal recently d,covered by
ers creel nranr,fnctnr,I einder our secret process.
iOI,tatneeble enly wth the Maci.e IXtector.)

-

-

Pnic;
Obtainable from all
dealers or dlrett.

'all frequencies.
Shrouded, Ratio 5: 1, 15/-

I

Genoror' Trade Terms
Showeards and Leaflets.

j

00M PLETE

Obtainable from al deaers or direct from the
Soe London Agent. Trade inquirir, invited

-

MAURICE BOBIN,

-

BROTHERS
HARLIE
DALSTON

-.

.

LANE,

183,

HACKNEY, LONDON,

Telepleorie:

-

-

-

f

21, WarwIck Lane, London, E.C.4
'Phono Contrai 4872

:

-

RADIO SWITCHCEAR

-

e
Barclays 931

DID YOU BLAME "ATMOSPHERICS"

and
makes of Radio Swilches for the
Wirdess Constructor.
We specialise in all types

Large Stocks.

smart Delivery.

E.8

CLISSOLD 293

r

ç

1/24)

Nickel-plated, detachable, dust-proof cover.
Special -- HarIle" ooper-seuultive Crystal.
Ebonite wheel for rot40ing crystal No fumbling about adjusting, just turn the wheelsimplicity ItsslÍ.
Catswhlsker on shier for covering whole surface of crystal. Shock proof.
Nickel-plated socLeto for panel mounting.

2.

-

r

Talmt 267Ç

Continuous reeption in any position at all
times, owing to the special design of both crystal and catswhisker being always in contact.

-

.'

io cal

NEW DISCOVERY.

'F.A.lL" the Best I
"FAR."

LP Traiisformer lias been proved on
actual test to be considerably
superior to other types selling
at higher prices. Renders high
amplification and distortionless speech and music over

FOOL-PROOF

DETECTOR

-.

(Frai

4,

bare/aye

mHE
I.

.

--

.

1.

-I Buy

,

-

.

S

the

when you had
friends round to
hear your .set and
you could not find
what was wrong
with it?

f
r

-

us help you-for this cnd all
TUT Let
your other Wireless Compcnnis.

The

-

Radiotester
quickly trace
all faults in your
set and prevent
aggravating d. is
appointment.

'will
,.

,

-

'

PRICE

COMPLETE

jThe Brighton Radio

Stores

H

163, Western Road, Brighton.
page Illustrated Art Catalogue ot our Components-Post free
for the asking.
-

lÌ

CO

:5/9

'

Çy

NO MORE

FREE

WIRELESS

,.
:e

PERPLEXITIES

'°°'

CABINETS

Fill:

CABINETS

our illustrated list of 100 varieties Of
W RITE AT ANE for
cabinets or radio sets, including many
WEEKLY,"

I
I

Block
Peae

S

.

CARRINCTON MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.

16/20, P4crmans Buildings, Mitchell 8t., Central St.,

Io

adrert&ers,

-

Send P.O. for 5,9 for Immediate Delivery
Descriptive Leaflet on Application

Telephone: HoIb.

The

.c.i.

Barc'ays
¡n replying

T H E.
- R.- DIOT EST E!3
-

Cut along here and post in unsealed envelope bearing 4d. stamp.
TRADE ENQUiRIES ESPECIALLY iNVITED.

-/'lcase

:

riii_j,

Is e'ery junction perfect in your wirng ? Is every section of 1our
HT, giving full votage? Has your grid condenstr the necessary
insulation to Lsolate the gru froen WT.
'Ihese, and hucdrcds of other questions, are answered by

I

described in "MODERN WiRELESS" "WIRELESS
and" WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR," etc., or 'phone Cterkenwell 6903
WitS
NAME

ADDRESS

-

5064

Tel. and Cabks

:

loritossa, HoIb. London

British & Colonial Industries Association, Ud.
317, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1
Oppcsite Chancery lane Tube Station)

nenIion THE \%TIRELFSS CONSTRUCTOR.
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Keeping the

British.

Radio Flag
Flying
1

HIIIHIIUUhIUUIIIIIHIHhIIUhlIIlIIUhIHUIHhIHUHIlIfflhIIt

111 1111111

Cbc atI EWre in its issde of November 5th, 1924,
says "Among the British experts who are keeping the
British Radio Flag Flying is Mr. J. Scott-Taggart, the
energetic editor of several popular technical journals.
It is doubtful if any other one person-unless perhaps
Captain Round, of the Marconi. Company-has' been
responsible for more origina% radio circuits and ideas
than has Mr. Scott-'raggart."
'

This knowledgé is placed at the service of wireless
amateurs through the medium of the many books
published by the Radio Press, Ltd., those of Mr.
John Scott-Taggart alone reaching a total sale of
approximately half-a-million.

JOHN SCOTI'-TAGGART. FJnst.P., A.M.I.E.E.
Editor-in-Chief of all Radio Press-Publications.
Post
Price. Sree.

.

Series

.

9d. lid.
1. WireFess for all
1/2
Wireless, 1/
2. Simplified
3. How to Make Your
Own Broadcast Receiver 1/6 1/8
No. 9. Wireless Valves Sim2/6 2/8
ply Explained
Wireless
No. 10. Practical
2/6 2/8
Valve Circuits
No. 12. Radio Valves and
2/6 2/8
..
How to (Jse Them
No. 15. More Practical Valve
3/6 3/8
Circuits
Elementary Textbook on Wire10/. 10/3
less Vacuum Tubes

No.
No.
No.

,..

...

His intimate understanding of the needs of the experi.
Inenter and his ability to deal with abstruse subjects
in a lucid and concise manner, have earned for him the
grqtitude of many thousands of wireless enthusiasts.

...

If you want to know more about radio, you anot do
bter than acquire the knowledge through 011e or more
of the books of which Mr. John Scott-Taggart is the
. author,

-

...

-

...

...

...

...

and the famous
Radio Press Envelopes
No. I. ST.too Receiver..,
No. 5. " Wireless Weekly"
Ornai Receiver ......

-

-

RADIO PRESS,
692

__

.

1/6

1/9

2/6

2/9

LTD., BUSH

In replying to

-

.

-

Obtainable from all Books! alls,
Nwsdgen!s, Booksellers;-- Wireless Dealers, or direct frcm
Dept. W., Radio Press, Ltd.,
Bush House, Strand, W.C.2..

HOUSE, TRAND,

£2

advertisers. i5lease mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

_____

r
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YOU LOSE AT LEAST
-

.

THE

40°L

"MASTATAT"

of your reception and selection by using poorly insu'ated or wrongly deigned cornponente. inferior Condensers are theworstoffenders. Give your setachance and install
SQUARE LAW. BALL BEARING.
T EL
A DIO "NO
VARIABLE CONDENSERS
Notice -the fine tuning Hear the increaced volunse obtained
Enjoy the dictant totion.
hitherto unobtainable. TELORADR) CONDENSERS ere as necesoary to your act oc
your dinner i. to you lt your dealer doca not stock then-i aend direct to-day to the address
below. We despotch imn-iediately and post free.

FILAMENT

OR
____________
-.

-

--

PRICKS

POrdInary
10/6
10/-

with Vernier
15/14/011075
15/0
.0005
12/6
9/
.0003
8/9
12/.00025
8/6
11/6
.0002
WIth brasa vanes 15% extra.
001

DLAW

I

¡

I

I

I

I

I

THE

I

I

COMPAtiY,

TELE-RADIO

STREET.

BOLTUN

"MASTASTAT"

Filamet Control

Price

suitable for Bright or Dull Emitter Valves.
No carbon granules to pack or disintegrate.
Micrometer control of filament.
"Mas/as/al" Variable Grid Leaks, A node
Resistance and Yevirodyne Condensera al
t/te same price.
is

I

I

CONDENSERS

THE

t

CONTROL.

I

WATERY

3/-

BIRMINGHAM

LANE,

Ill'
an

L.F. INTERVALVE.TRANSFORMER you
goveriung

WHEN YOU BUY

Its

THE "SECURITY" VALVE

sound closed iron Core of ample dimensions leaving the
absolute minimum of air space.
2. A Long Primary winding, having correct impedance, with
negligible variation of arnplificstion, over the whole of the
audible range
3. Secondary having Turns relative to Primary, times the step
up required.
4. Perfect Insulation.
5. The whole correctly screened vlt.li Iron, and thorough
protection of the inside from dampness.
6. Self Capacity as low as possible.
Add to these factors an outside finish that leaves nothing to be desired,
an earthing nut fixing, a clearly marked Terminal Board with large
Terminals, a neat leather cover, and you llave the distort ionlese, soundly
constructed,
Ratios. 5:4:3: ad 2 to I.
T
i yp
..
VVIN
IN
8/4 Post Free.
Price
ranteed
a
gil
We are still repairing
30,000 TURN AMPUFIER CHOKES 7/6.
for
5/- poat Iree. ANY MLKE of L.F. TRANSFORMER

ANTI-CAPACITY

OBTAINABLE

FROM ALL
_____________________________
.

The HOV!MO ensures perfect ' silent" wo king-is everlasting-allows easy
replacement of units-wI! take the ordinary wander plii- makes it possible
Is British made.
to keep your H.T. at an equal voltage.

L7ÓNHINW.&1

Ank your

Tel.:
Chanccrj
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JOINTS

SOLDERED
You can

sole eri ng
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,

Advert, of
Williams, Ellis & Co.. London.

Revolution in H.T. Efficiency

-

.

RETAILERS & FACTORS.

H.T. Batteriis made up of units are recognised as the deal.
'Ihn HItVIMO screw connection solves the prubem of joining units sithout

MOLBACK

METAL DRILLING
TEMPLATE Included.

NEFT

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.. HAY ST., PORTSMOUTH

C.

PROTECTS THE VALVE

1/-

British

A

HOLP.ER

(Prou Pat. No. 2187/26).

A

1.

entirely

SUPERSEDED

easily connect up the most complicated set
without use of
solder by using the new

"KRISCROS"

-

CONNECTORS
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Strong and períecl
joints. Used by Mr.
Percy W. Harris and
other lendingeyperts.
A
' Kriscros '
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Kriscros Co., 50, Gray's InziRoad, W.C.1

was first in tile field again vit1t a stupeiidous new
feature which commenced with the March 4th issue.
Week by week it publishes advance details of the

(0,cplet,,oitf. .Ircomai"lo'.

e

I

WIRELESS WEEKLY

coot.

"TOYPHONE"

-

.

I
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Prines :
Send for Lot,

V

PROGRAMMES'bF'CQN'rINENTAL-

RoyuIt.,.,.oid.

AND AMERICAN BROADCASTING
'I.

STATIONS

giving tienes, najiles of artists, the songs and music
rendered and other information of interest.

uSend to-day

enjoy

----

bro.dcaaUng NOW.

'

-

Published every

BRITISH ENGINEERING PRODUCTS CO.

-
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SINGLE VALVE SETS
By Herbet K.

Simpson.

(I

H

LOUD - SPEAKING WITH ONE VALVE.
Radio

H

lE

Envelope W.8

Press

SINGLE VALVE REFLEX SET

I

In this set the valve functions in a dual capacity.
amplifying first at high frequency, and then
again at low frequency. At short distances from
a B.B.C. Station it will therefore work a loudspeaker with suflicient volume for a small room
if an outside aerial is used. Strong heAdhone
signals can be obtained up to much longer
distances.
-

THE IDEAL BEGINNER'S SET.

UNIVERSAL

Radio Press Envelope W.9.

Order these envelopes now;

WAVELENGTH

This set is so easy to build and so simple to work
that it torms a pertect startmg point tor the
novice. With an outside aerial a little practice
will enable quite a number of the B.B.C. and
Continental stations to be received ,'ith ease.
A dull emitter valve can be used without any
alterations.
-

-

-.

-

.

-

--.

Post Free 1/9.

E

RANGE.
.

Price 1/6' each

SINGLE VALVE RECEIVER

-

-

j'

n-.

Will receive 5XX practically anywhere in Great

Britain.

E
E

These envelopes contain full and elaborate sheets
of instructions, two full-size blue prints, three
sheets of photographs on art paper and a sheet
oí working drawings, clearly showing how to
make the sets here described.

Obtainable from booksellers and wireless
dealers, or direct from Dept w

lRabío

1lrc

1Ltb.

The largest wireless publishers in the world,

Bush House, Strand, London, W.Ç.2
Barc1aye
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ne Latest

Ítinctíon

tabmnet of
If you build a good set, then
also use a good cabinet.
"Cabinets of Distinction," of
distinctive appearance and
made of seasoned timber beautifully french. polished, and
reasonable in price, have been
specially designed to meet the
needs of the home constructor.

Radio

circuJis, and perfectly Pnished

in either oak or mahogany.
It is made with a movable
base board in the following

sizes: l2xT, 14x7, 18x7',
2rxr, 24x10, 36'xS.

FRE.-Ask your Denier for cur Catalogue,
Showing various styles, or, i?
unable to obtain, write to us for
name of nearest stockist.

Famous

any

Build

-

ilere's the latest model
Type A.M.L., especially
designed for the heterodyne

.

Préss

Set

-do it the Pilot

way and
three
get
exclusive advantages

-

1.

HENRY JOSEPH & CO., Ltd.,
LONDON, S.W.l.
96 & 100, Victoria

Cost less than any other
-

St.,

2.

You save money when building the Pilot way becati.e good
components cost less at Peto-cott's. Every compouent
is backed by our fullest guarantee of complete satisfctic,t
or money refunded. When you buiLl a Pilot Set you eau
buy from us only those parts you actually need And you
get the added convenience Of being able to obtain aiuy
maker's components from us. There is no need to eud
orders to half a dozen firms.

Guaranteed results
Build up any Pilot Set according to the instructions contained
in our blue print and we will guarantee you perfect results.
If you fall our Service Departmentwili pot your set Inworking
order for a nominal charge. Should the trcubie lie in a
defective part supplied by Its, we will put tue set in working
order to your satisfaction entirely without charge.

\j

3.

Professional appearance

All Pilot Sets are handsome and easy to build. Every panel
is drilled, tapped and engraved ready for tIte components to
be mounted on It. Even a schoolboy could assemble a Pilot
Set in a few hours and externally it would have tite appear.ncc
of a factory-built article. From the point of effietuicy, too,
It suculd be fully Its equal.

osi
-

I,

RESULTS
Not only do results accrue from
advertisements in the" Wireless
\Veekly," but, far nore important still, is that its readers
embrace the scÜon that buys
on the spot. You therCfore get
the twofold advantage of imsnediate and direci results to your
ad,ertisement.

n.

For rates write Advertisement Managers:

Barclays Adverti8ing,
Advertising Consultants
Bush

House,

Telephone

&

Ltd.,
Contractors,

-and here is the Book
to tell you about it-

v:re:
the

-

Péto-Scott Co.,
77,

Ilegislered

CITY

Offices,

Mail Orde,

,1

Showrocno:

ROAD,. LONDON,

9).

illustrated

-

E.C.1

............................

LONDON-62, High Rolborn, W.C.1.
WALPHAMSTOW-230, Wood Street.
PLYMOUTR-4, Bank of England Placo.
LIVERPOOL-4, Manchester Street.
CAJtDIFF-94, Queen Street.
-

¡n

Ltd.

Branches:
of
Catalogue
Cotnponents,48
pages,fully

Strand, London, W.C.2.
City 9911 (Exin.

--

the ST.100, the All Concert-de-Luxe,
the Anglo-American and many others.
Send 3d. ior a copy to-day.
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Another Useful Book.

TUNING COILS AND

UP4IN
COILS.

HOW TO WIND THEM

This B0ok, by G. P. Kendall, B.Ss. (staff editor), contains concise details for
making every type of Coil used in Wireless to-day. All necessary data, such
as diameter of tubes, gauge of wire, number of turns, etc., are given-the
results of the authors own experiments.
There is probably no single Component in any Receiving Set able to exert so
much influence as an Inductance Coil. A highly efficient Coil (or Coils) will
often make all the difference between mediocre results and really clear and
loud reception.
Even if you Feel that.your present set is giving tolerably gooi results, the chances
are that it will be worth your while-presuming you are using plug-in coilsfor slort wavelengths to use a set of home-made coils of particularly low
self-capacity.

-Howtowind them
GRIÇendaJLBSc

-

ASK FOR RADIO PRESS SERIES

No.

W.

18,

Price 116.

Obtainable from all Booksellers, Bookstalls, Newsagenis, and Wireless
Dealers, or post free (is. 8d.) from

z.
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TAKING THE TROUBLE OUT
OF RADIO.'
THAT

1ÎNO WIRELESS

theobject

ENTHUSIAST CAN
AFFORD
TO BE
WITHOUT TI-IIS

'-k

this, thelatest Radio Press book (Series No. 24).
We know what it is to have a fault in the radioreceiver hatobstinately
refuses to reveal itself. An evening wasted in futile trouble-hunting.
good programme missed and perhaps family and friends disappointed.
Yet a word or two of expert advice would probably have enabled you to
speedily remedy the defect, and this is what the new addition to the
Radio Press publications actually does.
Entit ed "Wireless Faults and I-low To Find Them, and written by R.
W. Hallows, M.A..Staa Editor of "Modern Wireleis," "Wireless WeeTkly'
and 'The Wireless. Constructor." h is so complete in its scope that there
are few faults likely to occur in a radio set that cannot be easily traced
with the aid of the valuable advice which it contains. This makes it a book
that should be in the hands of every radio enthusiast. The book is clearly
written and illustrated throughout 59 that even the veriest beginner in radio
will be able to understand it. Get a copy at once and stop all that trouble
and waste of time in-fault hunting.
Here is a brief description of the book..contents.
Opening with instructions for making a very eflective yet inexpensive
little appliance which is used in conjunction with a pair of -telephones for
testing the set and its components, the author proceeds to deal with the
testing of every radio part likely to cause faults, and gives complete series
of tests for all types of receivers from crystal to mults.valve sets.
of reflex circuits,
the
testing
to
Special attention is given
1V/sen purchasing as/i for Radio Press Series No.(W)24
is
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Date of publication. Apr. 16th

On Sale- Everywherç

Obtainable from all book-
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sellers, wireless dealers,
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Post
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Free
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from (Dept. W) Radio
Press, Ltd., Bush House,
Strand, London, W.C.2
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THE R.I. Dual Rheostat is an entirely new
departure in the design of filament resistances,
in order to meet adequately the needs of both
bright and dull filament valves. It permits sensitive
adjustment to be made in the filament current of both
types of valves to the highest degree, and gives as a

:

.

-

noother action.

result longer life an4

:

You can useaiy. vâlve with the

R.1. naI Rhedstat, confident
that its range of variable resistances will give you wonderfully
smooth current control. An important feature in the design is the
method of securing the rheostat to the panel by a oneLhole fixing,
which is absolutely independent of the brush contact, so that when
the. clamping nut is tightened the perfect. silky action of the
rheostat remains the same.

T
:.

The whole component' is attractive in appearance, solid
in construction and efficient
in operation. You will like

The coils of htgh resistance wire are wound on hard, insulated
cylinders of larger radiating area than any other similar type of
rhedstat. The coil for the bright valves has a resistance of 5 ohms,
while that for the dull emitter type is 30 ohms. Both coils are
clamped in a solid brass frame with the ends of the resistance
winding led to milled head terminals.

RI. Rheostat.. lt is
another
proot of the
the

. superiority
*

of

R.l

British

components.

'

Another new tea tuTe is the prov ;Ion
o a large black circular scale, which
can only be fitted in one position on
the spitd1e. This scale affordsa visual
adjustment in the operation of the set,
and enables the user to see at a glance
which resistance s in use, while the
graduations afford a safeguard against
excessive current being applied to the
filament of the valve.
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Write for Booklet, "Better Valve Protection," free on application
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